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ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD FOR MATTER 2012050785 02/25/2014 

Jennie Wong Ni, MS. OTR/L tel: 
Education· 

Tufts University-Boston School of Occupational Therapy, Medfot~, MA 
M.S. Occupational Thero,py 
G.P.A. 3.74 

University of Wisconsln·M~c:fison, Madison, WI 
B.S. Honots Psychology and Zoology 
G.P.A. 3.44 . 

1998-2.000 

199~M998 

Clinical/Job Experience 

!1036S61.1 J 

Newport-Mesa Unified·School l::>lstrict, Cf;>Sia Mesi/if, CA July 2005...;, current 
Performed initial, annual, triennial assessments and oonsultations·to detet'niitie:need fur oecupationaltherapy services 
in tile school district. Assessments include! Bruininks-Oserersk:y Test of Motor Proficiency, The Beery-Buktenica Test 
of Visual Motor Integration, Peabody Developmental Motor Scales -·z Test of Visual Per-ceptual Sk!tls, Handwriting 
Without Tears The Print Tool, Wide Ratige Assessment of Visual Motot Abllities, Sensqcy Profile, The Sensory 
Proeessing Measure, Miller Function and Participation Scales, Test of Handwriting Skills, clinical observations, teacher 
and parent interviews. · 
Caseload included a variety of diagnoses sucb as.autism, sensQry integration dysf\:mctl~n. ADD/AOHD, Down 
Syndrome. seizure disorder,. developmental delay, and learnil1g disorders. cas;load has.included cliildten ranging from 
preschool age through high school. . 

.. Initiated and began running preschool classroom groups to l!d(lr$S senserlmotor, tine motor. and social skills needs. 
Collaborated with the teacher on monthly theme and relating the grot1p LO current.curriculum. 
Attended lEP meetings for students. 
Supervised Level 11 Fieldwork occupational therapy students on school-based practice, 

Irvine Therapy Services, Irvine, CA March 2004 - July 2005 
· Performed re-assessments for progress updates including the Bru!ninks-Oseretsk).' I.est ofMotpr Proficiency, The 
· Beery-Buktenlca Test of Visual Motor Integration, Peabody Devefoµmental Motor Scales•2, TestofVisual Perceptual 

Skills, Motor-Free Visual Perceptual Testt Sensory Profile, Goodenough .. Harris Self Drawit~g, and clinical 
observations. 
Caseload is primarily children with sensory processing and sensory-motor, deficits. Diagnoses include autism, sensory 
integration dysfunction, ADD/ADHD, Yisual deficits, and developmental delay. 
Consulted and collaborated with school-based personnel to address sensory-based, fine motor, social skills issues in 
school. 
Attended IEP meetings as needed. 

Children's Therapy Center, Las Vegas, NV Dee<. 2002 ... Feb. 2004 
Performed initial evaluations, re-evaluations. progress reports, and treatment for children birth to 18 years. 
Caseload included diagnoses such as cerebral. palsy, fetal alcohol syndrome. Down syndrome, autism, sensory 
integration dysfunction, developmental delay, seizure dillorder, hemiplegia, and brachia! plexus. 
Utilized sensory integration principles, neurodevelopmental treatment techniques, fine motor and gr<>SS motor skills, 
visual motor skills, activities of daily living skills, strengthening techniques, and kinesiotaping. 

Nevada Early Intervention Services, Las Vegas, NV Sept. 2001 - Feb. 2004 
Perfonned initial evaluations for chlklren from birth to three years to determine occupationai thercipy needs. 

• · Consulted with developmental specialists on tiome programs for occupathmaltherapy. 
Participated in interdisciplinary monthly meetings to diSt:uss clients.and their needs. 

Dayspring Educational and Therapeutic Services, t.,.afayette, CO Sept. 2000 -Aug. 2001 
Evaluated and treated children from birth 10 three years in the home !.Uld clinic as patj of an lnterdisqipllnary early 
intervention team. 
Participated as a co-leader in a sensory & cognitive play group and a feeding group once a week. 
Created a sensory diet information sheet to give to parents, including activities t6 do at home. 

• Conducted Peabody Developmental Motor Scales 2, clinical observations for writing treatment goals and transition 
summaries, feeding histories and evaluations. · 
Utiliz~d sensory integration principles, neurodevelopmental treatment techniques, and feeding & oral-motor treatment 

NMUSD0582 
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I 

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD FOR MATTER 2012050785 

Lict}nsiJre/Ptofessional Development 
" NBCOT Certified April 2s. 20,01 
" CPR Certification 
.. Cl>l's Nonviolent Crisis Intervention certification 

02/25/2014 1267of1332 

.. Completed the following workshops that focused on ;working with children with Autism 
Hands-On Sensory Integration Treatment for the Child with Autism: An Interdisciplinary Approach 
Received Training in Applied Behavioral Analysis sponsored by Autism Partnership 
Making S1m~e-ory,Qut of Autism 
Autism and S~nsory Processing Disorders 

" Atrended Integrated Listening Systems training to become an iLs practitioner 
" Completed the following work$hops th!ltfoouse(i on Handwriting for Children 

Handwriting Wj1fiout Tears Pre-.K,Printi:ng and Cursive. Workshop 
Handwriting Without T.elµ'S •!print Tool" Workshop 
Tteatin1r Functfonal School Difficulties and Neurokinesthetic Approach to Hand Function and 
Handwtlting'"tJresented·by Mary Benbow, MS1 OTR. 

" Completed thefollowing Wi'.>rkshQps that focused on:Sensory Integration and Self Regulation 
The Sensory Integration Perspective" Cburse sponsored by the University of Southern California 
Zones of Regtililtfon 
Alert Program for 8elf-Regulation 
Get Ready to Learn: Yoga Therapy in the Classroom 
NDT. SI and MotQr Control: Practfoal Applications that Achieve Functional Outcomes for Children 

" Attended a 5-day continuing education course on Wfteatment of the Baby" sponsored by Boehme Workshop~. 
.. Attended a workshop to become certified to use "Threshold Electrical Stimulation (TES)" 
" Attended a continuing education course on ''Kinesio Taping Fundamentals and Kinesio Taping for Upper 

and :Lower Extremity." 
" , ,/\trended a week long Rocky Mountain.Fragile Infant Feeding Institute that covered topics on feeding for the NrCU 

infa11t and' infants with special feeding concerns. 

l l-036S6t.I I 

NMUSD 0583 
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la·S 

· Objllclive 

Qualifications · 

Education 
Jan. '78 to June '81 

Sept. '73 to June '77 

June '77 to Dec. '77 

Credentials and 
Certifications 
Jan. '201 o to Present 

Aug. '84 to Present 

Feb. '85 to Present 

Feb. '85 to Present 

March '99 
Feb. '99 

Aug. '96 

Employment 
Aug. '94 to Present 

din 

Speech and Language P.alholo.gist 

My 25 years experience as ei speech and l~n,guage pathologis~ my 
strong,past and current educational backg(9.\.lnd and my enthusiai>m, 
dedication and continuing commitment to'rny·Students, families, s~ff and 
emplo.yer qµaUfy me In any edµcatk1hal or ellnfilal setting. 

Califomta State Unl\lerslty, LosAhgeles (C,S.U.LA) 

~ter of Arni in.Sp~h Pathm~9)1.ancl AµdiolJ:>gY 

University ofcaut'orriiafsarita Barbafa (U.O;S.B~ 
Bachelor of Arts Oeeree in Speech ~Heming 
Post Graduate Work iJi ;Audiology at C;S.U.L.A. 
ElghtY-n!ne clinibal hours and classes inelUdlng graduate classes In 
pediatric audlolo$. . oraklural rehabilitation, sign language 
psychoacoustics; audioldglc lnstrumerrtalior'!, impedance measuremeflb>, 
ai'ld advanced alldlologic special tests 

Assistlve Technology Assessmentcertlficate (High lncldence 
Disabilities) 
Licensed Speech Pat'1ologlst, Board ofM~dica! Quality Assurance, 
Speech Pathology and Audiology Examitrlrig Committee, #SP5601 
CllnicakRehabilltatlve Service Credential In Language, Speech and 
Hearing for grades;· j)tesohool .thtough · adult'educatton- lifetime 
pterlential issued by the state of calif!)mia 
Cettmcate of Clinical Competence (CC.c)- American SpeeCh and 
Hearing Association 
Fast ForWord ·certification from the scle.ntifio Learning Corporaijpn 
Certiflcation.0$ a Behavioral Intervention Case·Manager {BICM) from 
Monterey County, SELPA 
Treatment and education of autistic and related communication 
handicapped ohtldren. (TEACCH ). one week intensive tralnllig 

Lan ua e S ech and 
Edu t!On- · · s a t ·· It ' · le el · le 
Responsibll!tfes ire assessment.and rei'litkilallon of speech and 
language d!sordem In students with dlaS,Ooses including autism, autism 
spectrum d!serdars, Aspergets Syndroirie, Oown Sym:frome, Cerebrai 
Patsy, hearing Impairment .aphasia, qpraxia and developmental delays. 
My speech and language program in~udes lodlvklual and small group 
therapy sessions, weekly classroom lahguage sessions emphasizing 
activities of dally living and peer tutoring sesslons_wlth general education 
studeQts. Age ranges Include kindergarten through high school. 

NMUSD0584 
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· Aug. i93 to Aug, i94 

Sept. '81 to June '93 

Feb. '84 to Dec:. '84 
(Part-time 10.htsJwk) 

AwardS, Trainin.gs 
and Organb:atlom; 

Specialized techniques ·utilized include atJgmeritatlve communication, 
picture exchange communic;.itlon, sign lang~~g~. peer Integration, floor 

· time.therapy sessions, TEACCH activities; F;a$t ForWord technology and 
lntel.likeys computer techoology, Additlonally, ·I develop and· monitor 
appropriate IEP goals, In-service staff and famllles to help facilitate 
communrcation sl)ills and assist with behavioral management 
l!lssessmerit and goals. 
Sl\?€leC:h and .Languaae pathologist f:.loilaCare Corooratlon 
Responsibilities !hcluded assessment al'ld remediation of adults 
presenting with neurological impairments ranging from expressive and 
r~ptlve aphasia, trauma.tic Qr-l'!in lnjurles, cjysphagia treatment and 
senHe dementi~ ·and A(z.nelmer's. Additionally, I In-serviced staff 
counsaj~ families and started sm!illl C?mmunication groups with 
~tients \n vario,~s .skilled nursing facilities: 
Itinerant Speecb and language Specialist Los Angeles Unified School 
Dis ·ct · s eclalist Est e e ers 
Respohsibi inctucied assessment and remediation of speech, 
langtiage, hearing, fluency and voice disorders In students from 
pte'SchooHhroUgh thetweifth grade. I created and developed 
speclafli:ed ptogf'arns.for these students including homework manuals 
for parents, peer tutoring programs and weekly communication systems 
involiling all parents. Integral parts of this program consisted of !n
services tQ parents and teachers of students, performing the nationally 
syndicated 'Kids on .the Block' plays, and teaching seminars to update 
$pee~h.5pecialists and special education teachers on current 
ass.essments and methodologies interested in hearing impairment or 
peer Integrations actli/lffes, and supervising $lUdent teachers from 
colleges for their ;cllnical rehabilitation seiVlce' credentlal. 
Speech pathologist Community Speech and Hearing Center. Encino 
Calif. Director: Howard Gray. PHO, . 
8!?.~l?()nslblllties lnclUded. assessment and remediation of speeQh, 
lal'it,Jitage, .voice and fluency problems In clients in clinical and home 
settings. The Clients tanged In ages from infants to geriatrics. 
Atldl~ona1 focus lnciudEid rounseling of parents and clients and . 
9$tablishing hc;me proo~ms for-effective·canyover of therapeuttc goals. 
Special Education Teacher, Center-For Communicative Development. 
Lo5Anbe!es. Director: Vlrolnia McKinney 
I w;as ·~ l~er for deaf and hard-of-hearing adults, Responsibilities 
Included speech and language therapy through total communication, 
audltofY training, monthly reports and contacts with vocational 
rehabil!tallan counselors, acquiring hearing aids for these students, 
teaching dally living skllls and written communlcatton skills and on-going 
evaluations of theJ(communlcatfve development. 

· May'2010'Newpott~Mesa Unified School District Super star Award
Jun~:>913 1998 Spechd Educator of the Year Award - Support Staff, 
c.hosenby the M9merey C<)unty!?.peeial EduQation local Plan Area 
Cqrtll]~tllty~ AdYlsory C,ammlttee 
Feg1 

1Q5: Language DeveJ.opment Sp~iallst Examination -Passed, 
.cailrqmia Cornm!ssion on Teacher Credentialing 
Sept. ~!11 tQ June '92 .~cmv~rsaliortar Sparfish Courses at Moorpark J.C. 
Se'pt '81 'ii Present Member of Calif. Speech and Hearing (CSHA) 
Feb. '8$'to Present Memberof American Speech and Hearing Assoc. 

NMUSD 0585 
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EDUCATl:ON 

February 2008 

December 2003 

Leah D~l'(isi 

Early Chilqhood Special Education Credential, 
California Stdte University, Fullerton 

Graduate: Bachelors of Arts in Communication, 
Major: Coffill!.Unication 
San Diego State University, San Diego, CA 

ADDI~IONAL QUALIFICATIONS 

• CBEST 
Adult, Child and Infant CPR 
Trained in Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)and discrete trial 

teaching. District provided 5 day hands on and 2 day didactic by 
Autism partnership. 
• ABA full day in-class 6 week training by Autism partnership. 

Trained in Intensive Behavior Instruction-19 hours. 
Direct 1:1 instruction. 
Social Skills Facilitation training: Teaching Interactions 
PxeK Handwriting without tears workshop 

TEACHING AND RELATED EXPERIENCE 

2006-current 

2004- 2006 

(10)6516.l) 

Early Childhood Special Education Teacher in 
a PreK Autism specific Special Day Class, 
Newport Mesa Unified Sch-001 District 

Establish goals and objectives for the students 
Create and instruct curriculum 

Independent Facilitator/Classroom Aid, 
Capistrano Onified School District 

Provide one on one aide on assigrunents 
in Behavior Intervention Class and an autism 
specific PreK class 
•tonduct Intensive behavior. instruction/ 
discrete trial daily 

NMUSD 0586 
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 

SPECIAL EDUCATION DIVISION 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of: 

PARENTS ON BEHALF OF 
STUDENT, 

v. 

NEWPORT-MESA UNIFIED 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 

OAH Case No. 2012050785 

October 15, 2013 

Newport-Mesa USD Off ices 
Costa Mesa, CA 

The above-entitled matter came on for hearing 

pursuant to notice, 

BEFORE: DARRELL LEPKOWSKY 
Administrative Law Judge 

Official Transcriber: Kelli Wells 

SC-at"ewtd& rraniJCrifYC-i<Jrv Serv{cey 
(916)624-4300 
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40 

1 our own. But we had gotten recommendations that he should 

2 have more in the neighborhood of about three hours a week of 

3 individual. And we've seen a neurologist up in UCLA. And 

4 also I talked to advocate. 

5 Q Now, you signed this IEP. Is that correct? 

6 A That is correct. 

7 Q And you accepted the program? 

8 A Yes. As I recall we -- I think I stopped signing 

9 them for a while but then they were saying that they -- that 

10 if we didn't agree to it then he would pretty much not get 

11 anything. And I think this whole process here, we're kind 

12 of nalve. We don't understand the system and we're learning 

13 as we go. 

14 Q Now. I'm going to take you over to the signature 

15 page, 313. 

16 A Okay. 

17 Q And on the left hand side in the middle of the 

18 page where it says informed consent. 

19 A Yes. 

20 Q Okay. Do you see the initials there where it says 

21 I have been advised and given a copy of the special 

22 education procedural safeguards? 

23 A 

24 Q 

25 A 

Yes. 

You know what those are? 

Not off top of my head. Is that the parent's 

se-arewfde,, Tra!UertptwwServ~ 
(916} 624-4300 
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1 rights form that they hand out 

2 Q You're not allowed to ask me questions. Sorry. 

3 A Oh, I'm sorry. I don't recall exactly what that 

4 is. Procedural safeguards. I think it could be the 

5 parent's rights. 

6 Q Are those your initials? 

7 A Yes. Except on the second line where I wrote no. 

8 MS. LOYER: Okay. Your Honor, I can't remember if 

9 I asked you to enter this. 

10 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Seventeen, 

11 no. 

12 MS. LOYER: Okay. I'd like you to ask that it be 

13 entered, please. 

14 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Any 

15 objection? This is Student's 17. 

16 MS. MITHAIWALA: No, Your Honor. 

17 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

18 Student 17 is admitted. 

19 MS. LOYER: Thank you, Your Honor. 

20 Q Okay. I'm going to take you to Student's Exhibit 

21 number 20. And this is the IEP that was generated on 

22 February 1, 2012. Are you there. 

23 A 

24 Q 

25 354. 

Yes. 

Okay. And if you could just flip back to page 

St"at'8Wtd& Tr~cptwn,,ServiceY 
(916) 624-4300 
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1 this. It's Student 24. 

2 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Any 

3 objection? 

4 MS. MITHAIWALA: Lack of foundation. 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Ms. Loyer, is 

6 Ms. Cottier going to testify to this document? 

7 MS. LOYER: Yes, Your Honor. 

8 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

9 Why don't we wait for her to admit it into evidence then. 

10 MS. LOYER: Okay. 

11 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

12 So I'll sustain the objection at this point. 

13 Q Prior to engaging Ms. Cottier to conduct this 

14 assessment, did you request, or did the District offer to 

15 provide an augmentative communication assessment? 

16 A You mean, prior to this? 

17 Q Prior to this. 

18 A No. Didn't really know about it. The assistive 

19 technology. 

20 Q Okay. I want to go back to the IEP now that is 

21 tab 27. Okay. If you could turn to page 412 in that IEP 

22 and second to the bottom it says Parent comments and 

23 concerns, if you can take a moment and read that and let me 

2 4 know when you' re ready. 

25 A Okay. 
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1 "continue" is misleading because we weren't doing it up to 

2 this point. 

3 Q I just need you to answer my question. 

4 A Yes, but my understanding of it was --

5 Q Your understanding of "multimodal communication 

6 system," what is your understanding of what that is? 

7 A Well it has multiple modalities and it's a device 

8 used for communication. 

9 Q Did Cindy Cottier explain her recommendations to 

10 you in person or on the phone? 

11 A We discussed it and -- yes. 

12 Q Okay. Take a look -- actually don't take a look 

13 at anything. You testified about you had heard that three 

14 hours a week of individual speech-and-language therapy is 

15 what would be appropriate for  Do you recall that 

16 testimony? 

17 A Yes. 

18 Q And you testified that you talked to a neurologist 

19 and advocate regarding that. Who were those people? 

20 A Let's see Dr. Shereefi Hanour {phonetic) and then 

21 also the advocate that I spoke with over the phone was -- I 

22 think it was Gregarian or Gogarian (phonetic) or something 

23 like that. These were years ago. 

24 Q Is Dr. Shereefi Hanour a speech-and-language 

2 5 pathologist? 
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1 A No, she's a neurologist. 

2 Q She's a neurologist. She doesn't have additional 

3 credentials in speech-and-language pathology? 

4 A I don't recall. 

5 Q Has she ever worked in a school environment? 

6 A I don't recall. 

7 Q Special education environment? 

8 A I don't know. 

9 Q How about Mister is it Mister -- Gogarian? 

10 A Mr. Gogarian or something like that. 

11 Q Is he a speech-and-language pathologist? 

12 A No, he is not. He's an advocate for parents. 

13 Q Does he have experience working in a special 

14 educational classroom as a teacher? 

15 A I think he maybe does, but I can't say 

16 specifically. 

17 Q Did you ask either of those individuals to contact 

18  teacher at the time to talk about their philosophy 

19 of three hours of individual speech-and-language? 

20 A No, the neurologist I think wrote us a 

21 prescription for the speech-and-language therapy and my 

22 conversations with the advocate was -- we only spoke once 

23 over the phone and then we decided that we wouldn't need the 

24 services of an advocate. 

25 Q Okay. Did your neurologist explain to you the 
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1 Q How so? 

2 A Mentioned that there was an inconsistency and that 

3 we needed to get some consistency with the PECS. 

4 Q And did you mention that to your home providers? 

5 A Yes. 

6 Q And what did they say? 

7 A There was a lot of coordination going on between 

8 the school and them, but they were wanting to try and set up 

9 a time to get together with the school and try and 

10 coordinate efforts. 

11 Q And what was that? 

12 A I don't recall. 

13 Q Can I switch over to direct at this point, Your 

14 Honor? 

15 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

16 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

17 BY MS. MITHAIWALA: 

18 Q Mr. Fulsang, did you review them at a due process 

19 complaint your attorney filed on your behalf? 

20 A 

21 Q 

22 qualified? 

23 A 

24 Q 

25 A 

Yes. 

Which staff do you believe are not highly 

Which staff specifically? 

Uh-huh. 

I don't think I'm qualified to speak on their 
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1 Regional Center, that's where I first found out about legal 

2 representation in special education environment. I also 

3 learned about writing letters to request an IEP and things 

4 like that. So we didn't want to hire an attorney right off 

5 the be able to, we didn't think that that was necessary, but 

6 I would say maybe when  was maybe four, about then. 

7 Q When you sought assistance or when you retained a 

8 counselor? 

9 A When I learned about it. 

10 Q When you learned about it. 

11 A When I retained he was I think after the incident 

12 when he got kicked in the head at the school. 

13 Q So do you think it's a fair statement to say that 

14 you as a family promoted a collaborative approach? 

15 A Yeah, definitely 

16 MS. MITHAIWALA: Objection, leading. 

17 MS. LOYER: I'm crossing her direct. 

18 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay, 

19 overruled. 

20 Q Okay. And I do have to ask you one question. Is 

21 it true that  mom handles all the scheduling and 

22 bill- paying for all his therapies? 

23 A It is. 

24 Q Okay. Would it be also fair to say that she's 

25 going to make a better witness in that area? 
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1 MS. MITHAIWALA: Sure, absolutely. 

2 MS. LOYER: Thank you, Your Honor. 

3 Q Mr. Fulsang, why didn't you request an AT 

4 evaluation from the District prior to getting Ms. Cottier's 

5 evaluation privately? 

6 A Probably because I'm not an experienced person in 

7 special education. 

8 Q So you are not aware that you can request 

9 assessments from the District? 

10 A No. 

11 MS. MITHAIWALA: Okay. I don't have anything 

12 further, Your Honor. Actually wait, sorry. Just one other 

13 question. 

14 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay. 

15 Q You testified, Mr. Fulsang, about the toileting in 

16 the home environment? 

17 A Yes. 

18 Q What did Nyansa do with respect to creating a 

19 toileting program for you or  

20 A I think Nyansa tried to develop a toileting 

21 regimen. Merine (phonetic) was the name Merine? Maggie. 

22 INTERPRETER: I'm sorry, could you repeat that 

23 last sentence? 

24 MR. FULSANG: Nyansa developed a program for 

25 toileting by their program supervisor Maggie, and that was 
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1 A Okay. 

2 Q Thank you. Now how do you know  Fulsang? 

3 A I know  Fulsang, he was a student in my 

4 classroom beginning in 2011, my kindergarten classroom. 

5 Q Okay. 

6 A And continued in my classroom through 2012 to '13. 

7 Q Okay. So he was there for two school years? 

8 A Correct. 

9 Q Okay. And that was at the Mariners Elementary 

10 School or 

11 A No, that was at Eastbluff Elementary. 

12 Q Oh, Eastbluff. Okay I'm sorry, I'm out of order. 

13 Thank you. Can you describe your classroom there that  

14 was a part of? 

15 A Okay. My classroom is in autism, moderate-to-

16 severe classroom, all of the students in there have 

17 moderate-to- severe autism. It's an ABA classroom where we 

18 utilize applied behavior analysis strategies throughout the 

19 classroom, throughout the school day. That includes 

20 positive behavior reinforcements, each student has you know 

21 their own positive behavior reinforcement plan. It's a very 

22 structured classroom, we use a lot of explicit teaching 

23 visuals. Our classroom is made up of myself, the teacher, 

24 and I always have additional classroom staff in my 

25 classroom. 
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1 Q Now for the time that  was there how many 

2 children were in the classroom? 

3 A The first year we had six children and three 

4 adults. The second year we had seven children and five 

5 adults. 

6 Q Okay. Now how would you describe  and his 

7 needs? 

8 A  and his needs,  is a boy who needs 

9 positive reinforcement throughout his day. He requires 

10 frequent breaks. He does well in a smaller environment, 

11 smaller teaching environments. Some of his strengths are 

12 that he was able to follow simple classroom instructions, he 

13 got used to the routines within the classroom. He needed 

14 support with his communication within the classroom, which 

15 was provided. He was a lovable kid, he definitely showed 

16 affection, mainly towards adults. He was happy. 

17 Q Okay. I'm going to take you to a couple of 

18 documents that are in the books in front of you, and if you 

19 could put the white one in front of you, that's the 

20 Student's evidence packet and the other one is the 

21 District's. And if I could just explain, we have an 

22 interpreter here in case you're wondering why there's some 

23 talking going on. 

24 A Okay. 

25 Q Okay. 

I figured. 

If you could turn to tab 20. This is the 
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1 too. 

2 Q Did he use it? 

3 A We were in the teaching phase of trying to get him 

4 to use it. 

5 Q So, did he -- was it mobile, like if he went out 

6 on the playground? 

7 A We kept it inside the classroom. 

8 Q Okay. Now I'm just going to ask you some random 

9 questions that are disconnected, about your classroom. So 

10 did you have a therapy ball in your classroom? 

11 A Yes. 

12 Q Okay. And did he use it? 

13 A Yes, he would go out in the yard and roll on it. 

14 Q Was that something that he had free access to or 

15 did he have to earn it or --

16 A That was something that was always in the 

17 classroom. When he got his breaks, depending on what he 

18 chose for his breaks if he was walking towards a puzzle or 

19 something he was able to access it, it would be on his way. 

20 Q Okay. Was there any scheduled time that he would 

21 be put on it? 

22 A We had sensory breaks throughout the day, correct, 

23 where we would have students specifically bouncing on the 

24 balls, these would facilitate that. We also had an actual 

25 whole group sensory movement opportunities where we would 
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1 meet once a day and work on stretching and breathing and 

2 squeezing different things like that. That was a daily 

3 activity that we did as a whole group. 

4 Q So is everything a whole group or did he have a 

5 specific, at this time a specific sensory diet? 

6 A At this time there was not a specific sensory diet 

7 that was in place. 

8 Q Okay. 

9 A But with stuff that we were all doing within the 

10 classroom. 

11 Q Okay. Now did you do .data collection on him when 

12 he was in your classroom? 

13 A Yes. 

14 Q Now was that something you did personally or was 

15 that delegated to the aides? 

16 A Both, all of us. 

17 Q And how did you determine who did what data 

18 collection? How did that work? 

19 A Usually whoever was working with him at the time 

20 would collect the data. 

21 Q Okay. And what happened to the data after you 

22 collected it? 

23 A After we collected the data we would summarize the 

24 data and we would put it into our summative sheets and then 

25 it was used for progress reporting and reviewed just to see 
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1 how they were making progress. I would review the data 

2 weekly just to see where they were at. 

3 Q Okay. So the data collection that you were doing 

4 was just -- was all goal-specific? 

5 A Goal-specific. 

6 Q Okay. So you weren't collecting behavioral data 

7 unless it was directed at behavior roles, is that accurate? 

8 A Correct. At that time we had specific behavioral 

9 goals that we were collecting data on. 

10 Q Okay. Now when you said we would summarize, who 

11 would "we" be? 

12 A My staff and I sat down at the end of the week and 

13 we summarize the data weekly. 

14 Q Now did you hold -- I don't know whether this is 

15 the right term and if it's, if you don't know what I'm 

16 talking about, tell me and I'll see if I can pull another 

17 one -- did you hold clinic meetings for him? You know what 

18 that is? 

19 A Clinic meetings. 

20 Q Or staff meetings where everybody comes together 

21 with the family and --

22 A We did not have clinic meetings that were set 

23 aside. The family was free to call an IEP at any time that 

24 they wished. There were times within the last years that I 

25 met with the in-home program service provider. 
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1 Q By "they," you mean your staff, you? 

2 A Myself. 

3 Q Okay. 

4 A My staff and I talk continuously throughout the 

5 day. So if they have questions, readily available to attend 

6 to these questions. 

7 Q Okay. Now, did the subject ever come up about, at 

8 this time, the time frame we're in, as to assistive 

9 technology devices for him other than PECS? 

10 A I know Kathy Murphy and I, she was a speech-and-

11 language pathologist at that time, we were always talking 

12 about readiness to move towards, you know, an eventual 

13 higher-tech AAC device. We were already using PECS and 

14 picture-exchange within the classroom, that is something 

15 that they had been using in preschool as well. 

16 Q So by "readiness," what do you mean by that? 

17 A I know in preschool he was working on matching 

18 object to object. There are certain levels of readiness 

19 where the student needs to be to ensure that they will be 

20 successful using an AAC device. So for instance matching 

21 picture to picture, having the picture being able to 

22 identify the object, picture to object. 

23 Q Okay. So at this meeting were you surprised to 

24 hear that he was using an iPad at home? 

25 A His mom and I had discussed that he was using that 
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1 Q It's okay. So if you don't know something just 

2 say you don't know and if I'm -- my questions are too 

3 convoluted tell me and I'll try to make them better for you, 

4 okay. 

5 A The datasheets were provided to me through my --

6 with my autism specialist. 

7 Q And that's Dr. --

8 A Eliza. 

9 Q Eliza, okay. 

10 A Dr. DelPizzo. 

11 Q Now were you aware of  having any fecal 

12 smearing at school? 

13 A We never actually saw the fecal smearing at 

14 school. Mom had told us that there was fecal smearing 

15 occurring at home, and we discussed strategies of how they 

16 were handling the fecal-smearing at home and we also 

17 collaborated with the in-home program, asking what they were 

18 doing at home and tried to be as consistent as we could be 

19 with the potty routine that they were doing at home. 

20 Q Now if -- I'm going to give you a hypothetical, 

21 okay if there was an incident of fecal smearing, how 

22 would you find that out? Would that be part of the data 

23 collection? Would it just be one of your aides coming to 

24 you? 

25 Q We would -- if they were --
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1 MS. MITHAIWALA: Objection, hypothetical. She's 

2 not asking about facts that actually occurred. 

3 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I don't think 

4 Ms. Burns has been designated as an expert. 

5 MS. LOYER: Well I'm not asking from an expert, 

6 I'm asking from how communication flows from her and her 

7 staff. That's why I gave her a hypothetical because if it 

8 didn't happen she can't explain to me, because my thinking 

9 in phrasing that question was the teacher may not be the one 

10 that would witness it because of the aides' different 

11 duties. And so I am just wondering what the flow of 

12 information would be. 

13 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

14 Well, why don't you just kind of parse that out then? 

15 MS. LOYER: Okay. So, I don't know how to do that 

16 without a hypothetical, you know. If you had a certain 

17 behavior in your classroom and you didn't witness it, how 

18 would you find about it? Is there a better way of asking 

19 that? 

20 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Well go ahead 

21 and ask that --

22 MS. LOYER: Okay, let's try. 

23 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: -- and we'll 

24 see where it goes. 

25 Q Okay. So if you had a certain behavior whether 
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1 it's that particular behavior or other behavior and you 

2 didn't witness it as the teacher, how does that information 

3 flow to you if it's not something that's on a datasheet? 

4 A My staff reports to me throughout the day. We've 

5 got a very tight team in the classroom altogether all day. 

6 They know that if anything occurs throughout the day they 

7 report to me and I'd communicate it to the parents. 

8 Q Okay. Now with regards to this report I'm just 

9 going to go through a couple aspects of it. Do you want to 

10 take a little bit of time to look at it, I don't know if 

11 you've read it recently, I don't want to 

12 A I looked at it awhile back, but if you have 

13 specific pages that you want me to look at we can go into 

14 those. 

15 Q Okay. Let me just ask you a general question. 

16 The targeted behaviors that were picked, I think they're 

1 7 listed on page 425 near the bottom, it has the "pushing of 

18 the palm," the "tapping finger;s" and the "squeezing of 

19 another person's wrist," how did you come to picking those 

20 three behaviors? 

21 A These were the targeted behaviors that were 

22 discussed in the IEP. 

23 Q Okay. And now, with regards to the "pushing palm 

24 to chin," was that disruptive to the learning environment? 

25 A It wasn't necessarily disrupted to the learning 
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1 environment because it's usually short-lived. There was a 

2 push and then it was extinguished after that. 

3 Q Okay. And what about the "tapping"? 

4 A The tapping is more disruptive to the learning 

5 environment but he was easily redirected when the tapping 

6 did occur. 

7 Q Okay. And what about the aggression, the 

8 "squeezing"? 

9 A Squeezing I wouldn't say that was disruptive to 

10 the learning environment. 

11 Q It was or was not? 

12 A It wasn't. 

13 Q It was not, okay. Thank you. And with regards to 

14 his iTouch that was introduced, can you tell me how that was 

15 integrated into his environment? 

16 A We began using it for highly-preferred items. At 

17 snack having him choose which snack item that he would want 

18 at that time off of his iTouch. It was completely modeled, 

19 hand-over-hand modeling, a lot of receptive, just verbal 

20 language bathing him, and the receptive language of how do 

21 you use it. 

22 Q And did it progress from highly-preferred items? 

23 A We kept it with highly-preferred items for a 

24 while. We added in new highly-preferred items to have him 

25 be able to choose something that we knew maybe weren't as 
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1 highly preferred, and then later we added in more functions 

2 and activities to teach him how to navigate through. 

3 Q And how did you feel he was doing on that iPad or 

4 iTouch? 

5 A I thought he was doing well. 

6 Q Okay. I am going to have you go to tab 37 and 

7 that is the IEP that was generated on May 2, 2013. 

8 A I'm sorry, tab 37? 

9 Q Tab 37 in the white book, yeah. 

10 A For May 2nd? 

11 Q Yes. 

12 A Okay. 

13 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: This is the 

14 one that's tab 45 --

15 MS. LOYER: Oh, I'm sorry, we're using the other 

16 book. 

17 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: in 

18 District's. 

19 MS. LOYER: So it would be in the black book, tab 

20 45. 

21 MS. BURNS: Tab 37 is it? 

22 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Tab 45 in the 

23 book you're looking at now. 

24 Q Okay. Now, with regards -- I'm going to go back 

25 to the iTouch, and this the second paragraph from the bottom 
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1 it starts with, "Ms. Loyer asked." 

2 A Uh-huh. 

3 Q The second sentence here says, "The team indicated 

4 cormnunications support was not always provided under these 

5 conditions. 11 Could you expand on that a little bit about 

6 what we were talking about at that? 

7 A I think you were asking if we had the -- if -- I 

8 could be wrong but -- if you had it available for certain 

9 times of the day and we said that we were teaching him so 

10 how to use it so we had it available during the highly-

11 preferred times and we were also -- we had it available at 

12 that time, I believe, during circle-time and center-

13 rotations. 

14 Q And how did he do with that at circle-time? Did 

15 he participate? 

16 A He was making progress. Again, during the non 

17 highly-preferred times it was still a lot of hand-over-hand 

18 modeling teaching him how to identify object to the picture 

19 on the iPad or the iTouch. 

20 Q Uh-huh. So when you say "object" does that mean 

21 for circle-time activities, it was expanded beyond food 

22 items at that time? 

23 A 

24 Q 

25 A 

"Beyond" -- I'm sorry? 

Food items? Preferred food? 

Yes. 
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1 Q Okay so 

2 A We were just starting to introduce it. He was 

3 able to identify the food items independently by that point 

4 so we were having him move on to other things, and again it 

5 was all hand-over-hand mode~ed just to have him experience 

6 it and have interaction with it during the other times of 

7 the day. 

8 Q Did you find that he enjoyed using it or did he 

9 resist using it, do you have any kind of opinion about that 

10 as his teacher? 

11 A Because it was more demanding and it wasn't a 

12 highly-preferred time of day it wasn't as enjoyable as it 

13 would be during his snack-time. However when he did 

14 receive, for his behavioral support system when he did 

15 receive his tokens and it was time for his reinforcement 

16 break he was able to use that to choose what break-item he 

1 7 wanted for that time. 

18 Q Now, explain to me how that token thing worked? 

19 A The reinforcement system? 

20 Q Yeah. 

21 A He has a token system which is a token board and 

22 he has ten tokens. Last year I believe he had five and when 

23 he was displaying the desired behavior, the targeted 

24 behavior, he would received a token as well as verbal praise 

25 for that targeted behavior. It's part of the ABA strategies 
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1 that we use in our ABA classroom. 

2 Q Okay. So did he understand the concept of five 

3 tokens? 

4 A Absolutely. 

5 Q So 

6 A He understood when he got his five tokens and that 

7 meant that he got a break. 

8 Q Okay. So does that translate to him being able to 

9 count to five? 

10 A Being able to count to five, I wouldn't say it 

11 translated him being able to count to five but because it's 

12 a visual and he knows that when that token is on the board 

13 and it's covering that piece of Velcro. 

14 Q Okay. 

15 A It's more of a visual thing, he understands when 

16 that's full that's when he gets his break. 

17 Q Just so I understand it, it's like a Velcro board 

18 and it has five spots for five tokens. 

19 A Uh-huh. 

20 Q And so --

21 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: You'll have 

22 to say yes for the record. 

23 

24 

25 

MS. BURNS: Yes, I'm so sorry. 

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Thank you. 

MS. BURNS: Yes. 
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1 We'll take five minutes if you have to use the restroom or 

2 anything 

3 MS. BURNS: I might go into the restroom. 

4 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: -- wander 

5 around, that's fine. I'm going to take us off the record. 

6 Five minutes. 

7 (Off the Record) 

8 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: We are back 

9 on the record after a short break in the matter of  

10 Fulsang and Newport-Mesa Unified School District. Ms. 

11 Mithaiwala is going to start her cross examination of Ms. 

12 Burns. 

13 Ms. Burns, I'll just remind you, you're still 

14 under oath. 

15 MS. BURNS: Okay. 

16 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: And you can 

17 begin, Ms. Mithaiwala. 

18 CROSS EXAMINATION 

19 BY MS. MITHAIWALA: 

20 Q Do you remember your discussion on the witness 

21 stand about the use of a iPad for  and mom talking 

22 about that during the IEP meeting? 

23 A Yes. 

24 Q In your opinion is there a difference between use 

25 of an iPad for recreational purposes versus communication 
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1 purposes? 

2 A Yes. 

3 Q And what is that difference in your mind? 

4 A When you're using it for a recreational purpose, 

5 obviously for a reinforcement it's fine. They're always 

6 going to go towards the fun items within the iPad if it's 

7 communication it's used for a different .purpose. So it's 

8 more structured, more modeled, it's a different purpose. 

9 Q Is it possible that  was ready for use of the 

10 iPad for recreational purposes prior to his being ready for 

·11 it to be used for communication purposes? 

12 A No, the navigation was a good thing that he knew 

13 how to navigate through it but I would he wasn't ready for 

14 communication purposes yet. 

15 Q Take a look at the white binder Exhibit 25. 

16 A Okay. 

17 Q And take a look at page 413. 

18 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: You're going 

19 to have to tell me instead of saying white binder or I only 

20 have --

21 MS. MITHAIWALA: Student's Exhibit --

22 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I only have 

23 black binders so, you're going to have to tell me Student's 

24 binder or Exhibit. 

25 MS. MITHAIWALA: Student's Exhibit S-25. 
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1 interviewed I think Lila, the speech and language 

2 pathologist and I believe she was looking for an AT device 

3 was needed and it was prompted by the Parents. 

4 Q Did you have concerns with Dr. Franke's 

5 recommendation that the team now needed to do an FBA? 

6 A I think as a team we weren't exactly understanding 

7 the assistive behaviors that they were looking for, for the 

8 FBA in regards to how it related to the AT device because we 

9 were seeing more the taping behaviors, things like that in 

10 the classroom. 

11 Q Was  having behaviors at that time that in 

12 your mind would warrant an FBA? 

13 A No, not at the time. 

14 Q Was Dr. Franke -- you testified earlier that Dr. 

15 Franke did not conduct an observation of your classroom, is 

16 that correct? 

17 A Not in the classroom, correct. 

18 Q Okay. 

19 INTERPRETER: I'm sorry, the interpreter would 

20 like to ask you if you could both speak a little louder. 

21 MS. BORNS: Oh, sure. Sure, sorry. 

22 MS. MITHAIWALA: Sure, sorry. 

23 MS. MITHAIWALA: Sure, I'll try. Do you want me 

24 to ask that question again? 

25 INTERPRETER: If you don't mind. 
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1 Q Okay. Did Dr. Franke do an observation in your 

2 classroom prior to recommending an FBA? 

3 A No, she was not inside my classroom. 

4 Q So she wouldn't have had an opportunity to see 

5 firsthand whether there were or were not behaviors 

6 occurring? 

7 A Correct, firsthand, yeah. 

8 Q Why do you think she then recommended an FBA? 

9 A From reviewing records or speaking to Parents I 

10 would assume. 

11 Q And were those records several years old or 

12 encompassed several years old or were they? 

13 A The records that she was reviewing, I believe, 

14 were assessments from past years, IEPs from past years. 

15 Q If you had seen the need for an FBA for  

16 would you have recommended one for him? 

17 A Yes, the school psychologist and I would work as a 

18 team and we would have recommended that. 

19 Q Under what circumstances or what types of 

20 behaviors do you generally see for students for which you 

21 would recommend an FBA? 

22 A If we see there's a significant need in the 

23 behavior that's impeding learning in the classroom we aren't 

24 seeing progress on goals, there's injury to the self or 

25 others that's typically when we look more at an FBA. 
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1 Q And none of them was happening with  at that 

2 time? 

3 A No. No, sorry. 

4 Q You testified earlier about when you started 

5 teaching  and I have it down as 2011/2012, is that 

6 right? 

7 A Correct. 

8 Q Were you fully credentialed at that point? 

9 A Yes. 

10 MS. MITHAIWALA: I don't have anything else to 

11 cross Your Honor, but I do have some direct. 

12 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Go ahead. 

13 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

14 BY MS. MITHAIWALA: 

15 Q Okay. Black binder, District's Exhibit 51. Okay. 

16 Katy, have you seen these documents before? 

17 A Yes. 

18 Q And what is it? 

19 A My resume. 

20 Q And what is your current title or position? 

21 A My current title or position is I am an SDC 

22 teacher at Eastbluff Elementary and an ABA structured autism 

23 classroom for moderate to severe students. 

24 Q 

25 A 

Can you describe your educational background? 

I received my bachelor of arts degree in 
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1 training and the District has also offered additional 

2 training courses which I haye attended. They offer courses 

3 throughout the school year for professional development. 

4 Q You've worked with  for two school years, is 

5 that right? 

6 A Correct. 

7 Q Can you describe his intellectual functioning? 

8 A His intellectual functioning is very low. He does 

9 make progress but it tends to be slower progress. He does 

10 have the ability to learn but he is intellectually low. 

11 Q Where would you place him along the autism 

12 spectrum? 

13 A He would be more severe. 

14 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'm sorry I 

15 didn't understand your answer. 

16 MS. BURNS: More severe. 

17 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Severe. 

18 MS. BURNS: Severe. 

19 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Thank you. 

20 Q Is that because of his intellectual functioning or 

21 because he has more severe autistic behaviors? 

22 A I would say his stimulatory behaviors, his 

23 cognitive functioning. 

24 Q How would you describe his ability to retain 

25 information? 
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1 A If he has consistent and structured classroom time 

2 he is able to maintain, if there are gaps we would see there 

3 would be some regression. He needs that consistent support 

4 in order to retain his learning skills. 

5 Q Okay. We're going to be looking at the District's 

6 evidence now so it's going to be primarily the black binder. 

7 Can you look at D-26 please? You testified earlier that you 

8 were at this IEP meeting right? 

9 A Yes, right this was the one. 

10 Q You need to look at page 363 to refresh your 

11 memory. 

12 A Okay. Yes. 

13 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: You are at D-

14 2 6 I am sorry? 

15 MS. MITHAIWALA: D-26 just in general I asked her 

16 -- if she had been -- if she was at this meeting. 

17 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay, thank 

18 you. 

19 Q I'm sorry, Katy yes you were? 

20 A Yes, yes. 

21 Q Okay. 

22 A I was. 

23 Q What was the purpose of this meeting? 

24 A This -- let me double check it, I believe this was 

25 the transition meeting from preschool to kindergarten that 
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1 was held at the end of the preschool year. 

2 Q And so what was your role in this meeting? 

3 A I was there to explain our program to the Parents 

4 and to the family and the teacher to go over their current 

5 goals and where the Student currently was at. 

6 Q Did Parents have any objection on this meeting to 

7 him going to your program? 

8 A Not that I recall. 

9 Q Did you describe your classroom and how you go 

10 about teaching? 

11 A Yes, that's a routine part of a transition 

12 meeting. 

13 Q You've referenced your classroom as an ABA 

14 classroom. Can you talk more about what that means 

15 specifically? 

16 A Yes, everybody has a behavior support some kind of 

17 system where they work off of. They all have targeted 

18 behaviors that we focus in on. It's a structured 

19 environment, our ratios are smaller than a regular 

20 classroom. We use lots of visuals within our classroom, 

21 explicit teaching, we will use lots of positive 

22 reinforcements not only are we using their specific token 

23 systems but then we also during core group time, we have 

24 other items in ways that we provide positive reinforcement 

25 during learning activities for all of the students. 
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1 all very differentiated because each student is so different 

2 so a lot of modifications for the students for their certain 

3 needs. 

4 Q You have mentioned earlier in your testimony that 

5 you have bouncy ball in your classroom. 

6 A Yes. 

7 Q What other sensory supports do you have? 

8 A We have a bouncy ball, we have bean bags, we have 

9 a green mat, we've got Thera-Bands, weighted vests, weighted 

10 blankets, a trampoline. There's -- well that was there last 

11 year, we had a rocking thing which is a plastic rocking 

12 course type of thing but it wasn't rocking course. Lots of 

13 squishy balls. 

14 Q What's the green mat that you referred to? 

15 A The green mat is just basically a mat that unfolds 

16 where if the kids want to go and lay down. It just gives 

17 them a little bit of soft pressure, we also have I don't 

18 know the technical term but it's an OT stock I believe the 

19 kids can put it on and it just provides pressure. 

20 Q Take a look at D-44. Have you seen this before? 

21 A Yes. 

22 Q What is it? 

23 A This is a sensory diet recommendations that that 

24 OTs would give for students in the classroom who have 

25 sensory needs just gives us some ideas of different things 
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1 that we can try to help their sensory needs. 

2 Q And how did this particular one for  come 

3 about? Why was it prepared? 

4 A This is 2013. Our OT was in the classroom and she 

5 wanted to make sure he had everything documented within the 

6 classroom so that we could share it with everybody, make 

7 sure that everyone was on the same page utilizing the 

8 strategies in the classroom and also so that you know when 

9 he does transition to another class that they also are aware 

10 of the different sensory activities that will help  

11 with his sensory needs. 

12 Q Was there anything in this report -- well let me 

13 back up -- lay a foundation. Did you review this report 

14 with Tim Chen, the author of it? 

15 A Yes. 

16 Q Was there anything in this report that was new to 

17 you as far as used for  or something you hadn't 

18 previously thought of? 

19 A Actively pumping was something we were working on 

20 the swings. He enjoys swinging but he wasn't actively 

21 pumping quiet yet, but other than that everything else we 

22 had stuff in the classroom we were human sandwich we did 

23 that kind of stuff squishing, squishes. 

24 Q Can you walk us through a typical day -- well 

25 foundation -- is there a typical day in your classroom? 
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1 A Well the way that my day is structured we have 

2 we all go to the restroom first thing in the morning and we 

3 take what we call movement break where the students will 

4 walk around the black top just to get some movement and then 

5 we allow them to go on the playground, access the playground 

6 equipment for sensory, monkey bars, we encourage them to do 

7 the monkey bars just like climbing just to get what we call 

8 to get their wriggles out. After that we go inside the 

9 classroom everybody participates in independently getting 

10 their stuff out of their backpack. Some kids need more 

11 support than others but that's part of us working towards 

12 independence. Placing it in the designated area. After 

13 that we run a whole group center, whole group instruction 

14 where we do calendar morning activity such as calendar, we 

15 sing songs, we focus on the letter of the day that becomes 

16 the language arts instructional period and after that we 

17 would go into our center rotations, our first center 

18 rotation -- and there are three different center rotations 

19 that are served in the classroom. Typically, last year we 

20 had four because we had more students and more aides we're 

21 able to support that. 

22 But we have a fine motor center where we work on 

23 fine motor activities, cutting, writing, buttoning things 

24 that are more functional, punching whatever that students 

25 needs are or their goals, that's usually what we work on. A 
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1 math center where we work on, quantitative concepts, numbers 

2 again, the math skills where the student's needs are. And 

3 then we also have a language arts center where we work on 

4 reading skills, letters you know if their needs are lower we 

5 will work on different things identifying emotions or 

6 whatever -- if there (inaudible) we need to work on that 

7 category, things along those lines. 

8 And then we do -- we always do a snap before 

9 recess which also give us an opportunity to work on language 

10 skills, social skills, table manners. And typically when 

11 the speech and language pathologist is there that is the 

12 time where she will run snap with our group to really hone 

13 in on the language skills, and also share her strategies 

14 with us, (inaudible) what we are doing during that time --

15 Q And how often is that? 

16 A good time to collaborate. Twice a week. 

17 Q So that's not student specific, she just comes to 

18 a specific class? 

19 A No, that's just that extra time that she's in the 

20 classroom pushing in with us, helping us out sharing her 

21 strategies. The students would then go to recess. After 

22 recess, they come back and we finish our center rotations, 

23 so the center rotations are not all in the morning they 

24 continue after recess. And then we do another whole group 

25 before lunch which focuses on numbers, math, counting. We 
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1 do an actual activity which sticks and manipulative and then 

2 we also utilize the technology with the smart board, working 

3 on colors, shapes, numbers. And then we go to lunch and 

4 recess again. 

5 After lunch and recess we come back and we have a 

6 quiet time where the kids are able to look at books, work on 

7 puzzles, use the computer and then we do progressive 

8 movement, which again it's another whole group instruction 

9 teaching, calming strategies, teaching squeezing, deep 

10 breathing, ways to start teaching kids how to self manage 

11 their anxiety and their frustrations. 

12 After that we would do a read aloud, we'd also do 

13 yoga on certain days; stretching, which is also part of 

14 looking for a group imitation, attending, and then we also 

15 would have -- after that we would have developmental centers 

16 where we play games, we do art projects and these usually 

17 are small group centers, each center would have a different 

18 thing somebody might have Plato, somebody might have Mr. 

19 Potato Head. And each center is designed to work on 

20 specific skills where it's manipulating the Plato or 

21 imitating what the person's putting on the Plato. It also 

22 uses a lot of different language skills. We'd work on art 

23 projects, we'd do fine motor and games to work on social 

24 skills. 

25 And each day is a little bit different Fridays we 
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1 work on cooking, Thursdays we have sports where we touch on 

2 we'd try to look at the games that the kids are playing 

3 at recess and teach our kids in a more structured 

4 environment how to participate in these games. 

5 Q So after small group centers what happens on a 

6 daily basis? 

7 A The afternoon centers? 

8 Q Uh-huh. 

9 A After small group usually it's about 2:30, 2:35 we 

10 have a group clean up; everybody takes part in cleaning up 

11 the classroom. And then we hold an afternoon snack and the 

12 kids go outside to attend the final recess. And then we 

13 come back at 3:00 o'clock and we pack up again working on 

14 independent skills getting our own stuff out of our cubbies, 

15 putting them in their backpack, zipping it up, and we go 

16 meet the parents. 

17 That's a typical day and that doesn't include pull 

18 outs, which include library, computers and music and those 

19 occur sporadically depending on their grade, they go with 

20 their grade level throughout the week on different days. 

21 Q Can you explain how ABA methodology is utilized 

22 throughout you just gave us a really good detailed schedule. 

23 How do you use -- how was ABA used throughout that schedule? 

24 A Throughout the entire day, we use a lot of visuals 

25 within the classroom they have to identify, they have to 
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1 match and each student -- all students have to match a color 

2 for whatever center that they are going to. It's very 

3 structured and we ring a bell, the students come back to the 

4 whole group center before they get their instruction to go 

5 to their next center rotation. 

6 ABA is constantly used because of our token 

7 systems that we are using, the positive reinforcements. 

8 Students are continuously receiving social praise as well as 

9 whatever their break activity is. Frequent breaks, explicit 

10 teaching throughout every center. 

11 Q I believe, Katy, you said either earlier or more 

12 recently something about every student having their own 

13 positive behavior intervention plan? 

14 A Correct. 

15 Q And is that individualized? 

16 A It is individualized. Each student has a specific 

17 target behavior that they are working for depending on their 

18 need and that's what they get tokens for. And a lot of the 

19 token systems are different depending on student 

20 understanding and student need for that behavior that 

21 particular behavior. 

22 Q What is  behavior? 

23 A  behavior that we were focusing on last 

24 year we were really focusing on the taping because that was 

25 what was getting the most impeding for his educational 
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1 setting and following directions. 

2 Q So when he --

3 A So this calm body, calm hands were the 

4 instructions that we're using and great listening. 

5 Q So when he refrained from taping he got a token? 

6 A Correct. 

7 Q And when he followed directions he got a token? 

8 A Uh-huh. 

9 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I am sorry 

10 you will have to say yes. 

11 MS. BURNS: Yes, yes sorry. 

12 Q Did I miss any piece of that or is that pretty 

13 much how it worked? 

14 A That's pretty much how it was working I am 

15 remembering specifically towards the last half of the year. 

16 That was really what we were honing on in. And as we a 

17 student has progressed and with that goal we would change 

18 what that target behavior is, it's whatever the need is at 

19 that time. And also with ABA, I don't know, it's a lot of 

20 modeling, is included with ABA, modeling the behavior, 

21 modeling and then pulling back how much support you're 

22 providing as they began to pick up whatever the task is that 

2 3 you are teaching. 

24 Q 

25 A 

Is that prompt hierarchy? 

Yes, some of that was prompt hierarchy. 
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1 Q What's your understanding of prompt hierarchy? 

2 A Prompt hierarchy is basically how much prompt -- I 

3 guess support you're providing in the beginning. If you're 

4 providing a hand over hand physical support modeling touch 

5 green, touch blue in your hand that's high. By the bottom 

6 of prompt hierarchy they're able to do with the one verbal 

7 instruction. 

8 Q Do you have systems in place to communicate with 

9 parents? 

10 A Yes. 

11 Q What are those? 

12 A I have sent home a daily communication log every 

13 day that consists of -- it breaks it down by day into the 

14 different portions of the day with a rating skill basically 

15 of how their students are doing. We look at participation, 

16 attention, calm and compliant and then there's also a place 

17 for notes where we would write notes. 

18 Q And do parents have an opportunity to write back 

19 to you? 

20 A On the backside there's section where they can 

21 also tell us what is going on at home if there's something 

22 different, changes in medication, sleeping patterns. 

23 Q 

24 A 

25 Q 

And how often did your communication log go home? 

Daily. 

And did  parents ever write in it? 
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1 alphabet. 

2 Q And how did you collect data on that? 

3 A A ratio. 

4 Q And why was it appropriate  

5 A These are foundational skills for reading and 

6 someday  does have the ability to read simple words to 

7 have the foundations of letters, very, very beginning basic 

8 skills. 

9 Q Are any of these goals that we just went through 

10 designed to improve functional communication? 

11 A Yes, the ones all these with visuals. 

12 Q Can you point to page numbers? Let's make it 

13 easier, if there is a goal that you believe is designed to 

14 improve his functional communication, can you tell us the 

15 page number for that? 

16 A Communicational skills, those can always --

17 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: If you want 

18 to just give us -- and also give us the page number shown? 

19 MS. BURNS: 376 that's part of communicational 

20 skill, identifying body parts eventually he should be able 

21 to identify on his communication device if something is 

22 wrong with his stomach, his head, that was geared towards 

23 communicational skills. Using the restroom, page 378, 

24 beginning stages of identifying a party icon, being able to 

25 request e~entually using that. That was used towards that. 
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1 Attending in general that is just a basic learning skill 

2 that would be needed to learn any kind of skills or teaching 

3 watching how things are modeled. 

4 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: What page is 

5 that. 

6 MS. BURNS: I am sorry. 

7 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: What page? 

8 MS. BURNS: Beginning, 381. 

9 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Thank you. 

10 MS. BURNS: 382 using the visuals for the visual 

11 schedule. Again, identifying those visuals, being able to 

12 understand a visual schedule on paper can eventually be 

13 transferred to in AAC device identifying different places 

14 within his environment. Identifying an emotion state, 385, 

15 again beginning stages of having him be able to communicate 

16 how he is feeling, how others are feeling. Morning, 

17 afternoon -- so that is independence. Waiting. I would say 

18 those are the ones that are mostly geared towards --

19 Q You said waiting is one. 

20 A I mean waiting was more of a social emotional 

21 because he was grabbing from peers, so waiting can be 

22 because waiting to ask your turn on the actually AA~ device, 

23 waiting to request. 

24 Q Did you propose services to support these goals 

25 that you proposed? 
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1 A Yes. 

2 Q What were the services you proposed? 

3 A The services I proposed was that he would be 

4 include in an ABA specific classroom five days a week 1,860 

5 minutes a week and then also proposed some school ESY. 

6 Q Why? 

7 A Which is five days a week. To maintain learning 

8 skills and keep from having his skills regress that he has 

9 learned throughout the school year. 

Q 10 Did you propose a one to one aide to --

11 No. A 

12 Q -- as a service? Why not? 

13 A I did not. I did not feel he was needing a one to 

14 one aide. 

Q 15 Why not? 

A 16 I felt like he was still making progress towards 

17 goals and there wasn't a need for more support at that time. 

18 Q Do you have students in your classroom that do 

19 have one to one aides? 

20 A Yes. 

21 Q So, if one was necessary for Student would you 

22 advocate for that? 

23 A Yes. 

24 Q Okay. Take a look at D-33. 

25 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Did you say 
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1 support these goals? 

2 A Yes. 

3 Q And what was that? 

4 A I proposed that a CCABA classroom 1,860 minutes a 

5 week which is five days a week, 31 hours and I also 

6 recommended ESY for summer school to maintain skills that 

7 were learned throughout the school year. 

8 Q And did you propose a one on one to aide in this 

9 IEP? 

10 A No. 

11 Q Why not? 

12 A We do not feel that there was a need for one on 

13 one aide at the time due to progress that was being made on 

14 the goals. 

15 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I am sorry 

16 what was that last question? 

17 Q Did you propose a one on one aide in this. 

18 A And again this was a team discussion that was 

19 decided from the school, sorry, based on his progress in the 

20 classroom and on his goals. 

21 Q And Katy, how would you describe his progress in 

22 the two years that you have had him? 

23 A He's made progress sometimes it was slow, at times 

24 we would see regression especially after longer breaks but 

25 overall he made progress on his goals from the time that he 
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1 came with to where he is at now. He's made -- definitely 

2 made progress. 

3 Q Can you give us some specific or concrete examples 

4 of things he couldn't do when he came to you and now he can 

5 do? 

6 A I would say following familiar classroom 

7 instructions. He was able to do following those familiar 

8 classroom instructions, his communication got much better as 

9 far as using the picture exchange, once we did go to the AT 

10 device he was becoming more and more successful with that. 

11 His attending increased, he was able to navigate throughout 

12 the classroom with a verbal instruction. Overall he was 

13 more motivated when talking to his preschool teacher they 

14 had to do a lot of physical prompting just to get him to go 

15 to different locations within the classroom. 

16 Q Is there anything that comes to mind that might 

17 have impeded his progress or categorized his progress to 

18 slow. What in your mind has made it slow for  

19 A I think it's --

20 Q What factors? 

21 A His cognitive levels are low and you know it's --

22 I think lack of motivation at times. 

23 Q How has his attendance been since you've been his 

24 teacher? 

25 A Last school year he missed 18 days and the school 
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1 Q Dr. Hughes, I would like you to turn to tab 42 in 

2 the white book and if it's easier for you to have it out of 

3 the book, it's okay if you can snap it out because that's 

4 what I did, I thought it was a little bit cumbersome, and 

5 then just let me know when you are ready. 

6 A Sure. All right. 

7 Q Okay. Now can you -- I'm sorry. 

8 MS. LOYER: Your Honor, I would like to ask a 

9 procedural question before I get there. 

10 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Sure. 

11 MS. LOYER: Do you want me to have Dr. Hughes go 

12 through her resume? 

13 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Well, do you 

14 want to put it into evidence? 

15 MS. LOYER: I want to put it into evidence. 

16 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Are you going 

17 to have an objection? 

18 MS. MITHAIWALA: I am, I haven't received it until 

19 this morning. 

20 MS. LOYER: It wasn't listed as an expert, I 

21 brought it as a courtesy, Your Honor. 

22 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I am sorry, 

23 Dr. Hughes is not listed as an expert? 

24 

25 

MS. LOYER: No. 

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 
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1 We can just go through the resume if that's what you would 

2 prefer. 

3 MS. MITHAIWALA: That's fine. 

4 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

5 Let's go through the resume. 

6 MS. LOYER: Then I will take it back. 

7 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

8 MS. LOYER: You don't want it. 

9 MS. MITHAIWALA: I do want it, if we're going, 

10 through it as she has got it in front of 

11 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Well, if it's 

12 not into evidence, I don't see how you get to keep it. 

13 MS. MITHAIWALA: If she has got it in front of 

14 her, I have a right to take a look at it while you are 

15 asking questions. 

16 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: You know, I 

17 don't want to argue about this. 

18 MS. LOYER: I don't either. 

19 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: This is not 

20 worth arguing about frankly, and we can go through it, she 

21 can show a witness a document to refresh her memory. Yes, 

22 if you are doing that, then Ms. Mithaiwala has a right to 

23 have it in front of her even if it's just being used to 

24 refresh her memory. 

25 MS. LOYER: I don't think I have to refresh Dr. 
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1 Hughes' memory. 

2 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: So you would 

3 like to take the (inaudible - multiple speakers). 

4 MS. LOYER: No, I will ask her the questions and 

5 get a resume. 

6 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay. Let's 

7 just go through this. Go ahead. 

8 MS. LOYER: Okay. 

9 Q Could you give me a brief description of your 

10 training and then your professional experience? 

11 A Sure. So I received my BA from UCLA, and during 

12 my undergraduate education I took classes from Dr. Lovaas on 

13 behavior modification. I also worked for an agency at that 

14 time as a direct care therapist providing ABA therapy as an 

15 undergraduate student. I then entered a graduate school 

16 program, a doctoral program in clinical psychology at 

17 Alliant International University at the California School of 

18 Professional Psychology in Los Angeles with an emphasis in 

19 children and families. 

20 And at that time I also worked for agencies 

21 providing behavioral intervention both in home and in 

22 school. In 2007, I became the director of one of those 

23 local agencies and was the director of that agency from 2007 

24 to 2011, supervising the implementation of interventions 

25 provided both in the school and in the home setting. And 
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1 then in 2011 I became the director of the Institute For 

2 Applied Behavior Analysis and their Children and Adolescent 

3 Services division, and if you needed any more detail. 

4 Q Well, I will ask you a few more questions. Can 

5 you describe what your duties are as the director of child 

6 and adolescent services at the institute? 

7 A Sure. We oversee roughly 200 individual children 

8 and they receive a variety of intensive ABA-based 

9 intervention services in the home, in the school and in the 

10 community settings. We provide functional behavior 

11 assessment, we also provide psychodiagnostic assessments and 

12 I personally at least both oversee all of those services 

13 individually and then provide both the testing and 

14 supervision of those services myself. But we have also a 

15 large base of managing supervisors. 

16 Q Okay. And are some of your clients funded through 

17 Regional Center and or school districts? 

18 A Yes. 

19 Q Does your agency have MPA status? 

20 A Yes, we do. 

21 Q Now with regards to some of your earlier 

22 testimony, you said you worked for other agencies, could 

23 you, for autism related disorders, could you name a couple 

24 of them for me? 

25 A Sure. I work for the Center for Autism and 
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1 Related Disorders, CARD, I have also worked for The Conway 

2 Agency for children and families with special needs. 

3 Q Okay. And do you have any publications? 

4 A In the field, yes, I have the most recent 

5 publications is the one that's in press on there which is 

6 regarding effective interventions for children with 

7 challenging behavior with a focus on positive behavior 

8 supports and that's going to be published later this month 

9 in a journal in the United Kingdom. Also papers, 

10 presentations at international conferences with regard to 

11 positive behavior support for children with autism spectrum 

12 disorder specifically and children with challenging 

13 behavior. 

14 Q Okay. And can you tell me what applied verbal 

15 behavior is? 

16 A Sure. Applied verbal behavior is a subcategory in 

17 applied behavior analysis, it is an intervention that is 

18 used to increase verbal behavior which can be speech, it can 

19 be vocal speech, it can also be communication via APEX 

20 system or it's a communication device, verbal behavior would 

21 not require v9cal speech, it's any sort of communicative 

22 behavior and it uses the principles of applied behavior 

23 analysis to increase the communication abilities of an 

2 4 individual. 

25 Q Okay, thank you. Is there anything else in your 
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1 experience that you would like to share that is relevant to 

2 the type of testimony you are providing today? 

3 A Well, with regard to my education and training, I 

4 both purposefully and due to good mentorship have developed 

5 competencies in both applied behavior analysis and child 

6 development because the current field standards involve not 

7 only the ability to implement a behavior paradigm 

8 intervention, but also to understand the developmental place 

9 that an individual is having that a child or an adult in 

10 order to effectively create programming that will meet the 

11 developmental needs of that individual. 

12 Q Okay, thank you very much. Okay, now, I'll get 

13 back to our Exhibit Number 42, do you have it front of you? 

14 A I do. 

15 Q Okay. Can you tell me, do you recognize this 

16 document? 

17 A I do. 

18 Q And if you could just flip to page P-636 and it's 

19 the last page of this report and let me know when you are 

20 there. 

21 A Yes. 

22 Q I just want you to authenticate that that is your 

23 signature and this is your report. 

24 A 

25 Q 

That is my signature. 

Okay. 
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1 MS. LOYER: For the record, Your Honor, this is a 

2 comprehensive functional behavioral assessment report and 

3 recommended support plan dated September 17, 2013, and I 

4 would like to move it into evidence please. 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Ms. 

6 Mi thaiwala? 

7 MS. MITHAIWALA: No objections. 

8 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

9 Student's 42 is admitted. 

10 MS. LOYER: Thank you. 

11 Q Now, I'm going to be asking you some questions and 

12 I'm going to try to kind of focus on the report, so if you 

13 could bear with me if I struggle with some of the terms, 

14 okay, all right. Can you tell me what the reason was for 

15 the referral of  to you or to ABA for evaluation? 

16 A Yes, we received the referral from  parents 

17 and the request was to look at all aspects of  

18 current programming due to a variety of contradictory 

19 feedback that parents had received from varying providers 

20 over the years with regard to what was the best 

21 recommendation for  current program as well as what 

22 should be the focus of that program. There was also the 

23 concern that there had been many interventions or therapies 

24 delivered by different people attempted that had seen little 

25 to no progress and that was also part of the driving force 
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1 of this referral. 

2 Q Okay. Now one of the things, one of the terms 

3 that you mentioned, if you could flip to page 592. You used 

4 the term inconsistent responding behaviors, could you define 

5 that for us? 

6 A Yes. And it's actually defined within the report, 

7 if you would like me to flip to the page. 

8 Q Okay, sure. 

9 A Okay. Let me find the page that it's on. So it's 

10 on page P-604 and inconsistent responding behavior consist 

11 of four topographies which may happen in conjunction and 

12 more rarely in isolations. What that means is there is four 

13 types of behavior that are within this category, 

14 inconsistent responding behaviors, they may happen at the 

15 same time or they may happen individually. 

16 And these four topographies that we separated out 

17 this behavior category into are failing to respond, which is 

18 when  will not respond to something that he has just 

19 previously responded to within the same trial set. Prompt 

20 dependence, requiring prompts for skills which have 

21 previously been independently demonstrated, incorrect 

22 responding, responding incorrectly to a skill that he 

23 demonstrated correctly within the same trial set. And 

24 indiscriminate responding which is where  will respond 

25 with a behavior that is a correct target for a different 
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1 skill as opposed to the skill currently being targeted. And 

2 all of these are commonly seen in children on the autism 

3 spectrum. 

4 Q Thank you. I'm going to take you back now to page 

5 592 and can you just give me a general description of the 

6 assessment activities? 

7 A Yes. The assessment was conducted by a team and 

8 of that team interviews with school staffs were conducted 

9 observations at school and at home, videotaped observations 

10 of speech therapy sessions were also done. We had in-depth 

11 interviews with the family and there were a long list of 

12 previous records that were reviewed and taken into 

13 consideration, I won't list all of them because I don't have 

14 the paper. And then also based on those interviews, items 

15 that would be reinforcing to  were inventoried and 

16 there was also some interaction with the home supervisor the 

17 person who designs  current home ABA program, excuse 

18 me. And also interactions with  by various people who 

19 were participating in completing the assessment. 

20 Q And did you interact with the staff at school as 

21 well? 

22 A The assessment team did, I did not personally. 

23 Q Okay. And can you tell me why was it important to 

24 include activities across all environments? 

25 A We always, especially when we have a child on the 
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1 to demonstrate skills. 

2 And, you know, many children on the autism 

3 spectrum are considered not testable by standardized 

4 measures because there is this failure to respond 

5 consistently. And, you know, those of us in the field need 

6 to be very aware of not falling into a cognitive expectation 

7 based on skill presentation. And so seeing those types of 

8 things again consistently not once it was seen because once 

9 could be an accident, you know, once is an artifact, we 

10 never want to base anything on once. But to see those 

11 throughout different observations was an indicator that his 

12 skill level, at least potential skill level is higher than 

13 what we may have originally estimated. 

14 Q Now, you also make a statement that he was notably 

15 frustrated by the lack of the ability to communicate needs 

16 and wants, could you expand on that a little bit? 

17 A Sure. Despite  having a very mild demeanor 

18 in that, you know, everybody's personality is different. 

19 When his communication attempts were not understood, he did, 

20 you know, moan or groan, push back in his seat, you know, 

21 shift side to side, make a grimacing face, turn away from 

22 the learning experience or interaction that he was having. 

23 So those signs though they are mild as far as what we 

24 consider to be a problem, those of us experiencing them were 

25 not  still are communicative behaviors on his part to 
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1 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

2 36 for Student is admitted. 

3 MS. LOYER: Thank you. 

4 Q Okay. I thought it may be easier for you to have 

5 it in front of you while you are speaking to it. 

6 A Yeah. So this is the report card we also received 

7 the, I guess, it was sort of the teachers amended version of 

8 this that was titled progress report card or progress report 

9 that was attached to this when it was delivered. So on this 

10 reporting it says that explanation of marks and it gives you 

11 a zero or rather an 0 as outstanding, and S as satisfactory 

12 and N is needs improvement and that's ratings of effort. 

13 And then under achievement, we go from four which 

14 is 91 to a 100 percent down to one which is limited 

15 progress, zero to 59 percent. So, it's difficult to say how 

16 these are graded for  because it says toward grade 

17 level standard which he is not meeting. So that may and 

18 that was commented on the report, that may be the reason why 

19 there are all ones on here because he is not being graded on 

20 grade level standards, so it's almost that it's not 

21 relevant. 

22 But in that case, if he is not being exposed to 

23 grade level standards, then there is no opportunity for him 

24 to learn it, I find it odd that he would be graded on 

25 something that he had no opportunity to learn. So the 
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1 received it and I'm not sure how it was anywhere else, but 

2 when we received it, this was attached to the reporting, the 

3 report card for the current reporting period, the one I 

4 think we were just referencing in the previous exhibit was 

5 actually the previous year. So this is I believe his 

6 current IEP goals as we have read them on the IEP with a 

7 corresponding grade number, which since it was attached to 

8 the report card, we were wondering if it corresponded to the 

9 same grading standard as there was no other grading standard 

10 provided. 

11 So as an example, there is -- just bear with me as 

12 I find what I'm trying to reference. So on self-regulation 

13 just in the effort of saving time we will have just one 

14 example, I guess. "When feeling agitated,  will use 

15 his AAC device to request a calming/coping or sensory 

16 strategy, i.e., squeezes, tickles, bouncing, et cetera, in 

17 50 percent of charted opportunities in a two-week period." 

18 So, the 

19 INTERPRETER: I'm sorry, the interpreter would 

20 like to ask everyone to speak a little loud. 

21 MS. HUGHES: Oh, sorry, yes. 

22 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Thank you. 

23 A So, the IEP goal that we are referencing is from 

24 the area of self-regulation and the goal states, "When 

25 feeling agitated,  will use his AAC device to request a 
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1 calming, coping or sensory strategy, i.e., squeezes, 

2 tickles, bouncing, et cetera, in 50 percent of charted 

3 opportunities in a two-week period." So the reporting level 

4 is a four, which on the previous report card indicated that 

5 91 to a 100 percent. So I'm not sure if that's the grading 

6 scale we are looking at. 

7 But the progress states that, we are currently in 

8 a teaching phase of the school with hand over hand support 

9 and modeling.  will chose a sensory strategy during 

10 small group time. When told to chose a particular sensory 

11 strategy, he chooses the correct strategy and 60 percent of 

12 provided opportunities. So I think that's probably a very 

13 important thing for him to learn, but it's not the goal. So 

14 it's confusing to have a grading system represented for a 

15 goal on a skill that is not the goal that's stated and this 

16 seems to be almost like a receptive language task. 

17 So if they present squeezes and tickles, which I 

18 can only imagine they are presenting with PECS because 

19 unless they are demonstrating that action from him and 

20 saying, chose this strategy and he is choosing "correct one" 

21 that remain the one that they have labeled. So that's a 

22 receptive language skill to be able to chose tickles versus 

23 bouncing. And the rationale for that is he is learning what 

24 the calming strategies at this time. 

25 So again very important to expose him to all of 
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1 the calming strategies important that he would have the 

2 ability to know what they were and like all of that, there 

3 is nothing that I'm saying that that shouldn't be done, it's 

4 just not relevant to the goal. So even if he is .selecting 

5 the correct strategies 60 percent of opportunities that 

6 can't really be compared to what his goal is. 

7 The other thing is, I'm not sure how many 

8 strategies they are presenting. One would assume that since 

9  has so many difficulties with discriminating, they are 

10 only presenting two because presenting any more than two 

11 would be much more difficult, but he is demonstrating the 

12 ability to do. So presenting two things and asking a child 

13 to pick the correct one with a rate of 60 percent is barely 

14 above what you would get in chance. 

15 So it would also be necessary to know how many 

16 choices they are forwarding him because if you're only being 

17 given two when you are getting a 60 percent, it's hard to 

18 say whether that's because you are learning something or 

19 because of chance. 

20 Q Okay. Let's move on. We will get back to report 

21 which was number 42. 

22 

23 question. 

24 

25 

MS. LOYER: Your Honor, I have a procedural 

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Yes. 

MS. LOYER: I don't know that I have this. 
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1 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'm sorry, 

2 that you have 

3 MS. LOYER: That was added to the report card and 

4 I don't know --

5 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: It's not in 

6 your District's binder. 

7 MS. LOYER: Well, it's in the District's binder, I 

8 mean, I would like to have it entered, but it's not my 

9 exhibit and I don't know that I could enter. 

10 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: You can move, 

11 it's sitting here in front of me, you can move to enter it 

12 in, if you want to. 

13 MS. LOYER: Okay. Then I would like to move it, 

14 yeah, I would. 

15 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Do you have 

16 any objection? 

17 MS. MITHAIWALA: No. 

18 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

19 District's 46 is admitted. 

20 MS. LOYER: Thank you, Your Honor. 

21 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: You're 

22 welcome. 

23 Q Okay. I'm going to move on to 598. In paragraph 

24 1, you talk about a specific mastery criteria and has some 

25 comments about --
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1 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Ms. Loyer, 

2 let's just wait a couple of seconds while the 

3 MS. LOYER: Oh, I'm sorry. 

4 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: -- whenever 

5 the machine is outside and it's down. 

6 MS. LOYER: See this is when my loud talking comes 

7 in handy. 

8 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 0UDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay. Go on. 

9 Q Okay. And you talk about the condition of when he 

10 attends, can you expand on your comments about that, explain 

11 what you wrote here? 

12 A Yes. So there were several things referenced that 

13 we received from the school that gave a scoring of what 

14  could do "when he attends." So it's hard to say 

15 exactly what that means. There was no qualification of 

16 what, when he attends is defined as and from all of our 

17 observations, he attends less than 50 percent of the time. 

18 So if we are saying he can do something less than half the 

19 time that doesn't really translate into anything that would 

20 be functional for him. 

21 There was also no delineation of how scoring was 

22 taken, you know, is scoring only being taken when he is in 

23 one of these "attentive places" or are they noting within 

24 one trial set that the scores that or that the trials that 

25 came out is correct or when he was attentive. It's not a 
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1 criterion referenced score. So, if we want to take a score, 

2 we would take the score overall, not just the score when it 

3 seemed like things were going best. 

4 Again, one of the hallmark issues with children 

5 with autism spectrum disorder is that they do not respond 

6 consistently. And that's one of the hardest issues to work 

7 with in any setting when trying to teach a child on the 

8 autism spectrum a skill because the skill is only functional 

9 for you if you can demonstrate it all the time. No one ever 

10 asks me what my name is and I sometimes answer wrong. 

11 We all have skills that we have and we have them 

12 at a 100 percent, most of the time we are happy with the kid 

13 on autism spectrum getting at 80 percent of the time, but 

14 most of us have our very basic skills at close to a 100 

15 percent and whether we are attending particularly intently 

16 or not. 

17 Q Okay. Now, you moved into his self-care and 

18 domestic skills and specifically his toileting and that goes 

19 through 598 to 599, could you also explain or summarize what 

20 your report does referring to that? 

21 A Yes. According to reports, both from the school 

22 and from the home ABA program as well as Parent report, 

23  was habit trained to eliminate in the toilet for 

24 urination regularly. There was not in accident regularity 

25 with that that would be outside of what would be expected up 
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1 these particular behaviors as the ones that were impairing 

2 his ability to function or access his curriculum. So that 

3 was one consideration. 

4 Q Okay. With regard to your term, and I know that I 

5 have misstated the inconsistent responding, was that it. Is 

6 that something that is a term of art for ABA or is that a 

7 well known out in the field ABA term? 

8 A It is used in the field, I don't know whether it 

9 is referenced in any textbook, that distinction I could not 

10 give you a reference from a text book for that, but 

11 noncapitalized inconsistent responding as a general feature 

12 of children on the autism spectrum is widely --

13 Q Okay. So it is 

14 A -- published in mostly educational publications 

15 because or publications regarding testing. When we were 

16 going through testing training even when I was in graduate 

17 school and advanced testing seminar, inconsistent responses 

18 were something that we were trained on how to identify in a 

19 child so that you could know when a child's testing was not 

20 reflective or was not accurate and there is even particular 

21 statistical things on standardized tests, various scores 

22 that will if they fall within a certain range will imply 

23 that there was not consistent enough responding for the test 

24 to be graded or scored as a standardized measure. 

25 Q Okay. Just give me a second. 
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1 I've ever seen in a kid who has such limited communication 

·2 abilities," because generally speaking limited communication 

3 abilities are highly correlated with severely challenging 

4 behavior. 

5 Q So if he's attending a full-day of school being in 

6 elementary school now, how significant a home program do you 

7 think --

8 A Generally speaking when children are attending a 

9 full day of school they have 10 to 15 hours a week --

10 MS. MITHAIWALA: I just want to enter objection. 

11 She's speaking like an expert. She's not talking about 

12  specifically, I don't think 

13 MS. LOYER: I am asking her about  

14 specifically. She's a service provider. She's not an 

15 expert. 

16 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: The question 

17 was with regard to  he's now attending a full day of 

18 school, so what should his home program be. 

19 MS. MITHAIWALA: And the response is generally 

20 speaking, so --

21 MS. LOYER: She didn't get to finish. 

22 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: That's not an 

23 objection to the question. It's the objection to the 

24 answer, so. 

25 MS. LOYER: Yeah. 
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1 assessment team does however. 

2 Q Okay. Do you have a speech and language 

3 credential? 

4 A No. 

5 Q Do you have an AT certificate? 

6 A No. I'm assuming that you're referring to 

7 assistive technology. 

8 Q Yes. 

9 A Yes. 

10 Q Do you have a degree in special education? 

11 A I do not. 

12 Q A degree in any type of teaching? 

13 A None in teaching. 

14 Q I saw on your resume that you have provided expert 

15 testimony before. How many times have you done that? 

16 A Seven. 

17 Q Okay. And for families or districts or both? 

18 A For families and regional centers. 

19 Q Never for a district? 

20 A Never for a district. 

21 Q And you mentioned earlier that you do trainings 

22 for districts, is that right? 

23 A 

24 Q 

25 

Yes. 

Okay. Can you describe the function of IABA? 

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Excuse me, 
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1 currently demonstrating it consistently to the point where 

2 it's a functional skill for him? Not in my opinion. 

3 Q Okay. So it's not true then that he has a lack of 

4 ability? He has a lack of a consistent ability, would that 

5 be fair to say? 

6 A Sure. 

7 Q Do you know what alternative augmentative 

8 communication is? 

9 A In a behavioral way, yes, I do, not as a speech 

10 pathologist. 

11 Q What is it in a behavioral way? 

12 A Behaviorally we look at AAC devices as an 

13 alternative method for children (inaudible) verbal behavior. 

14 So with a child who is using vocal speech, we may expect 

15 them to speak. With a child who is using PECS, we would 

16 expect them to give a card. With a child who is using 

17 signs, we would expect them to make that appropriate sign. 

18 And for a child who's using a device, whatever device it is, 

19 we would expect them to use that device and emit that 

20 behavior in order to produce the verbal response. 

21 Q Is there another way to look at AAC aside from 

22 behaviorally? It sounded like you were making a 

23 distinction. 

24 A Well, it is a language -- it is a language-based 

25 device, so it's usually monitored in the speech pathology 
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1 sentence out loud please? 

2 A "  was discharged from speech therapy within 

3 the last year due to lack of progress in those sessions." 

4 Q Where did you get that information from? 

5 A That information was told to us by the Parent with 

6 regard to his speech therapy sessions that I believe it was 

7 the same speech path as the one we observed. And the 

8 progress wasn't considered significant enough for the 

9 recommendation to continue and that's what we were told. 

10 Q Do you know how long -- was her name Adelaide 

11 (phonetic), does that sound right? 

12 A I wouldn't --

13 Q Don't remember. 

14 A -- remember if you said it, so I'd have to look 

15 back at the notes. 

16 Q Whoever was delivering the speech and language in 

17 the vide6s, do you know how long she had worked with  

18 or at what frequency or rate? 

19 A Again I would have to look back at my notes that I 

20 don't have. 

21 Q Do you know if he received speech and language 

22 services at school? 

23 A I would have to look back, but I believe that was 

24 part of his IEP. Whether it's delivered by a speech and 

25 language pathologist, I'm not sure, but he does have goals 
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1 to increase his verbal skills in the school setting. There 

2 is the mention of the use of that AAC device. So I'm not 

3 sure whether that's delivered by speech pathologist or if 

4 there is a specialist that's just for assistive technology 

5 since it's included. 

6 Q You just said he has goals to increase his use of 

7 verbal skills. 

8 A Using that AAC device, yeah, that's the one that I 

9 reviewed earlier. 

10 Q And when you say verbal skills, is this in the 

11 sense of actually speaking or the sense of what you --

12 A Verbal behavior. 

13 Q Okay. 

14 A Of any emitting of a communicative behavior 

15 whether it's verbal speech or the use of his device or signs 

16 or PECS or what have you. 

17 Q Okay. In your report it says that per Parent 

18 report or at least the assumption was per Parent report that 

19  was discharged from speech therapy last year due to 

20 lack of progress in those sessions. Do you have an opinion 

21 if an agency discharges a student why that might be? 

22 A Well, there is many reasons. We may discharge a 

23 student because we don't have people available to see them, 

24 so we may recommend that they go elsewhere for services. We 

25 may discharge a Student when they are participating in a 
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1 competing program that might have philosophies that are 

2 counter-indicative. We may discharge if over the course of 

3 our work with that child, we have systematically gone 

4 through and tried different things and consulted with 

5 different professionals and made sure that we've done our 

6 due diligence and we still see that we aren't able to get a 

7 result, so we recommend that that family seeks services 

8 where perhaps someone has a different kind of competency 

9 than we do. 

10 Q Do you think that's what happened with the speech 

11 and language, the latter? 

12 A I don't know so. 

13 Q Take a look at 597. You testified about this page 

14 quite a bit, and you expressed some confusion about what was 

15 happening with the progress report in correlation to the 

16 report card. Do you recall that testimony? 

17 A Uh-huh. 

18 Q Yeah. And you also testified that you regularly 

19 train school districts and work with I think you said 200 

20 students, is that right? 

21 A We have 200 clients in our child and adolescent 

22 services roughly. 

23 Q But not in Orange County? 

24 A 

25 Q 

No, not in 

You're talking about other --
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1 A Everywhere. 

2 Q Everywhere? 

3 A Yeah. 

4 Q Okay. Well, let me just ask you the question, 

5 have you seen -- besides seeing  grade report, have 

6 you seen multiple students' grade reports before? 

7 A Yes. 

8 Q And what do those report cards measure? 

9 A Well, it depends on how the report card is set up. 

10 We have some report cards that are set up to measure those 

11 grade level standards and then those end up looking like 

12  report card, when you have a child who is not being 

13 taught to grade level standards where everything looks like 

14 nothing. And then there is other report cards that are 

15 modified to reflect the particular goals of that child or a 

16 modified curriculum if there is a standardized version of 

17 that. So they tend to vary widely. I'm not sure if that's 

18 based on district standards, but vary from district to 

19 district. 

20 Q So generally a report card measures I think you 

21 said grade level standards. How about state standards, do 

22 they measure those? 

23 A Not being a teacher, I'm not sure, but I would 

24 assume that part of the standards that are included are 

25 based on the state standards to for curriculum. 
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1 Q I don't want you to assume, I want you to think 

2 about the report cards that you've seen, what are they 

3 measuring? 

4 A They are measuring 

5 MS. LOYER: I object, she asked and answered the 

6 question. Does she get to keep asking until she gets the 

7 answer . she wants or 

8 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Overruled, I 

9 think that was a clarification question. You can answer the 

10 question. 

11 A Can you ask it again? 

12 Q Sure. Based upon your review of report cards for 

13 multiple students, what is being measured? 

14 A There are standards, where they are from I'm not 

15 certain, that are being measured and then there are also IEP 

16 goal progress that is being measured. 

17 Q And those are all on the report card in your 

18 experience? 

19 A On the standardized report card? 

20 Q Uh-huh. 

21 A No, because it's hard to put an individualized 

22 thing on a standardized report card. 

23 Q Okay. So generally a report card in the sense of 

24 a general education report card is different than an IEP 

25 progress report? 
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1 A Generally. 

2 Q Generally, okay. And what does an IEP progress 

3 report measure? 

4 A The progress toward IEP goals. Sometimes that is 

5 used in replacement of other standardized measures in my 

6 experience. 

7 Q Okay. So take a look at that D-46. 

8 A Yes. 

9 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'll just 

10 note that Mr. Fulsang has joined us. 

11 Q And on page 597 of your report, I see it noted 

12 "Progress report 6/21/13." 

13 A Yes. 

14 Q Is the Exhibit at D-46 the right one? 

15 A Yes. 

16 Q Okay. So when you were reporting on page 597, you 

17 were looking at what is Exhibit D-46, correct? 

18 A Parts of it, yes. 

19 Q Okay. What made you think that these 4s 

20 (phonetic) on this report correlate with the report card, 

21 which is Exhibit D-36 I believe -- D-37 maybe. Sorry, S-37, 

22 my book is messed up. 

23 A 

24 Q 

25 A 

S-37. 

S-37. So you're going to look at the white book. 

Oh. 
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1 Q Sorry. 

2 A Is this the IEP that you're having me reference or 

3 

4 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: No, S-37. 

5 MS. HUGHES: S-37 is an IEP. 

6 MS. MITHAIWALA: Okay. 

7 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Then it's S-

8 36. 

9 MS. HUGHES: S-36? 

10 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Yeah. 

11 MS. MITHAIWALA: It's S-36, I need to mark it down 

12 in here. So the report card is 

13 MS. HUGHES: So in that --

14 MS. MITHAIWALA: I'm sorry, just one second. 

15 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: The report 

16 card is S-36, the progress report is D-46. 

17 MS. MITHAIWALA: The progress report is D-46, 

18 okay. 

19 Q So what made you think that the 4s on District's 

20 Exhibit 46 correlated with Student's Exhibit 36? 

21 A Because since they --

22 MS. LOYER: I object, that's not her testimony, 

23 that she thought they correlated. 

24 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Well, I can't 

25 remember 
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1 MS. LOYER: Her testimony was specifically she 

2 didn't know.' 

3 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I can't 

4 remember what you testified, what your earlier testimony 

5 was. Why don't you ask that question? 

6 MS. MITHAIWALA: Okay. 

7 Q Is it your belief based upon what's written on 

8 page 597 of your report that the 4s on this report correlate 

9 with the report card on at Exhibit S-36? 

10 A My report even says that we couldn't determine 

11 what the criteria was because there isn't any criteria 

12 listed on here for grading. It was given in conjunction 

13 with the report card. So the only reference criteria on 

14 that was for the report card. The other item that goes home 

15 with  that we did not include as part of the report 

16 also lists that same kind of criteria, that daily reports 4 

17 is 91 to 100 percent. So that's the only criteria that 

18 we've ever been given. So we said maybe that's it, but we 

19 didn't know since there was no criteria offered. 

20 Q Okay. So take a look at S-18. Did you receive a 

21 copy of this when you asked for all records with  

22 name on it? 

23 A This I did not. 

24 Q Did you receive anything that looked like this? 

25 A Anything that looked like this, I don't know. But 
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1 this particular one, no. 

2 Q So does this form now look familiar to you based 

3 upon your review of his records? 

4 A This particular one, I don't remember. But again 

5 we reviewed so many ones, I'm not sure whether this 

6 particular page is something that's in our records or not. 

7 MS. LOYER: I'm sorry, I think I'm on the wrong 

8 page. Could you give me your number again? 

9 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Right now we 

10 are on Student's 18, which is entitled "Progress report of 

11 annual special education goals or IEP dated 2/4/11," 2011. 

12 MS. LOYER: Okay, I'm sorry, I was looking at 

13 District 18. Thank you. 

14 Q Since you testified that you haven't seen this 

15 before, can you take a minute and review the italicized 

16 language at the top? 

17 A Yes. 

18 Q Would that code for what the numbers mean make a 

19 little bit more sense for what's in D-46 than the report 

20 card to you? 

21 A More sense certainly, but again since -- and this 

22 one particularly I wish I had a different one for me, but 

23 again I don't have my own records, but what I see on number 

24 3 is you know, progress has been made, but the goal might 

25 not be met. Instructional strategies might need to be 
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1 changed. 

2 Q On number 3 what is the definition? 

3 A That's the grade of number 3, that's what it says. 

4 So given that historically I know this is for like a 2011 

5 IEP, so given historically there were goals that were not 

6 met, I would have expected to see more 3s, but again since I 

7 don't have the exact things in front of me, I don't want to 

8 misquote or make a --

9 Q Sure. 

10 A -- direct specific statement that's not attached 

11 to something. 

12 Q You testified that this whole thing, the report 

13 card and the numbers correlating was confusing to you and 

14 your staff. Did you seek clarification with anyone from the 

15 school as to what those numbers meant on District 46? 

16 A I would have to check with Dr. Hernandez to see 

17 what her notes said about that. 

18 Q Okay. And if you had gotten such clarification, 

19 would that have been reflected in your report? 

20 A If we had gotten clarification, it would have been 

21 reflected in the report. 

22 Q Take a look at page 598. There is a sentence 

23 midway through the first paragraph 

24 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Let me get 

25 back there because I wanted to make -
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1 MS. MITHAIWALA: Sure, it's Exhibit S-42. 

2 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: We 1 re going 

3 back to Exhibit 42. That 1 s your report again. 

4 A Five-nine-eight? 

5 Q Yes. The first paragraph at the top about three-

6 quarters of the way down, there is a sentence that says 

7 "From observations completed in the course of the 

8 assessment,  was attentive, but on-task less than 50 

9 percent of opportunity." Was that all the observations that 

10 we talked about earlier or was it just some? 

11 A That was the coding of the inconsistent 

12 responding. So he's demonstrating inconsistent responding. 

13 It's converse to say he's not attentive. So if he is 

14 inconsistently responding in 70 percent of opportunities, he 

15 is attentive in roughly 30 percent, which is less than 50 

16 percent. 

17 Q Why didn't you just say less than or approximately 

18 30 percent? 

19 A Because we wanted to make sure that things were 

20 again estimated more appropriately, and 30 percent was based 

21 on only our charted data as opposed to other reports or 

22 estimates that we received from other people. 

23 Q But you said the 70 percent was not based upon 

24 charted data, it was based upon estimated data excluding the 

25 home observations? 
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1 A I was given information from the Parents 

2 Q Documents or just verbal information? 

3 A I'm sorry? 

4 Q Documents or just verbal information? 

5 A I can't actually remember that without looking 

6 back at my records. 

7 Q Do you know if you were provided any of his IEPs? 

8 A I believe I was provided with his IEP but I can't 

9 state that without looking back in my folder, in my record. 

10 I believe so, but again, I am under the impression I'm not 

11 to looking at other records while I'm speaking unless I'm 

12 directed to do so. 

13 Q And that's right. do you know off the top of your 

14 head if that, if the IEP, if you were provided an IEP, was 

15 it the most recent one or several from the last couple 

16 years? Or can you not recall? 

17 A I cannot recall that. 

18 Q Okay. On page 365, Cindy, under "Behavioral 

19 Status,"? 

20 A Yes? 

21 Q In the middle of the paragraph there's a sentence 

22 that reads, "The examiner asked  s father if a sensory 

23 diet was utilized, and she was informed it was although he 

24 was not familiar with this term." Can you describe to me 

25 what that conversation was? 
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1 A To the best of my knowledge, I can't remember the 

2 exact conversation. I did -- when I was talking with his 

3 father I was doing a case history, asking questions, I would 

4 ask questions, but I can't answer specifically what the 

5 dialog was, I don't remember to be perfectly honest. 

6 Q You testified earlier, and this is a quote from 

7 you, you say, "At the time of my evaluation he did not have 

8 a sensory diet." In looking at page 3 65, the sentence I 

9 just directed you to, I'm a little bit confused. Did he 

10 have a sensory diet or did he not? 

11 A It says in my report that he did have a sensory 

12 diet. I misspoke and I said I think -- I thought that 

13 because I didn't have any items that were provided to me to 

14 be utilized during the evaluation. Most students who come 

15 if they have a sensory diet, they will come to the 

16 evaluation with some of those items to utilize during the 

17 evaluation. I did not have any of those items so when I was 

18 testifying that's probably what I was thinking of. 

19 Q Did you ask  Dad if he had any such items? 

20 Did you give him examples of what those things might look 

21 like? 

22 A Again, I don't recall the conversations, so I'm 

23 not sure if I specifically said do you have items A, B, C or 

24 D. I don't recall that. 

25 Q You had testified a bit that earlier about your 
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1 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Are you 

2 confused as to the question? 

3 MS. SELDIN: She asked if -- let me clarify, how 

4 long does it take to take the iPad Mini? It depends on the 

5 PO order. In submitting that. 

6 Q So how long does it take to submit an order? 

7 A I would say, my guess is, four to eight weeks. 

8 Q So is there any reason why the team couldn't use 

9 the iPad that the Parents had already provided in the 

10 meantime? 

11 A Is there any reason that the Parents -- I would 

12 object the Parents using an iPad for communication, as a 

13 dedicated communication device or for entertainment? 

14 Q Well, as a dedicated communication device. Do you 

15 recall the parents saying that they would go and buy the 

16 mini iPad? 

17 A I don't. 

18 Q You don't? 

19 A No. 

20 Q Okay. You know who took the notes at this 

21 meeting? 

22 A I can't remember. 

23 Q Okay. As a speech path, what would be your 

24 recommendation as to how to teach functional communication 

25 on the iTouch over time? 
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1 A In terms of service delivery model? That's the 

2 key. A service delivery model to be effective for 

3 functional augmentative communication, I believe is a 

4 collaborative and consultative model in which you push in 

5 with the team and use it across people and across settings 

6 for a variety of communicative intents such as your basic 

7 speech acts, such as "I want to request i terns, request 

8 actions, rejections et cetera." 

9 Q So is it your testimony that no individual 

10 training with  is necessary? 

11 A Collaboratively, yes. He needs to -- let me 

12 clarify that -- if I'm in there with the staff,  should 

13 be there in consultation for customizing it. 

14 Q Now, when you were asked to do your assessment, 

15 did you review his files, all his files, or just that one 

16 report that you referred to? 

17 A I reviewed his IEPs and his MD, Multi-

18 Disciplinary. 

19 Q Every time you say that, I think of the doctors. 

20 Sorry. In that process, do you have any sense, having 

21 worked with so many kids over so many years, what his 

22 cognitive ability is? 

23 A 

24 expertise. 

25 Q 

I am not a psychologist. It's not my field of 

Does that make a difference when you're teaching 
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1 Q How so? 

2 A Conversations I believe. And I can't really -- I 

3 don't have any information on that one. I don't have any 

4 Q Okay. Are you aware if Parents had previous to 

5 obtaining Ms. Cottier's report requested an AAC evaluation 

6 from 

7 A Prior to this --

8 Q No, prior to Ms. Cottier's report, which is July 

9 18th, are you aware if Parents had requested an AAC 

10 evaluation from the District? 

11 A Prior to -- say that again, I'm sorry. 

12 Q Prior to July 18, 2013, had Parents, to your 

13 knowledge, requested an assistive technology or AAC? 

14 A I don't know. I wasn't aware of that. 

15 Q If they had, would it have been you to conduct it? 

16 Would you have had knowledge that such a request had been 

1 7 made? 

18 A If they asked me specifically or --

19 Q No, if Parents had requested an evaluation for 

20 Alternative Augmentative Communication, would you have known 

21 about it necessarily? 

22 A It would have gone through the teacher probably, 

23 and then to me, because I'm on campus, actually. 

24 Q But you would have had been -- you would have been 

25 told, "Hey, someone's asked for an AAC eval"? 
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1 MS. MITHAIWALA: Okay. 

2 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: -- because I'm 

3 going to go through --

4 MS. MITHAIWALA: I just don't want to miss 

5 opportunity. 

6 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: No, I'm going 

7 to go through both binders at the end of the hearing. 

8 MS. MITHAIWALA: I was just trying to abide by 

9 what you said. 

10 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: And so don't 

11 even worry about it. 

12 MS. MITHAIWALA: Okay. 

13 Q Now, I just want you to take a look at it. And do 

14 you recognize the document? 

15 A Yes, I do. 

16 Q Okay, and did you generate all three pages? 

17 A Yes, I did. 

18 Q Okay. And how did you come to gen~rate this 

19 document? 

20 A I observed  in the classroom and I talked to 

21 the teachers. 

22 Q 

23 A 

24 Q 

25 A 

Which teachers? 

I'm sorry, teacher Ms. Burns. 

Okay. Was there a specific request made for this? 

Yes, the Parents had asked for a sensory diet at 
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1 her IEP. 

2 Q Now, on the first page, on the bottom right the 

3 number is 421, and it says in bold print, "Suggested sensory 

4 activities for  and then it goes on to say that he 

5 should be engaged in some kind of proprioceptive activity 

6 every 20 to 30 minutes. Can you explain that 

7 recommendation? 

8 A So throughout the day, every 20 minutes, he gets 

9 some deep pressure. Proprioception is deep pressure into 

10 your muscles and your joints. 

11 Q And can you explain why he needed that 

12 specifically? 

13 A To help him self-regulate and we were trying to 

14 see if it would help him with some of his behaviors that we 

15 saw. 

16 Q Just give me one second. Now, his services at 

17 that time prior to the generation of this report, how often 

18 did you see him, do you remember? 

19 A One time a week. 

20 Q Okay. And what kind of things did you do with him 

21 one time a week? 

22 A We were doing fine motor, visual motor. 

23 Q Can you give me an example of what you would be 

24 doing fine motor? 

25 A We were working on writing -- prewriting shapes 
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1 Q Tim, you mentioned earlier when Ms. Loyer 

2 referenced you to page 421 --

3 A Uh-huh. 

4 Q -- do you have that in front of you, page 421? 

5 A Yes, I do. 

6 Q Okay. So the section about every 20 to 30 

7 minutes, you said you recommended this to help self-regulate 

8 to see if it would help with his behaviors, do you recall 

9 that? 

10 A Yes. 

11 Q What behaviors were you referencing? 

12 A The chinning and then the hand finger tapping. 

13 Q And you were asked a question about when you 

14 reviewed his records did you or didn't you see a sensory 

15 diet, do you recall that? 

16 A Yes. 

17 Q And your answer was no, you did not see one? 

18 A Yes. 

19 Q Were you worried after reviewing his file that he 

20 didn't have a sensory diet as an OT? 

21 A No. 

22 Q Why not? 

23 A In our ABA classes or SDC classes, the sensory 

24 strategies and sensory activities are embedded into the 

25 classroom. For example, Ms. Burns did stretching and yoga
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1 type activities throughout her day with the kids. 

2 Q Did you feel a need -- after discovering there was 

3 not a specific sensory diet for  did you feel a need 

4 to create one? 

5 A I -- per Parent request and the reasoning for my 

6 creating the diet is because -- to make it more routine. It 

7 would follow him if he were to move to the next classroom or 

8 move to another school, it would be they would know what 

9 was going on, have an idea what we're doing. 

10 Q So from October until -- let me clarify, what was 

11 the date of your sensory -- what date or time did you create 

12 your sensory diet? 

13 A It was May 2013. 

14 Q Okay. So between October when you started working 

15 with him and May 2013, did you see a need for a written down 

16 sensory diet? 

17 A I did not. 

18 Q Why is that? 

19 A Because it was part of what was being taught in 

20 the classroom, part of the curriculum. He was being able to 

21 access she has a calming corner in her classroom. 

22 Q So in May you created the classroom -- I mean you 

23 created the sensory diet you said one, because the Parent 

24 requested, and two, because you didn't know where he might 

25 go the following school year? 
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1 A Yes, just kind of to give a written idea for the 

2 next person that's working with him to know what kind of 

3 things we were trying with him. 

4 Q Can you take a look at the black binder and go to 

5 Exhibit 52? That's District's Exhibit 52. Can you identify 

6 this document? 

7 A Yes. 

8 Q What is it? 

9 A It's my resume. 

10 Q And did you prepare it? 

11 A Yes. 

12 Q Can you look at under "Fieldwork experience," the 

13 very first bullet point, can you explain what that means? 

14 A Sensory integration pretty much is taking the 

15 stimuli in our environment and being able to show him how to 

16 be able to process the stimuli in environment, sensory 

1 7 integration. 

18 Q Was this a private firm or private -- or was this 

19 part of the Irvine School District? 

20 A It was a private clinic. 

21 Q So you saw children specifically to work with them 

22 on sensory integration? 

23 A Yes. 

24 Q So how much of your career as an occupational 

25 therapist has been school versus private? 
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1 Q Why? 

2 A He was making -- he was meeting his goals before 

3 with the same amount of time. 

4 Q Do you recall during this IEP meeting if Parents 

5 asked you for more OT goals or different OT goals? Did they 

6 agree with these? 

7 A I believe they agreed with the goals. 

8 Q Have you observed  in Katy's classroom, Katy 

9 Burns' classroom? 

10 A This year or last year or --

11 Q Last school year. 

12 A Yes. 

13 Q What sensory strategies did she utilize for her 

14 students? 

15 A She had a trampoline, she had the therapy balls, 

16 also different baskets or -- with like beans and stuff, 

17 different things that they could put their hands into. 

18 Q Okay. Take a look again at D-44. District's 

19 Exhibit 44, it's tab 44, not page number. What were the 

20 things that you did to create a sensory diet for  

21 A I observed him, I talked to the teacher. 

22 Q Was one of the basis for creating this diet your 

23 own experience with him or was it based upon Katy's -- what 

24 was happening in Katy's classroom? 

25 A It was Parent request pretty much. 
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1 Q Were you utilizing some of these sensory diet 

2 strategies you list in here in your group sessions with him 

3 last school year? 

4 A We did some stretching. We did the applying 

5 pressure to the top of the head and shoulders and then 

6 sometimes we do work with the resistive putty. 

7 Q I'm sorry, the what? 

8 A The resistive putty. 

9 Q Who was meant to implement this sensory diet? 

10 A The teacher. 

11 Q Does  need a one-to-one aide to implement it? 

12 A Any adult could do it. 

13 MS. MITHAIWALA: I don't have any further 

14 questions. 

15 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

16 Mr. Chen, I have a couple of questions. Looking at the same 

17 exhibit, which is District's 44 and your recommendation for 

18 sensory diet, and you have a lot of things that are 

19 recommended here. If you could go through that list 

20 starting with the bullet points that you have under the 

21 "Suggested sensory-based activities," can you tell me which 

22 of these things that you have seen or observed in the 

23 classroom that  was in last year? So if you could look 

24 through 

25 MR. CHEN: Things that they --
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1 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: That they 

2 were implementing in that classroom, and you said Ms. Burns 

3 already had --

4 M&. CHEN: Oh, okay. Yeah, yeah, okay. 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: -- was doing 

6 sensory things in the classroom. So I want to know the 

7 things that you have listed here 

8 MR. CHEN: Okay. 

9 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: -- which 

10 things do you know have you observed exist in her classroom? 

11 MR. CHEN: Okay. The second one, carrying 

12 different things. 

13 MS. LOYER: I'm sorry Your Honor, what page are we 

14 on? 

15 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'm on page 

16 D-496. 

17 MS. LOYER: Okay, thank you. 

18 MR. CHEN: Stretching activities, the circle time 

19 activities, and songs with movement. 

20 MS. LOYER: Are we going straight down the list, 

21 because I'm not tracking where we're at. 

22 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: We're on the 

23 second page. 

24 

25 

MS. LOYER: Yeah. 

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Now we've 
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1 moved to the second page and --

2 MS. LOYER: Okay, those are subs. Okay. I was 

3 looking at just the hash marks. 

4 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Do you see 

5 the kind of bullet points, (inaudible - multiple speakers)? 

6 MS. LOYER: Yeah, now I do. Thank you, Your 

7 Honor. 

8 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay. We're 

9 going down that list. 

10 MR. CHEN: The human sandwich, and I think instead 

11 of using the putty or clay, they used Play-Doh. 

12 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right, so 

13 you've mentioned about four things that are on your list of 

14 -- you have about 17 things on the list and you've mentioned 

15 four that you've actually seen in the class. 

16 MR. CHEN: Yeah. 

17 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: So do you 

18 think that there was any disadvantage to  because these 

19 other things on your list were not being done in his 

20 classroom? 

21 MR. CHEN: It says that they don't have to be --

22 where it says the teacher's role, it says not to make it 

23 just to follow this, but to be creative, basically to give 

24 him deep pressure, and then the prompt. 

25 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: So from what 
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1 you observed in Burns' classroom, did she or any of the 

2 adults in the classroom have deep pressure exercises with 

3 the children or with  in particular? 

4 MR. CHEN: Most of the things -- most of the ones 

5 that I saw were the two activities, I think I mentioned 

6 before was the jumping and then the ball. 

7 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: But you 

8 didn't see any deep pressure activities? 

9 THE WITNESS: Those are deep pressure activities. 

10 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: They are deep 

11 pressure activities? 

12 THE WITNESS: Yeah. Like with the ball, it's 

13 taking the yoga ball and rolling it on the person --

14 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay. 

15 THE WITNESS: -- or having them bounce on the yoga 

16 ball, and then trampoline is just being able to jump on the 

1 7 trampoline. 

18 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: So if these 

19 other things weren't being done in the classroom, was there 

20 any negative -- anything that was negative for  not 

21 having these other things in the classroom? 

22 THE WITNESS: It didn't affect him at all if he 

23 didn't get all of them? 

24 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Yeah, it 

25 didn't affect him negatively? 
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1 THE WITNESS: I don't think he had to have all of 

2 them, but that's just an opportunity to get that same kind 

3 of input in different ways. As long as he was getting the 

4 input, it would be okay. 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: From what you 

6 saw of him in the classroom and what you saw of him during 

7 your sessions, do you think he was getting enough sensory 

8 input in his classroom? 

9 THE WITNESS: I can't tell if it was exactly 

10 sensory input because there's other factors that -- there's 

11 other behavioral factors that affect them. 

12 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: And what are 

13 those? 

14 THE WITNESS: If I did use the behavioral 

15 strategies to keep him going even if I did all these 

16 sensory things without behavior strategies, it wouldn't 

1 7 affect him. 

18 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: So what 

19 you're saying -- I'm sorry, you were going to add something? 

20 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. Yeah, because in there 

21 it says that it's supposed to be used with other strategies. 

22 Let me see if I can -- I'm sorry. So it's the very first 

23 paragraph on page 49-96, midway -- the last sentence is 

24 "Since behaviors may not stem from sensory strategies alone, 

25 sensory-based strategy should be used in conjunction with 
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1 language and behavior strategies for more optimal outcomes." 

2 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay. So I 

3 guess I'm confused. Do you think that the lack of sensory -

4 - of a specific sensory diet for  exacerbated his other 

5 behaviors? 

6 THE WITNESS: Not in my opinion. 

7 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Now, you said 

8 that there -- that although  brought his iTouch to your 

9 sessions, he didn't use it all that often, right? 

10 THE WITNESS: Yes, ma'am. 

11 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: How was he 

12 communicating to you if he Wasn't using the iTouch? 

13 THE WITNESS: Mostly through taking my hand if he 

14 wanted something, just him -- his physical communication I 

15 would say in moving things, so. 

16 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Did you ever 

17 redirect him to the iTouch? 

18 THE WITNESS: I did. We were just going through 

19 that at the beginning. I think that when we were seeing it 

20 I want to say -- I don't remember when he got it or when 

21 he had it. I want to say it was towards the end of this 

22 the end of 2012, so a couple of months after school when he 

23 was using it more in the beginning (inaudible). 

24 MS. MITHAIWALA: I can't hear you Tim, and I can't 

25 see you either because of the notebook. Can you repeat your 
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1 that's central to developing communication in a social 

2 framework. 

3 Q Can you explain --

4 A So I talked about specific strategies, how we 

5 could actually do that as a speech language pathologist and 

6 then apply it from the behavioral perspective. 

7 Q Can you explain what the term "joint attention" 

8 means? 

9 A Joint attention actually means that a mom and a 

10 child are actually both focused on the same possible toy or 

11 activity at the same time. So they are actually sharing a 

12 mutual focus of attention. It could be anything, it could 

13 be the red and white circle on the wall but both of the 

14 parent and the child or the teacher and the child are both 

15 looking and focusing at the same thing at the same time. 

16 It's the most wonderful and facilitating context for 

17 learning language. So it could be anything, but both the 

18 dual focus of both individuals on the same topic or 

19 activity. 

20 Q And how does joint attention play into a student's 

21 ability to use a high-tech device in your opinion? 

22 A Joint attention is the foundational skill and it's 

23 required really central to all communication. So it plays 

24 in -- the use of technology for AAC comes way down the road. 

25 First the child needs to be able -- there are four 
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1 competencies that children need really before they are ready 

2 for technology or for AAC in that capacity and that is 

3 actually that the child has some kind of a linguistic 

4 confidence so they understand language, receptive words and 

5 they are using not necessarily words but they're actually 

6 communicating. And so they have this because there's 

7 confidency about language itself. 

8 But the social piece is where the joint attention 

9 comes in. They have to realize -- and it is all based in 

10 those early times of joint attention that communication 

11 isn't or language in itself isn't in a vacuum, but we 

12 actually use it with others in our environment in a very 

13 powerful way to make a difference. And so joint attention 

14 is the place that a child actually realizes and learns that 

15 what they do communicatively can actually have a difference 

16 with others in their environment. 

17 So to get ready for AAC in technology, a student 

18 needs to have that social piece that is based in joint 

19 attention, they need to have some kind of a language 

20 competency, they need to have cognition to know how it can 

21 be used, as well as the actually suaveness or the technical 

22 ability to use the device. So joint attention is just one 

23 of the four pieces based on social communication at the need 

24 for readiness. 

25 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'm sorry, 
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1 I'm going to take us off a minute so I can get some more 

2 water. 

3 (Off the Record) 

4 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: We are back 

5 on the record after short break in the matter of  

6 Fulsang and Newport-Mesa. You can continue, Ms. Mithaiwala. 

7 MS. MITHAIWALA: Okay. 

8 Q You mentioned four, as you called them, 

9 competencies before the Student is ready for high tech 

10 assistive technology, correct? 

11 A Yes. 

12 Q Okay. When  came to you in the fall of 2010, 

13 which if any of these did he have in place? 

14 A I think  had poor joint attention of skills 

15 but he was actually starting to use eye gaze to signal needs 

16 in that program so that was an emerging ability. He had 

17 very poor linguistic confidence and I think that was also 

18 going to be reflected in the cognitive levels but he was 

19 unable to identify -- he was unable to match yet 30 objects 

20 to the same 30 objects. So we had to actually back it up so 

21 he actually started to realize that a picture could actually 

22 represent something else. 

23 So he didn't have the basic cognitive skills yet 

24 to have that on a regular basis to know that a picture 

25 actually represents a real object and then to be able to use 
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1 it linguistically to actually signal his needs. So he can 

2 even really have those yet. So really all three of those 

3 are missing pieces. And if we speak to language in general, 

4 he wasn't yet a strong functional communicator. So he 

5 wasn't effectively meeting his needs in this community. 

6 Q What about the fourth piece? I think you called 

7 that suaveness to use the device? 

8 A We weren't actually assessing that at that place. 

9 Q Why not? 

10 A We know that he had access to computers in the 

11 classroom, but it wasn't an important piece. The others 

12 were much more foundational pieces at the beginning. 

13 THE INTERPRETER: Your Honor? 

14 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Yes. 

15 THE INTERPRETER: Can you please repeat that for -

16 - the mother wanted you to repeat it. 

17 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Sure. Could 

18 you repeat the last thing you just said? 

19 MS. MURPHY: Sure. 

20 THE INTERPRETER: The fourth --

21 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: The fourth 

22 issue that you were responding to. 

23 MS. MURPHY: The fourth piece was in September of 

24 2010, we didn't do it. 

25 THE INTERPRETER: You talk of abilities, something 
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1 about that. You were saying you did not have the abilities. 

2 MS. MURPHY: The four pieces? At the time -- so 

3 we were looking at four different competencies and readiness 

4 for AAC with technology. So we're looking at linguistic 

5 competence. We know affectively that  at the time that 

6 he came in was not yet using or understanding language and 

7 using language on a regular basis, that he had a difficulty 

8 understanding words in this environment in that identifying 

9 labels receptively. And he didn't have the ability even to 

10 show us picture cards that would represent objects. 

11 We're looking at that to move him to AAC. So we 

12 knew that that would be ultimately the goal. So he didn't 

13 yet again show that a picture of a water bottle. If I took 

14 a 30 picture -- first of all, if I asked him to give me the 

15 same in the water bottle, I'm sorry. She's done an example. 

16 That if I ask him to give me the same, he would necessarily 

17 from a field of three yet be able to give me the same 

18 matching object, a matching of water bottle to another water 

19 bottle. Once we got that on a regular basis, then we 

20 actually started assessing his ability to actually match a 

21 three-inch color picture to the particular object. 

22 So he wasn't actually a two -- typically 

23 developing children at age 2 actually develop that 

24 representational thought that this could also be represented 

25 in a picture. They're not using it yet communicatively. 
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1 But they actually understand that knowledge that this could 

2 be a picture. And so he wasn't even at that point yet. We 

3 weren't even using it communicatively and that might also be 

4 kind of give you an idea about where he was cognitively. 

5 Q Okay. You mentioned when in talking through your 

6 resume about the seahorse program. Is that a program  

7 was in? 

8 A Correct. 

9 Q And how many years was he in that program? 

10 A Two years and I think three or four months. I'm 

11 not exactly sure when he started but from the time of his 

12 initial assessment I believe he was placed there. So it'd 

13 be February or March. 

14 Q Did you have an opportunity to do a home visit in 

15  s home? 

16 A I did. 

17 Q And when was that? 

18 A October of 2010. 

19 Q Just that one or were there others? 

20 A Just that one. 

21 Q And why did you do that? 

22 A Both the classroom teacher and I wanted to see 

23 what his home program was like. And to possibly develop 

24 collaboration with that program. We discussed what we were 

25 doing or the purpose was to actually discuss how we were 
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1 different times. So we certainly saw regression when he 

2 entered the school year. And then I would say stagnation in 

3 continuing to use this particular modality at the time. It 

4 wasn't meaningful for him and he was making a lot of errors. 

5 So we had -- and it wasn't really necessarily a stagnation. 

6 It was just that it wasn't he wasn't demonstrating at 

7 this particular time for us a visual discrimination in some 

8 of the basics. 

9 Q What do you mean basics? 

10 A In this case, he was actually not discriminating 

11 among the picture cards and just placing two on a strip. So 

12 very rote and not communicating in a meaningful basis with 

13 the pictures that's described by the goal. 

14 Q Was this happening across the goals that you were 

15 working on with him or just one or two? 

16 A No, it was working across the goals. We were 

17 having difficulty meeting all of the goals. We're making 

18 progress but we anticipated that there would be difficulty 

19 in reaching them as written. But he was still making 

20 progress but at a much slower rate. And we saw also 

21 somewhat of key deficits or some splintering of skills so 

22 that he could do parts of goals but not all of the goals, 

23 all of the skills required to meet the goals on time. 

24 Q In general after working with  for two full 

25 years, how would you describe his ability to retain 
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1 foundational skills that were missing. 

2 He was not yet getting his needs met and because 

3 of that these were opportunities for behaviors 

4 maladaptive behaviors, screaming, swiping, eloping. And so 

5 this functional communication system actually was to address 

6 those types of needs affectively. 

7 Q Was  ready for a high tech AT device at the 

8 time of this meeting? 

9 A Absolutely not. 

10 Q Why? 

11 A Because he didn't have the ability yet of 

12 representational or symbolic thinking. He didn't yet have 

13 the ability to realize that a photo actually represented an 

14 object and to be able to use that communicatively on a 

15 regular and consistent basis. 

16 Q In addition to revising your goals, what else did 

17 the team do to address  slow progression? 

18 A We shared strategies with the family. 

19 Q Such as what? 

20 A Explaining what we were using the classroom. That 

21 seemed to be affective. 

22 Q Did parents have any questions about that or 

23 concerns that they articulated? 

24 A I think they were very concerned about the slower 

25 rate of progress. 
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1 indiv1dual staffs and take a look at what's working and not 

2 working and make revisions. But I know when I am not there, 

3 it's also being addressed using the same facilitative 

4 strategies that I have identified. 

5 So that's what a collaborative model is. So we 

6 are working together really for the same functional outcome 

7 for the children. 

8 Q Okay. Take a look at D-16. Do you recognize this 

9 document? 

10 A Yes. 

11 Q What is it? 

12 A It's an IEP meeting notice. Oops, D-16, I am 

13 sorry. Wrong page. It's the assessment plan. 

14 Q And what were the questions that you sought to 

15 clarify on your piece of the assessment plan? 

16 A I was assessing under speech and language, what 

17 are  speech and language abilities as compared to his 

18 typically developing aged peers and what are his unique 

19 areas of need. 

20 I also shared under social/emotional and adoptive 

21 behaviors specifically I am looking at social/emotional 

22 impacting his progress in the educational setting. 

23 Q I am sorry. Say that again? You were looking at 

24 what? 

25 A I also shared in the component social/emotional 
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1 and adaptive behavior, and was looking at social and 

2 emotional skills in the academic setting along with the 

3 psychologist. 

4 Q Did you include a request for IR (phonetic) to 

5 have an assisted technology assessment in this assessment 

6 plan? 

7 A No. 

8 Q Why not? 

9 A We already were using assistive technology in 

10 terms of augmentative --

11 Q Can you elaborate on that? 

12 A Yes. So in terms of augmentative communication or 

13 alternative communication -- alternative and augmentative 

14 communication AAC, we already had a system in place and we 

15 were continuing to revise it based on his current levels and 

16 his needs. So we were using a combination of gestures, eye 

17 gaze, vocalization and indicating behavior such as the point 

18 in the (inaudible) again and using picture systems which are 

19 all part of an assistive technology and augmentative plan. 

20 Q Did Parents prior to signing this assessment plan, 

21 did they ask for any additional assessments that you are 

22 aware of? 

23 A No. 

24 Q Okay. Take a look at D-18. Is this the 

25 assessment report that you prepared as a result of that 
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1 progress and prior goals with respect to the speech and 

2 language goals in this IEP? 

3 A Yes. 

4 Q Did you review those in the IEP meeting? 

5 A Yes. 

6 Q Take a look at pages 264 through 268. Just review 

7 those quickly. My question is going to be do you, sitting 

8 here today, believe that that was a true and accurate 

9 description of his present levels in progress and prior 

10 goals at that time? 

11 A Yes. 

12 Q Based upon what? 

13 A Based on data. 

14 Q What data? 

15 A The data collected in his classroom and then 

16 across the functional settings in which these goals were 

1 7 targeted. 

18 Q Okay. Take a look at page 265. Was this one of 

19 the speech and language goals you proposed? 

20 A Yes. 

21 Q Can you tell me the purpose of this goal for 

22  

23 A Again this was a goal that we were actually trying 

24 to broaden and expand his use of visual images or 

25 photographs in a communicative fashion. So he had the 
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1 minutes. Why two times 15? Why not two times 30 or two 

2 times 45, some -- why 15? 

3 A Based on our learning we actually kept it really 

4 engaging and we moved fast. We allowed us to have a lot of 

5 repetition and build momentum in a very intense, meaningful 

6 way and without having to actually give him a break. That 

7 was away from the contact. So a lot of times what we do is 

8 over a period of time after a child has worked so long we 

9 actually give them a break away from the table instruction. 

10 And what I was able to actually do is to maintain 

11 his focus and interest, really use that as an opportunity to 

12 build momentum and learning, keep it fun and engaging. And 

13 what I loved about these short intense sessions as well as 

14 just keeping his focus and maintaining that and supporting 

15 that for that 15 minutes was it was so flexible. I didn't 

16 have to just do it in the centers. 

17 I didn't have to adhere to a rigid flexible [sic] 

18 schedule. I could do that outside of that one specific 

19 time. And that gave me lots and lots of flexib~lity to take 

20 those same goals and then do it maybe in snack tomorrow or 

21 library at another time. I could do it out on the 

22 playground. We could actually move the services a lot more. 

23 Again, teaching and facilitating language in a 

24 really meaningful setting. But the most important part is 

25 building that behavior in an intense fashion. 
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1  And so we were talking about learning language 

2 within the naturalistic context in a school environment 

3 where language was actually very meaningful and it would be 

4 actually services that would be provided in real settings 

5 across individuals in meaningful ways. And an individual 

6 increase in individual doesn't actually or doesn't 

7 necessarily get to the heart of the generalization 

8 opportunities that are available when services are actually 

9 in a collaborative fashion with the staff, we had suggested 

10 and explained to Mr. Fulsang. 

11 Q Okay. Take a look at D-26 please, and turn to 

12 page 636 of this document. Did you attend this IEP meeting? 

13 A I'm sorry, which page? 

14 Q I'm sorry, 363. 

15 A Yes, I did. 

16 Q And what was the purpose of this IEP? 

17 A The purpose of this IEP was his transition to 

18 kindergarten. So we met with the preschool staff and the 

19 kindergarten staff -- actually not at this meeting. 

20 Q 

21 A 

22 Q 

23 A 

24 Q 

25 A 

Did you change your IEP goals at this meeting? 

I did not change my IEP goals? 

How about your services? 

Yes. 

What was the change to services? 

The services actually changed to increase to two 
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1 groups for 30 minutes a week and I again reoffered 215 

2 minute individuals per week. 

3 Q Let's start with the first change, the increase to 

4 group to two times a week. Why did you propose that? 

5 A It's a different program in kindergarten than 

6 preschool. 

7 Q How so? 

8 A I mean in elementary focus there is more -- the 

9 curriculum looks very different in kindergarten than in a 

10 preschool. There isn't the same types of access and play 

11 that there is -- there is more of an academic focus in 

12 kindergarten, less downtime I should say in structured play 

13 with play per. So I was actually again looking for just 

14 anyway, sorry. 

15 Q Was the group services provided in the 

16 kindergarten environment meant to be push-in or pull-out? 

17 A Push-in. 

18 Q Was the increase to two times 30 minutes necessary 

19 for  to receive FAPE in kindergarten? 

20 A Yes. 

21 Q Why then did you decrease the individual services 

22 from two times 30 back down to the two times 15? 

23 A Because I thought that was the best setting and 

24 type of services for  to meet  needs. 

25 Q Why? 
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1 A Again, a 30 minute individual session was too 

2 long. It didn't offer the flexibility and I preferred and 

3 having had worked with him understood that the intensity 

4 available in the 15 individual sessions would be sufficient. 

5 It would keep him engaged to meet his needs and to reach our 

6 goals. 

7 Q Did the Eastbluff kindergarten staff still have 

8 the same collaborative model that you had described for 

9 preschool? 

10 A Absolutely. Our occupational therapist and I both 

11 pushed into the classroom for services. 

12 Q Okay. Take a look at D-28 please. 

13 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'm sorry, I 

14 didn't hear you? I was writing. 

15 MS. MITHAIWALA: D-28. 

16 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Thank you. 

17 Q Have you seen this document before, Kathy? 

18 A Yes. 

19 Q Did you prepare the progress for  speech 

20 and language goals? 

21 A Yes. 

22 Q Can you tell us how he was doing as of November on 

23 his speech and language goals? 

24 A He was making progress and we anticipated that he 

25 would actually meet his annual goals. 
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1 Q And how did you know that? 

2 A Based on the data. All of our goals were based on 

3 data. Or I should say all of our measurements were based on 

4 data. 

5 Q Do you have any reason to doubt the accuracy of 

6 the information in this progress report? 

7 A No. 

8 Q Okay. And take a look at Exhibit D-30 and flip to 

9 page 405. Did you attend this IEP meeting? 

10 A One second here. 

11 Q Sure. 

12 A Yes. 

13 Q And what was the purpose of this IEP meeting? 

14 A This IEP was his annual. 

15 Q Did you write present levels of performance and 

16 progress on his prior speech and language goals for this 

17 IEP? 

18 A Yes. 

19 Q Did you review them in the IEP meeting? 

20 A Yes. 

21 Q Do you have any reason to believe that those 

22 present levels that you wrote or the speech and language 

23 progress is anything but a true and accurate description of 

24 his progress at that time? 

25 A No. 
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1 him from the three-inch, what was an easy reference, to now 

2 two-inch. Our goal was to actually move him to more of a 

3 symbolic simple line drawing that's available on Boardmaker, 

4 but he was not yet ready. He wasn't able to demonstrate 

5 understanding of those simple line drawings like he did the 

6 photo images at that time. 

7 Q Okay. And how did you measure this goal? 

8 A It was an accuracy goal. So in this case I would 

9 present a picture and ask him to demonstrate that particular 

10 action such as lining up, if he did it or didn't do it 

11 independently. It would be marked plus if he did it 

12 independently. A minus -- or with prompting, it would -- I 

13 should say if he did not do it or he required prompting, it 

14 would be noted as a minus. 

15 Q Okay. All right, take a look at 391. And what 

16 was the purpose of this goal? 

17 A The purpose of this goal was to actually again 

18 expand his ability to understand and follow directions 

19 within the environment and relative to people that he saw on 

20 a recurring basis every single day. He had not yet 

21 associated a name with a staff that was in his classroom 

22 every single day. Meaning that I could say where's Katie or 

23 where's Ms. Burns, but he was not yet connecting her name to 

24 the person. And this was a really important piece for him 

25 to acquire so that he could actually successfully complete 
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1 receptive directions in the classroom such as "give this to 

2 Ms. Burns, line up next Ms. Joe (phonetic) . " Very, very 

3 important directions for safety, completing in access to 

4 curriculum, participation throughout his school day. 

5 Q And how did you measure this goal? 

6 A Again, it was an accuracy goal and so it was 

7 actually a plus or a minus. 

8 Q And can you give us an example of what the prompt 

9 would be, if you will, without looking at Student's binder? 

10 A Sure. Again, we targeted two of his family 

11 members and three adult staff members in the class, because 

12 obviously we wanted the school to cross settings. All of 

13 our goals were focused on generalization across settings and 

14 it was just as important for the family as it was for us for 

15 him to recognize and follow these kinds of simple 

16 directions. So in the case when we were actually working 

17 with his school individuals, we had three pictures of the 

18 individuals and I would actually combine that with the prior 

19 goal, the touch. So touch Ms. Burns. And he would actually 

20 -- he would be expected to actually identify based on the 

21 photo. It should be noted that we didn't have just one 

22 single photo of the individuals. And again we know that 

23 nobody looks the same every day, so we had at least three 

24 pictures of the staff as well as the family had supplied us 

25 lots of pictures of the family. And so we targeted it that 
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1 way, again, focused on the generalization. 

2 Q Did you present it in the same way with family 

3 members? 

4 A We did. We actually presented it mostly on the 

5 iPad on the screen, just to again to expose him to the use 

6 of the iPad for more than a break. His family supplied that 

7 and so we used that for the instruction. So it was used, 

8 yeah. 

9 Q And that was beginning when? 

10 A That would have been beginning -- oh my gosh. 

11 Well, it would have been hopefully -- I'm not exactly sure 

12 of the date the family supplied the iPad for this, but 

13 that's how -- that's the vehicle they supplied the pictures. 

14 Obviously as soon as consent was reached for the goals, we 

15 started developing materials for him. 

16 Q Okay. Take a look at 392. What was the purpose 

17 of this goal, Kathy? 

18 A This again expanded all of these are building 

19 on prior goals and his skills as we knew him and understood 

20 them at that time. So in this case again we're expanding 

21 the use of this visual to prep him for more sophisticated 

22 AAC when he was ready. So in this particular goal we 

23 actually had him do for the first time out of seat 

24 directions, which are huge. So we would actually show him a 

25 picture of different places in the classroom or different 
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1 i terns and gave him a very simple instruction such as "put." 

2 And I would present him with something like, "Put the paper 

3 in the trash can," and we would show him the pictures. The 

4 paper could have been put in any of the pictures that were 

5 actually presented, and it could have been paper -- I should 

6 explain this that I would give him an item and ask him to 

7 put in a location and then again bathe him in this receptive 

8 information as well as the visual to support his 

9 understanding of when I say trash can, there's a picture of 

10 the trash can. So he would make that connection from --

11 with the visual and my words and then find it somewhere in 

12 the classroom. So we would have things like the trash can, 

13 his copy, his backpack, the library, which is a place in the 

14 classroom, a break area, and actually have him get out of 

15 his seat, take that item and put it in that designated 

16 location. And then the expectation was not for him to 

17 return to the seat, but just to visually discriminate -- see 

18 the (inaudible) in the picture and complete the simple 

19 instruction. 

20 Q How did you measure this one? 

21 A This was actually measured in accuracy too. So in 

22 this case that he actually completed the instruction of 

23 getting up out of his seat and going to the specified 

24 location in the visual. And it's was a plus or a minus. A 

25 minus again included a prompt. 
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1 Q At the time you developed these goals did you 

2 believe them to be appropriate for  

3 A Absolutely, yes. 

4 Q Sitting here today do you still believe these 

5 goals were appropriate at the time? 

6 A Yes, absolutely. 

7 Q Okay. Take a look at page 373. Did you propose 

8 speech and language services to support these goals? 

9 A I did. 

10 Q What were those.? 

11 A I proposed again the two individual 15 minutes a 

12 week, two groups of 30 minutes per week and we added an 

13 individual consult. 

14 Q Why did you add the consult? 

15 A I added the consult really for -- the most 

16 important reason is I actually provided that kind of a 

17 consult in the classroom.  was actually demonstrating 

18 improved readiness for technology or for additional AAC and 

19 my role was to actually make sure he was actually -- always 

20 being able to access the most current types of materials. 

21 So I used that time to actually talk with the teacher, 

22 develop new materials, expand his repertoire of visuals as 

23 so indicated. And really very importantly this was guided 

24 by my consult with Lila Seldin, who is the AT specialist. 

25 So I used this time to consult with her based on where he 
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1 was to see if there was anything we might be missing or 

2 should add to facilitate his readiness for what we 

3 anticipated the use of assistive technology to supplement 

4 his communication. So I consulted with both the classroom 

5 staff and her on a regular basis. 

6 Q Take a look at page 403 and read the very last 

7 paragraph to yourself, the one that starts "SLP Kathy 

8 Murphy," just to refresh your memory. 

9 A Okay. 

10 Q Do you recall, Kathy, a discussion during this IEP 

11 meeting about the use of the iPad for  

12 A At this point, yes, the family did have the access 

13 to the iPad, and when we had discussed this means 

14 (inaudible) school, this is where obviously the Mother had 

15 added this piece of information that he was actually doing 

16 some of that, the photos of anybody who he is familiar with 

17 an iPhone or an iPad. They do have that photo bank and that 

18 they were using some of those photos in this particular 

19 program. And so he was actually using some of those to 

20 discriminate some of the family members at home and to teach 

21 that. 

22 Q Is that where the idea to use the iPad for his IEP 

23 goal that you pointed out was generated during this 

24 conversation or did that develop later? 

25 A The family had some tests reviewed at that time, 
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1 so we incorporated it. 

2 Q Okay. Since there was a discussion on the iPad 

3 and  was being able to use an iPad, why didn't you 

4 propose an AT assessment at that time? 

5 A He wasn't demonstrating the rest of the readiness 

6 skills at that time. So typically developing children -- I 

7 know I actually mentioned this earlier -- make that 

8 connection. It isn't until the child is around age three 

9 cognitively or developmentally that they are actually 

10 beginning to use images for communicative purposes. We were 

11 very excited to see  make that type of a growth, but he 

12 wasn't yet at the readiness period to use that alone. So we 

13 were still working -- all of these goals reflect that 

14 building of the foundational skills to getting to that 

15 readiness point. One of the goals or the very first ones we 

16 incorporated in here was break time, that he was actually 

17 using a visual image for communicative purposes. So he 

18 wasn't yet demonstrating that level of readiness. And we 

19 did many things to make him ready. So the visuals were not 

20 just in for communication purposes, but we were also bathing 

21 him with the visuals within the environment such as the 

22 visual schedule. Part of my responsibility was -- included 

23 collaborating with the teacher to make those kinds of 

24 adjustments and to supplement any of the visual aids for 

25 communication purposes across the day. 
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1 Q During this IEP meeting did the family ask you for 

2 an AT assessment? 

3 A No, they did not. 

4 Q Did they tell you they were going to seek a 

5 private AT assessment? 

6 A No. 

7 Q Did they tell you after this IEP meeting they were 

8 planning to do that? 

9 A No. 

10 Q Did you serve  through the entirety of the 

11 2011-2012 school year? 

12 A Yes. 

13 Q At what point did he jump off your caseload? 

14 A At the end of this school year. I think that was 

15 like 6/20 or 6 -- whatever that week is. 

16 Q And I believe you testified that it was because 

17 your caseload changed? 

18 A Correct. 

19 Q Can you expand upon that a little bit more? 

20 A I actually was transitioning from that particular 

21 setting to a new assignment at Corona del Mar High School 

22 and working with middle and high schoolers. 

23 Q How would you describe  progress 

24 holistically over the two school years that you spent with 

25 him with respect to speech and language and communication? 
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1 A Well, when we first initially -- when he first 

2 initially arrived at the School District, his profile placed 

3 him at about a six to nine month level based on the 

4 assessment results. 

5 Q Six to nine months as far as communication? 

6 A Communication. Speech and language abilities at 

7 about six to nine month old. And so he was close to a 36 

8 month level at that time. So there was about a little more 

9 than a two year gap. So when we did the triennial two years 

10 later, his speech and language skills again were at a 

11 profile lower than expected, but still had made tremendous 

12 progress to a 13 month. So he had made progress, but he was 

13 60 months old at the time. So it was a very slow rate. I 

14 can't necessarily tell you exactly the place where he was 

15 when he left my caselqad a year later than that, but he 

16 continued to make gains. Based on that trajectory it's a 

17 little bit difficult to project, but I would say that 

18 because of his use of pictures and all he had moved in that 

19 particular year from about a 13 month to probably at about a 

20 15-16 month old due to his increase in use of intentional 

21 communication at the time, which is he was much more 

22 consistently pairing eye gaze with gestures on a regular 

23 basis. He was actually beginning to use pictures for 

24 communication, so he was growing at a rate of about three 

25 months, two to three months a year. 
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1 Q Do you believe that's commensurate with his 

2 cognitive ability? 

3 A Yes. 

4 Q Is there a difference in the way one might 

5 approach communication or teaching functional communication 

6 from a behavioral perspective versus a language-based 

7 perspective given that ~ou have a degree in both? How do 

8 you utilize one degree versus the other degree in your 

9 teaching of functional communication or is there a 

10 difference? 

11 A There really isn't very much of a difference, and 

12 I think my role over the last couple of years having a BCBA 

13 and a speech language pathologist it's very clear that 

14 there's many more similarities in the way that we teach. 

15 Last year I actually taught a class in graduate school at 

16 Chapman University and it was a behavioral -- it 

17 incorporated many of the behavioral principles in teaching. 

18 And we use many, many of those in speech-language pathology 

19 and there isn't very much of a difference at all. The new 

20 models of ABA are placing and focusing on developing skills 

21 in a naturalistic setting. We sometimes contrive the 

22 opportunity for children to practice and use their speech 

23 and language in that environment just like they do learning 

24 of other skills. So there's really almost no difference in 

25 how we focus an early intervention approach and a behavioral 
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1 approach in language acquisition, best practice. 

2 Q You testified much earlier in your testimony about 

3 going on the home visit. Do you recall that testimony? 

4 A Yes. 

5 Q And seeing I think you called it more of a OTT 

6 type of teaching style? 

7 A Correct. 

8 Q Is that the type of teaching style the staff uses 

9 in the classrooms that --

10 A No. 

11 Q -- you used to have for Little Seahorse? 

12 A No, they don't. 

13 Q What do they use? 

14 A They use a much more naturalistic approach. They 

15 have materials that are very meaningful. Their feedback 

16 isn't -- first of all, they don't teach in mass trials. 

17 Q What does that mean, teach in mass trials? 

18 A That you might be presenting 20, maybe 30 

19 opportunities, boom, boom, boom, right off the bat for a 

20 student to actually learn a new skill. It 1 s much more 

21 naturalistic of choosing a lot of materials. They will be 

22 getting natural -- a lot of feedback. They are keeping it 

23 engaging and they are also teaching in a group setting. 

24 Language is never learned and communication in isolation. 

25 That he is actually learning -- and in a group setting 
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1 what's very cool about it is it can actually be motivating. 

2 You are also using the peer in a small group so that you 

3 might be reinforcing a peer for getting it right. And 

4 you're able to actually balance in q naturalistic style 

5 learning and many of the other goals at the same time and 

6 using the peers to somewhat reinforce the learning process. 

7 It's a very effective process, but --

8 Q Do you know 

9 A -- there will be -- oh, well, go ahead. 

10 Q Go ahead. 

11 A No. I was just going to say learning in the 

12 natural environment it's never over. It's 24x7. And that's 

13 what I love best. It's very meaningful. So they might be 

14 targeting the goals lining up and going to the bathroom, in 

15 the bathroom, eating a snack. The programs are implemented 

16 across the day. 

17 Q Do you recall a conversation -- I believe it was 

18 during the 2011 annual IEP meeting, where Parents were 

19 expressing that  can't learn in a group setting? Do 

20 you recall that conversation in the context of asking for 

21 individual speech and language therapy? 

22 A Yes. 

23 Q Did you explain to them why you believed  

24 could learn in a group setting during that meeting? 

25 A He was learning in a group setting at the time. 
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1 do recall saying that. 

2 Q Okay. Do you believe  has apraxia? 

3 A No. 

4 Q Why not? 

5 A There are several hallmarks that we actually see 

6 in apraxia and there's a very systematic assessment process. 

7 Currently it's estimated that people are diagnosed with 

8 apraxia 75 percent or more. There is an over diagnosis of 

9 the label of apraxia. So I do want that to be known that 

10 it's a very frequent, but it's not an accurate diagnosis. 

11 He doesn't demonstrate any of the hallmarks that would be 

12 indicative of apraxia. 

13 Q And what are those? 

14 A I see no groping. First of all, he's nonverbal 

15 for the most part. It's rare that you would actually have 

16 childhood of apraxia of speech ever diagnosed in a child who 

1 7 was not actually producing speech or attempting to produce 

18 speech. And that's the biggest difference. You might be 

19 nonverbal because you can't produce speech, but that 

20 particular individual would actually be trying to produce 

21 speech. He would be vocalizing a lot. There would be a lot 

22 of variability. Some of the hallmarks for apraxia include 

23 inconsistency in consonant productions. So that means that 

24 I might say one word one way. This time like for 

25 example, cotton candy I might say it this time. The next 
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1 time it might be totton nanny (phonetic). So there is a lot 

2 of inconsistency, so the consonants are changing. We also 

3 see a lot of vowel errors and there are attempts again in 

4 inconsistent pattern and we're going to see changes and 

5 inconsistencies in intonation patterns. Intonation is that 

6 porosity over the words. You're going to have a lot of 

7 stressed errors. But the child is going to be actually 

8 typically trying to produced speech. So that's all of those 

9 inconsistencies. Along with that you're going to see a lot 

10 of groping because the child is actually trying to place 

11 volitionally an articulator in a specific spot. So 1 for 

12 example, the tongue might -- is supposed to go -- is 

13 supposed to be placed behind the alveolar ridge on the top 

14 and the child has difficulty placing that. So they are 

15 groping for the correct placement to produce that sound. So 

16 you'll see the groping errors as well. In an nonverbal 

17 child again you're going to see the attempts to communicate, 

18 but the child failing. But they are still going to be 

19 communicating. They will be very resourceful in their use 

20 of nOnverbal behaviors to support their communicative 

21 efforts. Some other hallmarks that we typically see in the 

22 child of apraxia for a nonverbal speaker would be you would 

23 see feeding issues. You would see early drooling. Those 

24 have never been reported by the family. We didn't see 

25 those. We never saw the groping. We didn't see the 
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1 communicative attempts on -- remember we wrote a goal for 

2 increasing the rate of communicative attempt in his very 

3 first assessment I mean after initial, his very first IEP 

4 because that was something that wasn't happening on a 

5 regular basis. To actually diagnose childhood apraxia of 

6 speech you'll have a full assessment. So first you'll have 

7 a structural functional assessment and then you'll actually 

8 follow that up with a motor speech assessment. It's a very 

9 intensive assessment. And for somebody who is an ethical 

10 evaluator, they wouldn't take that lightly. You're also 

11 going to find for the child that's verbal -- I'll also see a 

12 significant discrepancy in what they understand, receptive 

13 language, versus their expressive language. He's a 

14 nonverbal speaker, so that's not necessarily relative. But 

15 we would find a difference in standard scores. What we do 

16 see however is that we see consistency in both his receptive 

17 and expressive language both at his baseline or his initial 

18 assessment and also in my report. Both of those yielded six 

19 to 9 months at his initial assessment and 13 months in my 

20 assessment. So we don't even see a gap then. But I do want 

21 to note that you will have that big difference based on 

22 actual words produced. 

23 MS. MITHAIWALA: I don't have anything further. 

24 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay. I just 

25 have a couple of questions for you, Ms. Murphy. First, what 
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1 was specifically done on the playground to facilitate 

2  communication or interaction with the other 

3 children? 

4 MS. MURPHY: There's several techniques that we 

5 actually use. One of them is actually keeping him in 

6 proximity to peers to create those naturalistic 

7 opportunities to actually interact with others and to use 

8 the kinds of functional language that we were targeting. So 

9 we actually created an environment that would facilitate a 

10 group interaction typically and it's something we carried 

11 over into the classroom. 

12 We actually put the materials between the children 

13 and then had the children on the outside but facing the 

14 shared material. So, for example, it would be like you and 

15 me and maybe we were on the playground and we would actually 

16 put and he was interested in sand, we would actually have 

17 all of the sand materials in the middle so that he could 

18 actually be in close proximity with the shared materials. 

19 We might sometimes withhold a missing material or 

20 an item that he needed -- he was possibly -- I'm just using 

21 the sandbox because this is an easy example. Maybe he needs 

22 a shovel to finish what he wants. And so one of us as a 

23 staff would actually withhold the shovel to request that he 

24 needed the shovel. 

25 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: And let me 
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1 just interject. How would he do that? How would  in 

2 particular, say, request a shovel? 

3 MS. MURPHY: One of the signs that we were 

4 targeting was want so that he would actually designate that 

5 he wanted maybe all of my materials. Maybe I had the shovel 

6 or another staff would have a shovel. We would again look 

7 for him to look to the aide or the individual that has the 

8 shovel, maybe it's another peer, and point. So again that's 

9 an intentional communication. It's a very rich way of 

10 communicating nonverbally. So the combination of the eye to 

11 the object that he wants, and he could be requesting it that 

12 way. 

13 If he was actually going down the slide, which is 

14 a super, super favorite thing of his, we would actually 

15 block access so that he would actually keep him at the top 

16 of the slide until he actually again modeled the more, which 

17 was again a functional sign that we were targeting. He 

18 would actually have to look to us and do the more. "Boom, 

19 you get to go down the side, yeah, 11 and there is a big 

20 celebration at the end. 

21 So that would be with staff. Because we did have 

22 that reverse inclusion program at the Seahorse, we had 

23 typical peers in there to provide that model. We don't want 

24 language always just to come from staff, but it's really 

25 important to respond to peers. So in the classroom how we 
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1 would actually -- I mean again on the playground how we 

2 would do that is sometimes those materials would be held by 

3 the peers, not just us. Sometimes his friends would 

4 actually block access. Maybe if he was on the swing and 

5 loved to swing, we had peers push him so that they would 

6 actually have to -- each time they would wait -- we would be 

7 coaching them, but they would actually -- he would have to 

8 sign more and again, "yeeah, " you know, the celebration. He 

9 was always supported by the staff and then he would actually 

10 be pushed. 

11 So it wasn't necessarily with his other peers that 

12 he was actually -- those interactions were facilitated, but 

13 not nearly with the intensity that we used our typical peers 

14 to create that peer-to-peer interaction. Because we knew 

15 they would be persistent and hang in there and wait for him 

16 to respond the way that -- and they would understand what 

17 that response was supposed to look like on his part. 

18 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'm just 

19 going to note for the record that we've been joined by our 

20 interpreter, Ms. Conceical. 

21 I wanted to ask you a little bit about the 

22 technology and the iPad and  use of that. I think it 

23 was at the February 2012 IEP where there was a discussion by 

24 Parents of  iPad use. Did you ever personally work 

25 with him when he was using the iPad? 
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1 MS. MURPHY: I worked with him when we had the 

2 photo selection for the family on there. We were using it 

3 at that time. 

4 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Were you 

5 using it at school with him? 

6 MS. MURPHY: Yes, I was only in the school 

7 environment with him with that. 

8 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: So he was 

9 bringing the iPad to school? 

10 MS. MURPHY: Yes. 

11 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Did he also 

12 have the school provided iTouch at the same time? 

13 MS. MURPHY: No, he did not at that time. 

14 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Were you 

15 working with him at the time the iTouch was introduced? 

16 MS. MURPHY: No, I was not. 

17 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay. In 

18 terms of the iPad use, what exactly did you do with him on 

19 using the iPad? 

20 MS. MURPHY: Primarily he used it for 

21 reinforcement in the classroom, so he earned time with it on 

22 his breaks. He had particular programs he loved to use. He 

23 was not using it for communicative purposes with us. 

24 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Did you 

25 attempt to use it for communication with him? 
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1 properties and equations. 

2 It's just like the iPad with these communication 

3 programs. I actually have to build competency. I have to 

4 get a child to actually use the TI-83 Plus for trigonometry, 

5 which is a required tool in high schools today for those 

6 upper education math classes. I actually have to build the 

7 trigonometry. There's so much that goes on before that and 

8 it starts at an early age. 

9 Again, we were building throughout his whole 

10 program. I wouldn't change a single goal that was written. 

11 It was a very systematic the way we were expanding his use. 

12 He was not ready for communication. But we were getting 

13 there. We were making -- continue to make strong progress. 

14 After his initial assessment I understood what that rate was 

15 or the trajectory rate. And I'm really excited about the 

16 fact that we wrote goals that were appropriate that he 

17 continued to make progress. 

18 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. I 

19 think that's all I had. I'm going to turn it back to you, 

20 Ms. Loyer. 

21 MS. LOYER: Could I just have a few minutes to get 

22 organized? 

23 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Sure. That's 

24 all right. 

25 MS. LOYER: Thank you. 
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1 Q Okay, I'm confused. But could you explain that 

2 what you just said? 

3 A There are no other functional signs taught. 

4 Q Is there any reason for that? 

5 A  had a difficulty. Let me just explain the 

6 two differences. When you're actually teaching a sign, 

7 you're expecting a child to actually reference the memory 

8 bank or stored memory of what that sign looks like and to 

9 reproduce that independently.  was having difficulty 

10 in the modality of teaching and communicating through sign. 

11 There was a lot of confusion. The Mother marks that and 

12 notes that in some of her comments in IEPs. So the decision 

13 was actually made to support intentional communication, to 

14 continue to do that, but to focus on the visual modality so 

15 that it was not going to be dependent on him actually 

16 retrieving something from stored memory. But based on his 

17 cognitive levels and his communicative competency the 

18 decision was made to move to a visual or an AAC aided 

19 program. 

20 Q When was that decision made? 

21 A Based on his difficulty. It wasn't a formal 

22 decision. It was based on practice and clinical experience 

23 and what he was actually producing. We continued to support 

24 those signs but he was having a very difficult time 

25 independently producing and generalizing sign, and this 
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1 seemed much more age appropriate based on his developmental 

2 age. 

3 Q So the use of the picture system doesn't require 

4 memory? 

5 A No, because you have a fixed set. It requires 

6 memory in a different regard, but it's not closed from his 

7 own internal memory. He has actually produced a closed set 

8 of visual pictures and he can use those communicatively. 

9 Q For example, is that what PECS is based on? 

10 A Correct. 

11 Q Got you. Okay. When you were working with  

12 did you observe him to display any specific behaviors that 

13 would cause you to think he was frustrated? 

14 A He displayed behaviors. It's difficult to 

15 sometimes tell exactly frustrated. He didn't like doing 

16 academic tests. He didn't like working. So he actually 

17 would display behaviors that would serve that he doesn't 

18 like what he's doing. So that would be frustration, yes. 

19 Q But how would you know that? What would he do' 

20 that --? 

21 A A demand would be placed. He may swipe the 

22 materials. He may squeal. 

23 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'm sorry, he 

24 would what? 

25 MS. MURPHY: Squeal or vocalize. There's a 
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2 Q And how did he communicate in your classroom? 

3 A  had really good eye contact with his 

4 familiar staff. You know, to get his needs met he did a 

5 variety of things such as gestures. If he really wanted 

6 something like a snack, he would lead us to that direction. 

7 You know, we were also using a picture system, a visual 

8 schedule. 

9 Q Now, did he use the picture system to communicate 

10 to you or did you use it to communicate to him? 

11 A Both. 

12 Q And how large was his repertoire? 

13 A When he was my student it was very small. 

14 Q And the visual schedule, how does that work? 

15 A In my classroom we had pictures of basically each 

16 activity that we were doing and we would reference it 

17 throughout the day. 

18 Q And how did he use it? 

19 A We would show him. We would take him to the 

20 picture schedule, show him the picture schedule. 

21 Q Okay. So I'm going to take you to the big white 

22 book 

23 A Okay. 

24 Q and it's tab number 9. And that's the IEP 

25 addendum that was generated in November of 2010. So just 
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1 let me know when you're there. 

2 A Yes. 

3 Q Now, this was -- this took place in the fall when 

4 he first started in your class, is that correct? 

5 A Correct. 

6 Q And school started sometime in early September? 

7 A Correct. 

8 Q And if you look on that first page -- on the 

9 bottom right the page number is by the way. And this is 

10 page 116. 

11 A Okay. 

12 Q On the third paragraph down in the note section. 

13 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'm sorry, 

14 what page are you on? 

15 MS. LOYER: One-sixteen, Your Honor. 

16 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right, 

1 7 continue. 

18 MS. LOYER: Okay. 

19 Q It says in here that Leah explained that much 

20 limited progress to many goals seemed to be due to poor 

21 motivation in demonstrating independence across skill areas. 

22 Can you tell me what you meant by poor motivation? 

23 A Sure. As I mentioned before it was very prompt· 

24 dependent. That was one of the first things that we noticed 

25 when he entered our classroom. And although he was able to 
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1 do some of the skills, he didn't want to do them 

2 independently. So he was -- he would look to staff to help 

3 him through steps, yeah. 

4 Q So how would you motivate him? 

5 A Well, we used a very high rate of reinforcement. 

6 He had his token board with him at all times. 

7 Q Can you explain what the token board was? 

8 A Sure. The token board consisted of five spaces 

9 where he could get a token. So basically after -- and 

10 depending on what we were working on at the time, he would 

11 be reinforced with a token. When he got to five tokens he 

12 would get a reinforcer of his choice. 

13 Q And how would he ask for that? 

14 A Eye contact, tapping the token board to turn it 

15 in. 

16 Q How would he chose the reinforcement of his 

17 choice? 

18 A We would give options. 

19 Q How? 

20 A So every week we would do a reinforcement 

21 assessment to make sure that the things that we were using 

22 for  were highly reinforcing to him. So he would 

23 virtually chose the items that would be placed in this bag. 

24 So we would chose two of the items, place them in front of 

25 him and he would look, point or tap the item. 
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1 Q And he did that successfully? 

2 A Yes. 

3 Q Okay. So you were using the token system to 

4 motivate him, but you felt that he wasn't motivated. Can 

5 you kind of explain that to me? 

6 A Each step would need to be broken down for him. 

7 So if we would take that high rate of reinforcement out, he 

8 wasn't doing the steps independently. 

9 Q So did you maintain the token system throughout 

10 the school year? 

11 A Yes. 

12 Q I just want to flip you to page 151 and I just 

13 want you to authenticate your signature on that page, on the 

14 upper left hand side. 

15 A Yes. 

16 Q Okay, thank you. Now, one of the things that's 

17 indicated in that note page is that you were proposing new 

18 goals. Is that accurate? 

19 A I believe in the addendum meeting we changed some 

20 speech goals and I modified the baseline of a behavior goal 

21 to reflect how he was performing in my classroom. 

22 Q Now you also mentioned in that same paragraph that 

23 you saw an increase of maladaptive behaviors. Can you 

24 explain that a little bit? 

25 A Yes. When  first entered my classroom we 
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1 regular ESY program you were still noticing regression or 

2 stagnation in his goals? 

3 A Uh-huh. 

4 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Yes? 

5 MS. DeNISI: Yes, correct. 

6 Q Do you have a hypothesis as to why was it -- the 

7 goals weren't appropriate to begin with? Was it something 

8 happened over the summer? Do you have an understanding or a 

9 hypothesis? 

10 A You know, I think, that  went into a new 

11 setting. It was kind of like he had to -- he had a short 

12 period of time that he wasn't doing any services at least 

13 through the School District. So many of those skills have 

.14 been lost and we had to backtrack quite a bit. It's my 

15 observation that he had a slow rate of learning and even 

16 skills that he had seemed to master needed consistent --

17 what's the word I'm looking for? We needed to still work on 

18 them to keep them. 

19 Q Are you aware if he had a home program during this 

20 time? 

21 A Yes, I believe he did. 

22 Q Were they working on the same skills? 

23 A We did do an in-home observation and the purpose 

24 of that observation was really to make sure that we were on 

25 the same page. So we shared some -- on how we were working 
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1 on things and they seemed to be doing things similarly, yes. 

2 And we were offered that we would begin communication with 

3 them. 

4 Q Were you in communication with them? 

5 A Yes. 

6 Q Okay. Now take a look at D-14. I think you 

7 testified earlier that you were present at this meeting, 

8 right? 

9 A Correct. 

10 Q On page 159, the third paragraph, last sentence 

11 that starts "in addition." Can you read that to yourself 

12 please? 

13 A "  is demonstrating" 

14 Q No, read it to yourself. 

15 A Oh, I'm sorry. 

16 Q That's okay. Can you explain what you meant by 

17 that? 

18 A Yes.  was very dependent on staff prompting. 

19 Although he appeared that he could do some skills, he would 

20 always wait for adult prompting. He wasn't doing many 

21 things independently. 

22 Q What do you mean wait for adult prompting? How 

23 did you know that's what he was waiting for? 

24 A Because he would look to us, lean to us, offer out 

25 his extend his hand to us. So, for example, if I would 
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1 your team's discussion about reevaluating? 

2 A Yes, I believe so. 

3 Q Prior to Parents' consent to it, on page 198, did 

4 they ask you for additional assessment beyond what was 

5 listed? 

6 A I don't recall. 

7 Q Why didn't you include a functional behavioral 

8 analysis as part of the assessment? 

9 A In terms of  behavior it was very clear 

10 based on just the training that I've had in ABA that many of 

11 his behaviors were due to task avoidance. As I mention 

12 before, it wasn't always that  couldn't do something, 

13 but was he willing to do it. 

14 Q Do I understand you to say that you didn't -- he 

15 didn't need -- you didn't feel the need for an FBA? I'm not 

16 sure I understand what you --

17 A I felt that I was qualified enough to determine 

18 the function of his behavior, 

19 Q And what behaviors were you seeing at the time the 

20 assessment plan was prepared? 

21 A 

22 Q 

23 classroom? 

24 A 

25 Q 

Some whining behaviors, task avoidant behaviors. 

Were you managing those within the context of your 

Yes. 

How? 
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1 in his cognitive area. He's performing within the 12 to --

2 or 9 to 12 months age level. It also shows that skills were 

3 scattered. He wasn't necessarily consistent. 

4 Q Did you use the results of this tool, of the HELP 

5 to develop IEP goals? 

6 A Yes. 

7 Q Take a look at D-19. And I believe you already 

8 testified that you were there. 

9 A Yes. 

10 Q My question is did you write the present levels of 

11 performance and progress on prior goals as they related to 

12 your specific goals? 

13 A Yes. 

14 Q Did you review those in the IEP meeting? 

15 A Yes. 

16 Q Do you have any reason to believe that they are 

17 not a true and accurate description of his present levels or 

18 progress at that time? 

19 A No. 

20 Q Based upon what? 

21 A Based upon observation, my assessment. 

22 INTERPRETER: Your Honor? 

23 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Yes. 

24 INTERPRETER: Could you ask her to speak slowly 

25 because I'm losing her? 
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1 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Oh, sure. 

2 MS. MITHAIWALA: Sorry. 

3 INTERPRETER: Please. 

4 MS. MITHAIWALA: Yeah. 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right, 

6 Ms. Mi thaiwala. 

7 MS. MITHAIWALA: Yes. 

8 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Thank you. 

9 Q Take a look at 251. On that page there is a chart 

10 that says behavior and the box is checked yes. Can you tell 

11 me why the team decided to check yes? Page 251. 

12 A Okay. I'm sorry. Because his behaviors were 

13 affecting his ability to learn, so we put behavior goals in 

14 place. 

15 Q Why not a behavior support plan, or for that 

16 matter a behavior intervention plan? 

17 A Because it wasn't needed. We knew the function of 

18 his behavior. I think the point was just to work on that. 

19 Q What do you mean the point was to work on that? 

20 A Based on what we had observed we came up with 

21 strategies to work on those behaviors. 

22 Q Take a look at the page before, page 250, under 

23 health and medical, the third paragraph that starts "parents 

24 indicated." Can you read that to yourself? 

25 A Uh-huh. 
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1 Q Was this brought up during the IEP meeting? 

2 A Briefly. 

3 Q Why did Parents bring this up and ask you to note 

4 it in the section? 

5 MS. LOYER: I object. There's no testimony that 

6 says the Parents asked them to write that in. 

7 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Right. I'll 

8 sustain that. You need to lay a foundation. 

9 Q Leah, did you write this or did Parents was the 

10 information about having an EEG and that the results 

11 indicated that he does not have epilepsy or seizures, was 

12 that something that you brought up during the IEP meeting or 

13 did Parents bring that up? 

14 A Parents brought it up. 

15 Q Why? 

16 A  had just been out for a few days. I think 

17 they were letting us know why he had been out of school. 

18 And I don't really remember the rest. I don't know. I 

19 don't recall. 

20 Q Had you brought any concerns with respect to 

21 seizures or epilepsy to Parents' attention? Was that 

22 something you were concerned about? 

23 A No. 

24 Q Okay. Did you propose IEP goals during this IEP 

25 meeting? 
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1 A Yes. 

2 Q Okay. Taking a look at page 251. We're going to 

3 go through each goal and I want you to tell me what the 

4 purpose of the goal was and how you measured it? 

5 A Sure. 

6 Q Okay? So let's start with the first one. Was 

7 this a goal that you were responsible for? 

8 A Yes. 

9 Q And what was its purpose? 

10 A For him to identify receptively his head and his 

11 nose. 

12 Q So how would he do that? Can you lead us through 

13 an example of how you would work on it with  

14 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'm sorry, 

15 what page are you on? 

16 MS. DeNISI: Two-fifty-two. 

17 MS. MITHAIWALA: Two-fifty-two. 

18 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Two-fifty-

19 two, okay, thank you. 

20 A When we work on these annual goals they are 

21 written for a year. So we do build upon these goals. We 

22 first have to teach him what these body parts are. So the 

23 goal is that we will teach him his head and his nose. So we 

24 show him head and nose -- let's say we start with his head. 

25 You know, this is your head. We show it on a picture. We 
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1 A Sure. I'll have to look back. 

2 Q -- or supported that purpose? You can go through 

3 them 

4 A Sure. 

5 Q -- starting at the beginning and just let us know 

6 which ones you think. 

7 A The receptive instruction speech and language 

8 goal, where he would follow the instruction give me, touch, 

9 show me. Also the protesting goal, where he would have to 

10 shake his head to indicate no. The matching pictures goal. 

11 The action location pictures goal. 

12 Q How about the visual attention goal, does that 

13 speak to his ability to communicate at all in your mind? 

14 A It's communicating that he is attending to what 

15 you are doing. 

16 Q Did you propose services to support these goals 

17 that you proposed during this IEP meeting? 

18 A Yes. 

19 Q What were those services that you proposed? 

20 A A special day class for five hours and fifteen 

21 minutes a day as well as extended school year program 

22 consisting of four hours a day and an extended August 

23 program. And I believe I offered four days. 

24 Q Why didn't you propose a one-to-one aide to go --

25 in addition to these services for  
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1 A He didn't require a one-to-one aide. 

2 Q Why not? 

3 A With the staff that we had in place we were able 

4 to meet all needs. Once again we were also working on him 

5 being independent.  knew when someone was there to 

6 work specifically with him or to help him and we wanted to 

7 steer him away from that direction. 

8 Q Do you recall if in this meeting Parents expressed 

9 disagreement with any of your IEP goals? 

10 A I don't believe so, none of my goals, no. 

11 Q Do you recall if they asked you for additional 

12 goal areas? 

13 A I don't believe so. 

14 Q Did they express disagreement with your proposed 

15 level of services, your recommendation for services? 

16 A No. 

17 Q Take a look at D-24. Have you seen this document 

18 before? 

19 A Yes. 

20 Q Did you prepare the portions relative to the goals 

21 that you were collecting data on? 

22 A Yes. 

23 Q How was he doing overall as of this data report in 

24 March just about a month after your IEP? 

25 A He was making progress. And he was still prompt 
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1 dependent, but he was making progress. 

2 Q Do you have any reason to believe that the 

3 information on here is inaccurate? 

4 A No. 

5 Q Take a look at D-26. What was the purpose of this 

6 meeting? 

7 A This was his kindergarten transition meeting. 

8 Q And what is a kindergarten transition meeting? 

9 A When a student is eligible due to their age we 

10 meet as a team to transition them into a kindergarten 

11 setting. 

12 Q And did you have a discussion about your classroom 

13 as opposed to a kindergarten classroom during this meeting? 

14 You can use the document to refresh your memory if you need 

15 to. 

16 A Can you rephrase the question? 

17 Q Sure. 

18 A Sorry. 

19 Q During this meeting did you sort of compare and 

20 contrast the preschool program to the kindergarten program? 

21 A Yes, we did. We talked about what my structure 

22 looked like and we had the teacher also describe her ABA 

23 classroom. 

24 Q 

25 A 

The teacher, which teacher? 

The special day class teacher that 
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1 Q For kindergarten? 

2 A Yes. 

3 Q Okay. Have you seen Kathy's classroom? 

4 A No, I have not seen her classroom. 

5 Q Did Parents express any concerns regarding the 

6 transition? After you both compared and contrasted your 

7 program, did they express any concerns about moving him on 

8 to kindergarten? 

9 A Not that I recall. Through the transition process 

10 it's very common that teachers are very -- that we keep in 

11 good contact. We invite teachers in to observe. So I 

12 actually had invited the receiving teacher into the 

13 classroom two different times to observe the strategies that 

14 we were using. So I think based on that I don't remember 

15 there being any major concerns. 

16 Q Okay. 

17 MS. MITHAIWALA: I don't have anything further, 

18 Your Honor, right now. 

19 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. I 

20 just have a couple of questions for you, Ms. DeNisi. 

21 MS. DeNISI: Sure. 

22 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: You mentioned 

23 earlier in context of the -- like the first IEP that you 

24 were involved in with  that before that  was not 

25 in a school program. Do you remember saying something like 
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1 on the record after a short break in the matter of  

2 Fulsang and Newport-Mesa. Ms. Loyer, you can continue. 

3 Q Can you tell me what your recollection is as to 

4 when the Parents made that request? 

5 A At the January IEP. 

6 Q Is it typical for the District to conduct 

7 assessments when one-on-one aides are assigned, or one-on-

8 one support, let me put it that way? 

9 A I'm not understanding the question. 

10 Q Is it standard practice for the District to 

11 require assessments when adding one-on-one dedicated 

12 support? 

13 A Yes. 

14 Q Then what's the protocol for that type of 

15 assessment? 

16 A We sign an assessment plan and then there's a 

17 series of record review observations, data collection, 

18 collaborating with staff, gaining parent input, and then a 

19 report is generated based on the information. 

20 Q I'm sorry, the last thing was? 

21 A A report is generated based on the information. 

22 Q Okay. Getting back to your report page -- tab 31, 

23 on page 435 you list some information and note that it was 

24 taken from the January 2011 evaluation. 

25 A Uh-huh. 
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1 Q Did you interview any of the people that conducted 

2 that assessment? 

3 A No. 

4 Q Okay. Now, on page 436 -- I'm sorry 439, the 

5 second paragraph last sentence, it says  program 

6 includes close proximity to an adult. What do you mean by 

7 that? 

8 A In the structure of the classroom there's a two-

9 to-one ratio of adults to students and  had close 

10 proximity to adult at all time during his program-day. 

11 Q What does close proximity mean? 

12 A Someone within -~ there wasn't a defined, like, 

13 you know, (inaudible) that was assigned, but there was 

14 somebody that was in -- well within reach to be able to 

15 ensure safety in. 

16 Q Is that part of the general structure of the 

17 program at all times, or was that something that was 

18 enforced when you did your assessment? 

19 A For  specifically there is extra set of eyes 

20 on him. 

21 Q And why is that? 

22 A There was an incident the year prior where he was 

23 injured out on the playground. 

24 Q And that extra set of eyes, can you tell me where 

25 that service would be put on an IEP? 
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1 A It wasn't as part of his programming, it wasn't in 

2 IEP. 

3 Q So it was added after the injury, but it was not 

4 added as a service? 

5 A Well, it wasn't necessarily added in the sense 

6 that he had individual programming, it was a part of the 

7 existing program. 

8 Q Now, page 440 in the second paragraph under 

9 "Observation data," you indicate that he was observed to go 

10 in a stall and use the toilet independently? 

11 A Yes. 

12 Q And this may sound like a dumb question, but I 

13 don't know what their bathroom facilities look like so you 

14 have to bear with me couple of minutes. When you observed 

15 him going to the stall, was it capable for you to discern 

16 whether he actually used the restroom or whether he just 

17 went into the stall and came back out? 

18 A I was just able to discern whether he went into 

19 the stall and came back out and flushed the toilet. 

20 Q Okay. So you heard him flush the toilet, but did 

21 you actually know that he actually voided in the commode? 

22 A No. Actually I believe that the teacher Ms. Burns 

23 had gone in and flushed the toilet, so she saw void in the 

24 toilet. 

25 Q But which is it? 
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1 A The latter. 

2 Q So he didn't do it independently then? 

3 A The toilet flushing, no, but the voiding, yes. 

4 Q It says here Ms. Burns stood next to the door. 

5 A While he was in the stall. 

6 Q But did not provide any direction or support. 

7 A In terms of him taking down his pants and using 

8 the restroom. 

9 Q Were you made aware of any fecal smearing at 

10 school? 

11 A No. 

12 Q If there was any fecal smearing would you be made 

13 privy to that information? 

14 A I'm not sure. 

15 Q Well, I mean 1 would you consider that an important 

16 piece of information 1 let me put it that way? 

17 A Yes. 

18 Q Did you observe him using any signs? 

19 A Yes. 

20 Q Can you recall what signs? 

21 A The sign for break. 

22 Q For break? 

23 A Uh-huh. 

24 Q Do you know what that sign is? 

25 A I think it 1 s this or --
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1 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'm sorry. 

2 Okay, just for the record Ms. Anderson is moving her hands 

3 apart from each other. 

4 MS. ANDERSON: No. 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: What? Is 

6 that correct? 

7 MS. ANDERSON: Yes, and I'm not an expert in sign 

8 language though, but that's -- typically it's paired with a 

9 vocal and that's how I understood that it was break. 

10 Q And you also made a statement in the last 

11 paragraph on page 441 that let's see one, two, third 

12 sentence in, first line of last paragraph, "He was able to 

13 fully participate in all items that were presented to him 

14 when given a choice." Can you expand on that a little bit? 

15 A I'm sorry, where is that? 

16 Q It's the last paragraph on page 441 where it says 

17 "Notes" and then it starts one, two, so third sentence on 

18 that first line, it starts "He was able to fully." 

19 A To the best of his ability when he was given a 

20 trial he was able to participate in the trial to the best of 

21 his ability. 

22 Q And what does that mean, to the best of his 

23 ability? 

24 A He was making choices, he was presented with 

25 different concepts working on full and empty, I think he was 
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1 working on big and little were the concepts that he was 

2 working on. 

3 Q Okay. 

4 A So he was able to make a choice during those. So 

5 that was -- he was able to fully participate in that. 

6 Q Okay. Let me ask that again because maybe I'm 

7 misunderstanding what you're saying here. You said that he 

8 was able to do it to the best of his ability and my question 

9 is what do you discern is his ability? 

10 A I'm not understanding what you're asking. 

11 Q Well, in asking the question that he was able to 

12 fully participate I asked you to expand on it and you said 

13 he's able to participate to the best of his ability and when 

14 I asked what do you mean by that you said he could make 

15 choices about full and empty and things like that. 

16 A Uh-huh. 

17 Q Now that -- and again I'm saying this so I can 

18 make sure I understand. 

19 A Yes. 

20 Q That to me seems like that's a task that he's 

21 being asked to do and so not what is the best of his ability 

22 mean? 

23 A Uh-huh. 

24 Q Okay. So if he's asked to discern empty, full, 

25 how does his ability play into that? So I'm not 
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1 understanding what you mean by that. 

2 A I'm saying that he was able to make a choice 

3 between the two, between whether the full -- when he was 

4 asked touch big, he would touch either big or he would touch 

5 the little item, either or, so to the best of his ability 

6 (inaudible). He's still working on obtaining mastery of 

7 those goals. So he doesn't have mastery of those goals, so 

8 the best that he could perform on that day he was able to 

9 do. 

10 Q Well --

11 A There was nothing impeding him being able to 

12 participate in the task. 

13 Q Well, let me ask it in a different way. What 

14 would be something that would impede him? 

15 A It could be a number of things. It could be his 

16 attention span, it could be that he is distracted, doesn't 

17 understand the concept. 

18 Q So are you saying he was able to do this 

19 independently or not? 

20 A No. I'm saying that he was able to fully 

21 participate in the activity meaning there was nothing that 

22 he was -- that was impeding his ability to do the task that 

23 would be outside of his knowledge-base. 

24 Q When you made these observations, this particular 

25 one that through this comment, was he in a group setting, 
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1 was he one-on-one? I mean, and did it -- or did it vary 

2 between group setting and one-on-one? 

3 A Initially in circle time it was with the entire 

4 group and then when he went to the center he's with an aide. 

5 So he was by himself with one instructional aide. 

6 Q Now on page 442 you indicate that he was solitary 

7 in his actions, can you kind of expand on what you mean by 

8 that? 

9 A What section are you referencing? 

10 Q Page 442 and "He did not -- " it's the last 

11 sentence or second last sentence, "He did not look to 

12 interact with his peers." 

13 A Uh-huh. 

14 Q Oh, I'm sorry, on page 443 is where -- maybe wrong 

15 page written down, under the observation number 5, second 

16 paragraph, third line up in the middle, "  was solitary 

17 in his actions," this was in observation during recess. 

18 A · Meaning that he was not looking to engage socially 

19 with peers nor was he responding to any social overtures. 

20 Q Nor was he responding to? 

21 A To social overtures like kids around him playing, 

22 he was solitary in what he was doing. 

23 Q And can you define what an independent facilitator 

2A is? 

25 A That would be a one-on-one aide or a shared aide 
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1 even, someone who's facilitating the student's activities 

2 throughout the day. 

3 Q Do they have any special training? 

4 A Yes. 

5 Q And do you have any knowledge of what that 

6 training would be? 

7 A Well, there is various degrees of -- or there is 

8 varying levels I guess you could say of the independent 

9 facilitators. You have some who have less training than 

10 others. The ones that typically work with our students on 

11 the spectrum, we refer to them as BAis and they go through a 

12 training through the District, as well as training within 

13 the classroom with their classroom teacher or the school 

14 psychologist would work with them when they were in a 

15 general education setting. 

16 Q Now, did you interview the Parents for this? 

17 A There was a formal discussion at the IEP meeting. 

18 Q But when you conducted your assessment, did you 

19 interview the Parents? 

20 A Not as part of this report, no. 

21 Q Can you tell me where in the report you have the 

22 Parent input? 

23 A The Parent input is not -- there's some input from 

24 that was extracted from the assessment that was done in 

25 2011, but there wasn't any new information that was 
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1 presented by the Parent in this report. That discussion 

2 took place during the IEP meeting. 

3 Q Okay. I'm going to take you to that IEP meeting 

4 notes and it's tab number 27 and the notes start on page 

5 413 .. And can you show me where on the notes it indicates 

6 the Parents' specific input as to the one-on-one aide? 

7 A It doesn't appear that that was captured in the 

8 meeting. 

9 Q So do you have any specific recollection as to why 

10 they thought he needed an aide? 

11 A There was actually a pretty extensive discussion 

12 regarding their concerns for  in terms of an aide. One 

13 of the chief concern was safety as I mentioned before that 

14 there was an incident that occurred the year before where he 

15 was kicked in the head. So that was pressing for the 

16 family, the concern of safety, and then the secondary 

17 concern was whether the family felt that he was making 

18 adequate progress or not on his goals. 

19 Q You conduct other types of assessments on students 

20 

21 A I do. 

22 Q -- in your capacity. 

23 A Yes. 

24 Q And are those other assessments that you conduct 

25 typically, typically discussed at IEP meetings or do they 
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1 just happen outside of the IEP meeting? 

2 MS. MITHAIWALA: Objection, vague. 

3 MS. LOYER: Okay, let me try again. 

4 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay. 

5 Q When you how does it come about? What's your 

6 typical experience as a school psychologist when you're 

7 asked to conduct an assessment on a child? What process is 

8 it? 

9 A In terms of meeting with the family, as a student? 

10 Q No, no, in terms of just a general you're going to 

11 do one of your assessments and this would be for a child who 

12 has an existing IEP. 

13 A Okay. 

14 Q Okay. So how does that get in front of you, we're 

15 going to do an assessment? 

16 A Typically if there is a request for something 

17 along those lines, the team would meet and have an addendum 

18 IEP and discuss the concerns that the family is presenting, 

19 is concerned with, and then the team would move forward at 

20 that point based on the concerns and how the team would 

21 choose to address those concerns. 

22 Q Okay. So if you have a meeting like that, is it 

23 your practice that you then don't need any input from the 

24 parent? 

25 A We did get input from the Parent. 
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1 Q No, no, I mean subsequent to the meeting. This is 

2 our example of how typical procedure --

3 MS. MITHAIWALA: Objection, vague as to type of 

4 assessment. Are we talking about an IF (phonetic) 

5 assessment or any type of assessment? 

6 MS. LOYER: I'm talking about her assessments, 

7 whatever one she conducts that she's qualified to conduct. 

8 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: So is the 

9 question whether she contacts parents as part of the 

10 assessment process for all of her assessments or for some of 

11 them? 

12 MS. LOYER: Yes, thank you, Your Honor. 

13 A Yes, parent input is a part of the assessment 

14 process. 

15 MS. LOYER: I don't have any more questions. 

16 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

17 Ms. Mithaiwala, are you ready or do you need a few minutes? 

18 MS. MITHAIWALA: I'm ready. 

19 CROSS EXAMINATION 

20 BY MS. MITHAIWALA: 

21 Q Take a look, Karrie, at the black binder please. 

22 And turn to tab D-48 please. How many years have you been a 

23 school psych? 

24 A 

25 Q 

This is my ninth. 

And has all of that been in Newport? 
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1 A Yes. 

2 Q Can you describe your educational background? 

3 A Sure. I have a bachelor's degree from Cal State 

4 Fullerton in human services. 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'm sorry, 

6 and let me just -- what exhibit was that? 

7 MS. MITHAIWALA: Forty-eight in the District's 

8 binder. 

9 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Thank you. 

10 All right, you can go ahead. 

11 A Okay. I have a bachelor's degree in human 

12 services and a minor in sociology and then I also have a 

13 master's degree from Azusa Pacific in education with my 

14 emphasis being in school psychology, the credential, and 

15 then I'm currently receiving my BCBA from Florida Institute. 

16 Q Okay. In your nine years in working in the 

17 District have you worked with autistic students primarily or 

18 only? 

19 A I've worked with all different disabilities, but 

20 the last eight or seven years I've been on campuses that 

21 have special day classes for students with autism and 

22 (inaudible) students with autism. 

23 

24 

25 

MS. CONCEICAL: Your Honor? 

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Yes. 

MS. CONCEICAL: Can you please ask her to slow 
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1 down? 

2 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Oh, yes. So 

3 could you slow down a little bit for the interpreter? 

4 MS. ANDERSON: Sure. 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Thank you. 

6 Q When you say you've been on campus with autism, I 

7 didn't understand what you said. Say it one more time, 

8 sorry. 

9 A With the campuses that have special day classes 

10 for students that have autism. 

11 Q Okay. 

12 A And then students that are fully included as well. 

13 Q And how much of the nine years has been working 

14 with elementary-age students? 

15 A Seven. 

16 Q Taking a look in the black binder at D-43, you 

17 identified this is your independent facilitator assessment 

18 report, is that right? 

19 A Yes. 

20 Q What were your findings or conclusions from this 

21 report? 

22 A 

23 

24 Q 

25 A 

Do you want me to paraphrase or do you want me to 

Paraphrase, yes. 

Sure, okay. Basically after the extensive 
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1 observations and everything that was conducted as part of 

2 this evaluation, it was determined that his current 

3 programming is sufficient enough for him to continue to make 

4 progress on his goals, access his educational curriculum, 

5 and maintain safety at school. 

6 Q And why did you come to this conclusion? 

7 A Based on the fact that his programming is working 

8 for him, he's making progress on his goals, he's able to 

9 maintain a safe environment at school and he's able to fully 

10 access the curriculum at school. 

11 Q Can you describe Katy's classroom as far as the 

12 level of support provided to students? Are students 

13 typically worked with one-on-one or in a group setting? 

14 A She typically starts her day in a circle time so 

15 you'd have -- and she concludes her day in circle time as 

16 well with the large group that kind of congregate on the 

17 floor around the Smart Board. It's very interactive. 

18 There's eight kids, this was of last year, there were eight 

19 students in the classroom and five adults to go with the 

20 students. So it's a very small ratio of students to 

21 teachers in there. There's lots of visuals around the 

22 classroom. Students when they get broken down into their 

23 centers, it's typically done two-to-one, but sometimes it 

24 can be a one-on-one just depending on what they're working 

25 on. 
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1 Q And what's in place in Katy's classroom and 

2 outside of her classroom, on the playground for example to 

3 keep  safe that you observed through your observations? 

4 A The aide support and the teacher support. There's 

5 a lot of adults that are constantly moving around and 

6 circulating making sure that primarily  but all the 

7 students are safe in class and out on the playground. 

8 Q Have you conducted several -- can you put a number 

9 on how many independent facilitator assessments you've 

10 conducted? 

11 A Maybe 20. 

12 Q Has the outcome ever been to recormnend a one-on-

13 one aide? 

14 A Yes. 

15 Q And under what circumstances did you find that to 

16 be appropriate? 

17 A If the student required additional support being 

18 that they had a medical issue or if a student required 

19 support because they weren't making progress on their goal 

20 or there was some -- they weren't able to access the 

21 curriculum on some level and the current supports weren't 

22 sufficient enough. 

23 Q Can you give an example of a student not being 

24 able to access the curriculum? 

25 A We've had students who maybe have a medical 
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1 disability so they weren't able to physically get over there 

2 to the curriculum or to be able to physically manage some of 

3 the things within the classroom, so they would have to have 

4 support in terms of being able to bring them their supplies 

5 or making sure that they're able to access what's going on 

6 in the classrooms. 

7 Q Okay. In providing a one-to-one support for the 

8 students that you have reconuuended a one-to-one aide for, is 

9 prompt-dependency a concern for you in making that 

10 recommendation? 

11 A Definitely. Definitely. 

12 Q Why? 

13 A Because that takes away the student's 

14 independence, makes a student become dependent on those 

15 within his environment or her environment. It's difficult 

16 for students to kind of be weaned off of that level of 

17 support. They become very accustomed to having someone 

18 prompt them throughout their day. 

19 Q Have you heard the argument that if an aide is 

20 properly ABA-trained and is implementing ABA appropriately 

21 that that prompt dependency won't occur, have you heard that 

22 argument? 

23 A 

24 Q 

25 A 

No. 

Do you believe that argument? 

No. 
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1 Q Why not? 

2 A Because if the aide was that stealthy, then there 

3 wouldn't be a need for an aide that the student was able to 

4 do it independently or with such minimal supports, then the 

5 likelihood of the need for the aide would be diminished. 

6 MS. LOYER: If the aide was that what? I didn't 

7 hear. 

8 MS. CONCEICAL: Excuse me, Your Honor, I can't --

9 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: I'm sorry? 

10 MS. CONCEICAL: I can't comprehend, I can't 

11 follow. 

12 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: She's going 

13 too fast. 

14 MS. CONCEICAL: Yes. 

15 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay. So can 

16 you try and slow down? 

17 MS. ANDERSON: Sorry. 

18 MS. LOYER: I can't follow her either. It's the 

19 background noise. 

20 MS. ANDERSON: Okay. I'm sorry. 

21 MS. LOYER: We've got lot of background noise in 

22 this side of the room. 

23 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Do you need 

24 Ms. Anderson to repeat what she just said? 

25 MS. CONCEICAL: To repeat, yes. (Off mic). 
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1 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: All right. 

2 The last question was whether or not you agreed with the 

3 philosophy that if an ABA aide was properly trained, then 

4 the child would not become dependent. 

5 MS. ANDERSON: Uh-huh. 

6 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: So could you 

7 do your answer again please? 

8 MS. ANDERSON: Yes, I said that I haven't heard of 

9 that argument and then I was asked if I agreed with that 

10 based on that statement you just made. I would say no 

11 because if the student didn't require that much support and 

12 there was such a minimal amount of'support then the student 

13 wouldn't require an aide. 

14 Q Do you recall an agency called IABA coming to 

15 observe in  classroom? 

16 A Yes. 

17 Q When was that? 

18 A There were two or three dates that were set up, 

19 two of which they did come. The first one was on June 7, 

20 and the second one was on June 10. And then there was a 

21 third one that was set up I think for maybe the 11th and 

22 there was some internal miscommunication on their part and 

23 they were late for the observation and it wasn't able to be 

24 completed. 

25 Q And what time of the day was the June 7th 
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1 observation? 

2 A That one was from 11:00 to 12:00. 

3 Q And who came to that? 

4 A It was Dr. Hernandez and then she was with a male 

5 companion or colleague and I don't recall his name. 

6 Q And how about on June 10th, what time of day? 

7 A That was just Dr. Hernand~z. She was there -- she 

8 came about 50 minutes late for the observation. 

9 Q Do you remember about what time it was scheduled 

10 for? 

11 A That one was from 9:00 to 10:00. 

12 Q Let's talk about the first observation on June 

13 7th. What was happening in the classroom during the hour 

14 that they were in there? 

15 A When they got there,  was in a group. There 

16 was two students and one aide in the group. And then 

17 shortly after that they got there, then it was time for his 

18 toileting routine and so the aide took  to the bathroom 

19 for about 20 minutes. There was a whole process that kind 

20 of went on in the bathroom and then when they came back he 

21 returned back to the center. 

22 Q Do you recall which center it was? 

23 A I don't. 

24 Q You said the bathroom took about 20 minutes. Did 

25 you and the IABA people, Dr. Hernandez and the other male 
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1 person, go in the bathroom to observe? 

2 A We were on -- like, the door was open, but we were 

3 just sort of standing like right kind of in the threshold. 

4 Q Did Dr. Hernandez or her male colleague take any 

5 data during that observation? 

6 A No. 

7 Q How do you know that? 

8 A I was standing next to them or sitting next to 

9 them the whole time. There were some notes that were being 

10 taken. It was very -- they had not seen  before and 

11 they had no knowledge of  They were asking me a lot 

12 of questions about him and kind of his functioning and the 

13 programming that he's involved in. It was kind of more 

14 conversational. 

15 Q Did they talk to anybody besides you during that 

16 observation? 

17 A Not that I recall. 

18 Q Did anything else stand out to you about that 

19 observation that's particularly noteworthy that  do 

20 something totally out of the ordinary or was the staff 

21 acting in a certain way that wasn't ordinary? 

22 A No, I would it was very typical. 

23 Q Did Dr. Hernandez or the male colleague that was 

24 with her comment to you about the instructional strategie.s 

25 being used or if they were appropriate or inappropriate or 
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1 make any -- in their dialogue with you make any observations 

2 about what they were saying? 

3 A Not to me, no. 

4 Q Okay. Now, let's talk about the June 7th -- I 

5 mean, June 10th observation. And that was at a different 

6 time-frame you said from 9:00 to 10:00. What was going on 

7 in the classroom then? 

8 A It had been arranged that she would observe a 

9 speech lesson, so she observed  during speech therapy. 

10 Q So the entire 45 minutes was speech? 

11 A I think there was about 35 minutes of speech. 

12 Q And tell us about how that was happening, was it 

13 in the classroom environment, group, individual? 

14 A It was in the classroom environment, the students 

15 were broken into centers and  was in a center with the 

16 speech pathologist. They were working on the implementation 

17 of his AAC device, they were pairing his responding and 

18 requesting with the highly preferred reinforcers, food. He 

19 was requesting some crackers, bubbles. She was trying to do 

20 some verbal speech output from him, the letter B she was 

21 working on. 

22 Q Did you believe what she was working on was a 

23 functional -- or was it functional in any way dr was she 

24 just asking him to do something and expecting a response? 

25 A No, it was very functional. He was highly 
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1 motivated by what he was doing. Edibles are one of his 

2 primary reinforcers, and he was very engaged with the 

3 bubbles as well. 

4 Q Did you see anything during the observation, that 

5 45 minutes, that caused you concern about the speech and 

6 language pathologist's ability to use prompt hierarchy? 

7 A No. 

8 Q Do you know what prompt hierarchy is? 

9 A Yes. 

10 Q What is it? 

11 A Just the various levels of prompting a student; 

12 full prompting would be like hands-on, that would be the 

13 most intrusive physical prompting all the way down to a low-

14 level prompt which would be like a signal or something along 

15 those lines. 

16 Q Do you recall what type of prompting levels the 

17 speech and language pathologist was using with the AAC 

18 device? 

19 A No, I don't. 

20 Q And that observation only lasted the 45 minutes 

21 because she was late? 

22 A Yes. 

23 Q And during that observation did Dr. Hernandez take 

24 any data? 

25 A Not that I observed. She was taking notes again, 
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1 I was sitting next to her, and I didn't see any data being 

2 collected. 

3 Q What's the difference between taking notes and 

4 taking data in your mind? 

5 A In my mind taking notes is kind of it's more 

6 transcribing what you're seeing, being able to sort of get 

7 on paper some of the more pivotal things that you're seeing 

8 versus I think the data that I saw was more like a 

9 percentage data. 

10 Q What do you mean the data that you saw? 

11 A In the report that was provided by the company, 

12 that was more percentage data, and I didn't see any -- that 

13 type of data being taken. 

14 Q Did Dr. Hernandez or the male counterpart on 

15 either occasion have a conversation with you specifically 

16 about  level or approximation of attention asking you 

17 to give like a percentage of about how much time he attends? 

18 A No. 

19 Q Did Dr. Hernandez ask anyone else on that June 

20 10th observation that question or something similar to that? 

21 A No. 

22 Q Did Dr. Hernandez interact with anybody in that 

23 second observation besides you? 

24 A I believe that she had a brief dialogue with the 

25 teacher Ms. Burns and I have thought that they were going to 
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1 try and set up a time that they could talk while she wasn't 

2 teaching and I don't know that that actually occurred. 

3 Q When you say brief dialogue, about how long was 

4 that? 

5 A Like three minutes maybe. 

6 Q Were you able to hear what they were talking 

7 about? 

8 A It was primarily discussing if there would be a 

9 time that they could get together and talk. 

10 Q And you said that follow-up with Katy didn't 

11 happen or you don't know if it happened? 

12 A I don't know if it happened. 

13 Q Okay. 

14 A Yeah. 

15 Q Take a look at D-39 on page 465. The middle 

16 paragraph on that page that starts "Ms. Cottrell," at the 

1 7 very end of that first line your name appears there "Ms. 

18 Anderson." It says "Ms. Anderson asked what the Parents or 

19 staff consider the behaviors to be." Why did you ask that 

20 question in this IEP meeting? 

21 A This was in regards to Dr. Franke's recommendation 

22 to do an FBA. The staff was reporting that the behaviors 

23 that were observed in the 2011 report were no longer being 

24 observed in the classroom and so there was a long and 

25 intensive conversation surrounding an FBA. And I was 
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1 unclear as to what behaviors then we would be addressing in 

2 an FBA being that the behaviors that were spoken about in 

3 2011 weren't occurring at a rate either high enough that 

4 they would be impeding his education or weren't occurring at 

5 all. 

6 Q And did you get a response to that? 

7 A Yes. 

8 Q What was the response? 

9 A There were targets that were identified primarily 

10 by both Mister and Mrs. Fulsang. I believe their -- one was 

11 aggression, one was the chin pushing and tapping were the 

12 chief targets. 

13 Q Did you ask this question because thought'you 

14 would be conducting the FBA? 

15 A Yes. 

16 Q Or were you asking it just on behalf of the team? 

17 A At the time I felt that I would be conducting the 

18 FBA. 

19 Q Why didn't you ultimately conduct the FBA? 

20 A I had been out on medical leave at the time and so 

21 when I came back from medical leave we had the two 

22 assessment plans that were signed for both the FBA and the 

23 IF and I think internally we felt that it would be better if 

24 we could split that up because they are both pretty labor-

25 intensive reports and all the things that go into them. 
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1 IEP notes on page 465 where I believe opposing counsel 

2 indicated the sentence "Ms. Anderson asked what the Parents 

3 or staff consider behaviors to be," is it your testimony 

4 that at that meeting the target behaviors were decided as 

5 tapping, chin pushing, and aggression, at that meeting? 

6 A Yes. 

7 Q Is that reflected anywhere in these notes? 

8 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: What exhibit 

9 are you on please? 

10 MS. LOYER: I'm sorry? 

11 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: What exhibit? 

12 MS. LOYER: It's District Exhibit 39 page 465. 

13 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay. 

14 A I don't see them. 

15 Q Now, with regard to the observation when the IABA 

16 staff was there, you mentioned that  was -- or excuse 

17 me, you mentioned that what they observed was kind of 

18 typical. Is it typical for him to spend 20 minutes in the 

19 restroom? 

20 A At that time it was, yes. 

21 Q And why was that? 

22 A The group, they were reestablishing his 

23 programming for toileting. He had had some pretty severe 

24 setbacks in that area and part of the programming was to 

25 make the toilet seem less aversive for him so they were 
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l service anymore. 

2 Q Why is that? 

3 A Just due to the way the classrooms are set up 

4 there are a lot of sensory opportunities in the classroom 

5 and the real weakness with  was his under reactivity. 

6 So we wanted to provide things for him in the classroom that 

7 would kind of alert him and wake him up. So we provided 

8 those things in the classroom for him. 

9 Q In the IEP that you testified about, that is at 

10 Exhibit 1, it's the 2010 IEP; there were some sensory goals 

11 specifically. And then on page 243 here you say, he doesn't 

12 require direct services it's addressed in the curriculum, 

13 can you help me understand 

14 A What that means? 

15 Q What that means and why the change in approach? 

16 A So the sensory processing goals that he had were 

17 more geared towards his motor planning, so like the visual 

18 attention with him throwing the bean bag was also to address 

19 his motor planning. That area was a strength for him. He 

20 was good at his motor coordination his climbing, those types 

21 of things. And so that area of sensory processing was a 

22 strength for him. But we wanted to move more towards just 

23 what he needed in the classroom and those are just 

24 strategies that he needs to be able to participate and he 

25 will -- and this is  He will most likely be like 
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1 this. 

2 Q What do you mean? 

3 A So this is sort of his profile. His sensory 

4 processing isn't going to change. 

5 Q Okay. And why do you say that? 

6 A So you know, if you would look at a child with 

7 autism, usually they do have sensory processing deficits in 

8 multiple areas and those will remain. So you can use 

9 strategies to kind of help him in the classroom, which is 

10 what we were focusing on. 

11 Q What I understand, you just be saying is that, 

12 well, I don't want to put words in your mouth, can you 

13 clarify what do you mean by, they won't change? 

14 A Well there is no fix for it, that's just his 

15 neurological make up. 

16 Q So what then is the purpose of say for example a 

17 sensory diet? 

18 A So sensory diet are strategies that you would use 

19 in the classroom. 

20 Q For what? 

21 A To help him attend better or to help him organize. 

22 Q So use of the sensory diet is not going to 

23 eliminate his sensory deficits? 

24 A 

25 Q 

No. 

Okay. Take a look at Exhibit D-19. Actually 
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1 before we go there, a couple of questions about the 

2 differences in the OT approach or your approach between when 

3 he was here at Harper, in Donna's classroom versus when he 

4 moved in the 2010/'11 school year to Lila's classroom at 

5 Mariner's. How did your approach change if at all? 

6 A We definitely did less clinic when he was at 

7 Mariner's. He still received the group, the classroom 

8 group, where they came over to the Harper Clinic. The focus 

9 at Mariner's became really participating in the classroom. 

10 So his occupational therapy sessions occurred in the 

11 classroom, working on the fine motor skills. 

12 Q And why wasn't that the approach when he was here 

13 at Harper? 

14 A So at that point, we did have goals that were 

15 associated with the clinic. So those goals were worked on 

16 in the clinic. I also did work in the classroom though with 

17  with regards to fine motor. 

18 Q Is there any research or guidance from -- I think 

19 it was National -- NCBOT {phonetic) . Is there any guidance 

20 or research that sort of guides the way that you approach 

21 pre-school and elementary aged students in the service 

22 model? 

23 A So right now, the recommendations are really to be 

24 very collaborative with teachers, to work in the classrooms 

25 since that's where the students need the skills. 
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1 Q And who has made those recommendations? 

2 A So this is the American Occupational Therapy 

3 Association. So those are the best practices. 

4 Q Okay. Look at D-19 now. Have you seen this 

5 document before? 

6 A Yes. 

7 Q And what is it? 

8 A So this is  IEP for his 2011 year. 

9 Q Were you still his OT at this point? 

10 A Yes. 

11 Q On page 281, did you attend this meeting? 

12 A Yes. 

13 Q If you could flip to page 270 for me. Did you 

14 write this goal for  

15 A Yes. 

16 Q And what was its purpose? 

17 A It was really to have him participate in the 

18 classroom and visually attend while he was doing it. 

19 Q Okay. Is this the continuation of the goal you 

20 have written prior on page 269? 

21 A Yes. 

22 Q So at this time, had he made a lot of progress 

23 with respect to the visual attention goal? 

24 A He had not met the goal yet. So he would usually 

25 be attending for three to five seconds at a time when he was 
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1 doing our projects in the classroom. So we wanted to 

2 increase that. 

3 Q Going from three to five seconds to eight seconds 

4 seems minimal. Why did you write it to only eight seconds? 

5 A Well he was just having a hard time attending in 

6 general. So we didn't want to make it not-obtainable. We 

7 wanted to work on it slowly so that it was obtainable for 

8 him. 

9 Q And what strategies did you utilize to help him 

10 meet this goal? 

11 A We used like his token board, you know, visual 

12 prompts. We made sure that while he was working on projects 

13 that his arousal level was good, so he would usually be 

14 sitting on a T-Stool. 

15 Q What's a T-Stool? 

16 A So it's just a chair that's made out of wood or 

17 something that looks like a "T," so they just sit on it, so 

18 they have to balance on it. 

19 Q And what does that have to do with his arousal 

2.0 levels? 

21 A It kind of makes him, just his body more alert 

· 22 because he is having to use his body to sit instead of being 

23 more passive. 

24 Q Did parents have any questions or concerns about 

25 this goal or any concerns about why you are only increasing 
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1 it to eight seconds? 

2 A Not that I remember. 

3 Q Take a look at the goals on page 271, Did you 

4 write the progress on those goals? 

5 A Yes. 

6 Q Okay. Do you have reason to believe that what 

7 you've written there is inaccurate? 

8 A No. 

9 Q Okay. Tell me, I know you've addressed it already 

10 a little bit but tell me a little bit more about why it says 

11 area of need, sensory processing and then it says, goals 

12 needed, addressed in curriculum, what is meant by this? 

13 A So we were moving his sensory processing to the 

14 classroom because he needed more strategies in the classroom 

15 to help him function. So those were the strategies like the 

16 T-Stool, like bouncing on the therapy ball within the 

17 classroom, so that we were really working more on the 

18 alerting piece in the classroom because that's also where a 

19 child is, he's not in the therapy clinic. Their day occurs 

20 in the classroom. So we want to make sure that that's where 

21 he functions and that's where the services are. 

22 Q Why didn't you write a sensory diet for him at 

23 this point? 

24 A We had already included these things in the 

25 classroom. So I mean it was just part of his classroom 
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1 routine already. 

2 Q Did you implement occupational or did you 

3 recommend OT services to help support the goals you 

4 developed in this IEP meeting? 

5 A Yes. 

6 Q Take a look at page 248 to refresh your memory. 

7 What were the service recommendations you made? 

8 A So I recommended 30 minute group session and then 

9 an individual consult once every month. 

10 Q It appears that these service levels were 

11 decreased from the year prior is that accurate? 

12 A Yes. 

13 Q Why? 

14 A So we decreased those goals really just to focus 

15 on visual attention and visual attention is worked on in the 

16 classroom on -- every day, on a daily basis. And the 

17 consults was really to address that -- the sensory need, so 

18 to make sure that there were strategies provided in there 

19 for him. 

20 Q Did Parents consent to the OT services you 

21 recommended at this IEP meeting? 

22 A Yes. 

23 Q Take look at page -- I am sorry, tab D-30. Have 

24 you seen this document before? 

25 A Yes. 
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1 who were specifically working on sensory integration skills 

2 where we need the large equipment. 

3 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Is there 

4 anything about  profile with regard to his particular 

5 needs in OT that would merit him going to this clinic? 

6 MS. NI: Not at this point. 

7 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: And why do 

8 you say that? 

9 MS. NI: Because due to his profile, his sensory 

10 processing needs will not necessarily change. You can add 

11 strategies in there like we've done, like the wiggle cushion 

12 or the T-Stool to kind of help him function in the 

13 classroom. But you know, his sensory systems are not going 

14 to change neurologically. 

15 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: What type of 

16 sensory equipment or sensory manipulatives were in  

17 classroom at the time you were giving him services? 

18 MS. NI: So in the classroom they would typically 

19 have like a trampoline, a therapy ball, T-Stools, wiggle 

20 cushions and then they would have other manipulatives like 

21 Theraputty and other sensory things like shaving cream and 

22 then, you know, typical things that you would see in the 

23 preschool classroom. 

24 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: And were 

25 these things all used with every child in the class? 
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1 MS. NI: So they were available to every child. 

2 If there were specific needs for an individual child then we 

3 would let the teacher know, you know, when to use certain 

4 things for a certain child. 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: So in  

6 case did you ever have a discussion with his teachers about 

7 the use of any of these things you mentioned? 

8 MS. NI: Yes. 

9 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: And what was 

10 the nature of that discussion? 

11 MS. NI: So we discussed the use of the T-Stool 

12 specifically during centers. 

13 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: And any other 

14 things that you mentioned? 

15 MS. NI: And, you know,  enjoyed like therapy 

16 ball and the trampoline. So when they would see that, you 

17 know, he needed kind of a break or his alertness level was a 

18 little low that they would, you know, use those types of 

19 things in the classroom. 

20 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Right. 

21 That's all I have. Ms. Mithaiwala? 

22 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

23 BY MS. MITHAIWALA: 

24 Q Jennie, you testified a little bit earlier when 

25 Ms. Loyer was asking you questions that her question was 
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1 sometimes we see a different child at school than we do at 

2 home. So it gives us information across settings. 

3 I did observations both in the classroom as well 

4 as on the playground. And then I administered standardized 

5 assessments, the ones that I participated in or the ABAS 

6 which is an adaptive functioning assessment. Our team 

7 filled out the childhood autism rating skill together to 

8 look at the autistic-like characteristics. We filled out 

9 the developmental assessment of young children based on both 

10 observations from our team as well as Parent input. And the 

11 last one that I administered was the Mullen Scales of Early 

12 Learning. Both the Mullen and the DAYC give us information 

13 about his cognitive functioning as well as other areas of 

14 functioning. 

15 Q Okay. On page 203, the health and development 

16 tool history, can you tell us who prepared that and why? 

17 A The school nurse Denise Ellis prepares that. It's 

18 part of a multi-disciplinary assessment. We have to rule 

19 out that there is not medical information that could be 

20 impacting the Student. 

21 Q And you testified that you conducted some 

22 observations. I think you said classroom and recess? 

23 A Yes. 

24 Q How many different observations total did you do? 

25 A I did three observations and I also observed him 
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1 in the testing setting, so that would count as four. 

2 Q On page 204, at the bottom of that observation, it 

3 says 10/11  was given reinforcement time after earning 

4 five tokens. Can you explain what you saw with respect to 

5 reinforcement and use of tokens? And this was Leah's 

6 classroom? 

7 A Yes. 

8 Q Can you explain what you saw with respect to that? 

9 A Sure. As far as reinforcement goes,  had his 

10 own token more that he was working off so. So he would get 

11 tokens on his board and token out have a reinforcement time. 

12 There was also a lot of verbal reinforcement going on as 

13 well as reinforcement with their face -- smiles, thumbs up, 

14 those type of things. But the token board was very concrete 

15 way of reinforcing him or choosing to understand. 

16 Q Okay. I see throughout the observations there is 

17 a lot of plusses and minuses in terms of those. Can you 

18 explain what those are? 

19 A Sure. Whenever a task was given or he was asked 

20 to imitate, the plus would indicate that he did what they 

21 were asking. If there was a minus, that indicated that he 

22 wasn't compliant with what the request was. If there was a 

23 P and a plus or a negative P and a plus, the P signifies 

24 that there was a prompt given. So if there was only a plus, 

25 he did that without any additional prompts. 
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1 Q And there were two or three observati'ons in the 

2 classroom and recess environments. What did you notice as 

3 far his level of compliance with or without prompts or both 

4 with prompts and without prompts? 

5 A He was very compliant for imitation. So if they 

6 asked him do this and they modeled it, he did well with that 

7 or he did well when there was a visual queue given. When it 

8 was purely auditory request, he usually needed a prompt with 

9 that. 

10 Q And what kind of prompting did you see going on in 

11 the classroom? 

12 A Gestural, visual as well as some physical. 

13 Q Do you have a recollection of which types of tasks 

14 required that more intensive physical prompting? 

15 A It was ones that usually didn't have a visual. It 

16 wasn't an imitation, it was more of show me a body part and 

17 he wasn't able to do that. 

18 Q Was he not given a visual a lot in the classroom 

19 or were visuals present throughout? 

20 A No. I think there -- sorry for interrupting. I 

21 think there were visuals given, but there were some tasks 

22 that they were trying to get him to that next level on and 

23 have him to start showing his skills. 

24 Q You mean start showing his skills without the 

25 addition of the visual prompts? 
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1 A Yes. 

2 Q Okay. After your observations in the classroom, 

3 did you notice any significant behaviors that you thought 

4 impeded his learning? 

5 A In one of my observations, he had pinched a child 

6 and was able to keep moving. 

7 Q I am sorry, who was keep --  kept moving or 

8 the other child? 

9 A He was able to continue with lesson. 

10 Q Okay. 

11 A Another time he did have to be taken to a separate 

12 area to calm down and it took him about 20 minutes before he 

13 was able to rejoin the group. He was given many 

14 opportunities, but I think those behaviors without 

15 reinforcement could impede not staying calm. 

16 Q Take a look at page 206 and 207. Can you tell me 

17 about what information you learned with the Parent 

18 interview? Was it both Parents or just one? 

19 A I believe his Mom. 

20 Q Okay. What did you learn from Mom? 

21 A I learned -- let me kind of glance over it for a 

22 minute. 

23 Q Sure. 

24 A We talked a little bit about the home program. 

25 She felt like it was a good place for him right now. As far 
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1 as self help goes, he was doing a lot of -- the bathroom 

2 schedules are getting addressed when there was the 

3 opportunity. I know she has other children at home and she 

4 said sometimes it's me and don't give him the opportunity to 

5 get dressed himself. So she thought that had some impact on 

6 it. He was able to eat with a fork, he was able to put his 

7 dish by the sink, kind of self-help skills. 

8 As far as play, I learned that he was interested 

9 in his baby sisters' toys, that he was able to do some 

10 simple imitation similar to what we were seeing in the 

11 classroom. Ms. Fulsang had said about eye contact that he 

12 gave her good eye contact but didn't always exhibit that 

13 with everyone. 

14 Sometimes he was under-sensitive to things that 

15 might be painful, the hot water running. He had sensitivity 

16 to sounds but he had made progress with that where he would 

17 sometimes cover his ears or leave the room before his 

18 reaction was much more severe. He had been a picky eater, 

19 but seemed to be getting less picky. 

20 About schedules, he had a schedule that he 

21 followed in the morning but he didn't overreact if the 

22 schedule was interrupted. 

23 Q 

24 A 

25 Q 

Okay. Let's move to page 208. 

Okay. 

As part of your assessment, I see that you have 
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1 listed previous testing results. Can you tell us about 

2 those? 

3 A Sure. It's testing from 2008 and 2009. The DAYC 

4 was administered twice, both were similar results following 

5 the 16-month (inaudible) showing cognitive delay. The 

6 trans-disciplinary play-based assessment, it's just that 

7 it's play-based assessment which also showed delays in the 

8 cognitive areas of development. 

9 Q Okay. And moving to your current testing results, 

10 can you tell us about the Mullen and what its purpose is? 

11 A Absolutely. The Mullen is a scale for young 

12 children up to the age of 68 to give information about their 

13 cognitive functioning. 

14 Q I sorry, you said age 68? 

15 A To age 68 months. 

16 Q Okay. 

17 A Sorry, clarification. Birth to 68 months. 

18 Q Okay. And I missed what you said after that 

19 because I was focused on the 68. 

20 A Sixty-eight, knock that off. It's to measure 

21 their cognitive functioning. 

22 Q Did you administer the whole test for the Mullen 

23 or just did some tests? 

24 A I actually gave all of them in this case, visual 

25 receptor, fine motor, receptive language as well as 
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1 expressive language. 

2 Q Okay. And did you administer the most recent 

3 version of the test available at that time? 

4 A Yes. 

5 Q Did you administer the test according to its 

6 instruction so that you got accurate results? 

7 A Yes. 

8 Q Did you get a standardized score on this 

9 assessment? 

10 A I did. 

11 Q And what was that? 

12 A A standard score of 49. 

13 Q What does that mean? 

14 A A score of 49 on this test fell within the very 

15 low range of functioning. 

16 Q Other than a number of 49 and the descriptive 

17 category of very low, what did this assessment tell you 

18 about  and his needs? 

19 A If you look at the individual sub-skills, it will 

20 give you information about the age equivalent. And I think 

21 that's more realistic to look at because you can compare 

22 that to his chronological age. So at this time I think he 

23 was about 58 months. So you will see if you look at the age 

24 equivalent for the sub-skills, there are significant delays 

25 in all areas. 
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1 Q Is there any reason to believe that this 

2 assessment was racially, culturally or sexually 

3 discriminatory for  

4 A No. 

5 Q Do you have a reason to believe that about any of 

6 the assessments you administered? 

7 A No. 

8 Q Okay. Take a look at page 210, the DAYC. Can you 

9 tell us about the purpose of this assessment? 

10 A Sure. Again, it gives an idea about the cognitive 

11 levels. It's given from birth to 5 years 11 months. 

12 Q Why did you administer a second cognitive 

13 assessment? 

14 A I usually try for all the children I test to give 

15 two cognitive assessment so I can get an accurate picture of 

16 the way they are functioning. I also like this one because 

17 it gives you some flexibility with administration. So the 

18 manual states that you can get information from a variety of 

19 sources as well as through direct observation. 

20 Q Okay. And did you administer the most recent 

21 version of this test at the time? 

22 A Yes. 

23 Q And did you administer it according to the 

24 instructions so that you could get a standardized score? 

25 A I administered it with information. What I 
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1 reported in this is that some of the information that gave 

2 us the score was only reported from the Parent, things that 

3 we did not see in the classroom. 

4 Q And why is that significant to note? 

5 A Because usually we'll see -- we want to see things 

6 across the setting to say that it is an established skill. 

7 Q Okay. And what did this assessment tell you about 

8  

9 A That there are significant delays in his cognitive 

10 ability. 

11 Q Did you find it to be commensurate with the Mullen 

12 or different in any respect? 

13 A Very commensurate. Looking at either the standard 

14 score compared to the early learning composite on the Mullen 

15 or looking at the age equivalent to the age equivalence on 

16 the sub-skills. 

17 Q Looking back at the administration that it appears 

18 ACES, administer the DAYC in 2008, it appears that his 

19 standard score went down -- I am sorry, not the ACES one but 

20 the 2009 administration of the DAYC by Newport-Mesa, it 

21 appears that his standard score went down. Can you explain 

22 from an expert school psychologist opinion why you think 

23 that might have happened? 

24 A Absolutely. What did happen is we compare him to 

25 his age, same-aged peers. So, when he was compared in 2009, 
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1 he was compared to other children of his same age. When he 

2 is compared currently in this 2011 report, he did require to 

3 do more skills. If you look at the RASS scores that we got, 

4 in 2009 he got a RASS score of 23 and when I re-administered 

5 in 2011, he got a RASS score of 28. So he actually did 

6 increase in his skills, he had a higher RASS score. But 

7 when we compared him to the natural growth of other 

8 children, then we see a discrepancy there. 

9 Q Okay. I can also see that the age equivalency 

10 went up though even though the standard score went down in 

11 2009 to 2011, age equivalency went up. How does that relate 

12 to the standard score going down? 

13 A Well, part of it is because once you hit bottom 

14 standard score, it kind of stops and it lumps everything in 

15 there. It doesn't further give different months. So you 

16 will see that the standard score isn't one number, it's less 

17 than 50. So anything under there would have been the 21-

18 month range. Does that make sense? 

19 Q It does. 

20 A Okay. 

21 Q Why is it less than 50? Does the DAYC not have 

22 scores under 50 like individual number numerical scores? 

23 A Without looking at the menu I believe once you hit 

24 that mark and under, it's all less than 50 for a standard 

25 score. 
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1 Q Okay. Take a look at page 212. 

2 A Okay. 

3 Q Tells us about the ABAS' purpose. 

4 A The purpose of the ABAS is to get an understanding 

5 of  adaptive functioning skills. 

6 Q Are these scales or questionnaires or --

7 A It's a questionnaire and this is actually one that 

8 Ms. Fulsang filled out and it looks at a variety of areas. 

9 Q Did you administer the most recent version of this 

10 test at the time? 

11 A Yes. 

12 Q And did you administer it according to 

13 instructions to get accurate information? 

14 A I had Ms. Fulsang fill it out and then we talked 

15 about any things that need to be clarified in our interview. 

16 Q Is that allowed per the testing manual? 

17 A Yes. 

18 Q And what did this assessment tell you about  

19 A The assessment indicated that his adaptive skills 

20 were significantly below his peers and commensurate with his 

21 cognitive level. 

22 Q Looking at page 211, when it was -- the same 

23 assessment was administered in 2009 and compared to what it 

24 was administered in 2011, what do you see? 

25 A Again, you'll see the same thing that we saw with 
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1 the cognitive, his scores appear to have gone down. This is 

2 because he is compared to same-aged peers and what he should 

3 -- the skills he should have acquired over the last few 

4 years. Nevertheless, they both fall in the same 

5 classification range of extremely low. 

6 Q Do you know if during his initial assessment if 

7 the eligibility category of intellectually disabled was 

8 given to  as part of his IEP process? 

9 A It was analyzed, but they said that it needs to be 

10 monitored after he had consistent research-based 

11 interventions. 

12 Q Were you part of that assessment team? 

13 A The initial one, no. 

14 Q Okay. And why didn't they just give him the ID 

15 diagnosis at that time? 

16 A When we have children come in young that had not 

17 necessarily been in our program with constant learning 

18 strategies, interventions, reinforcement systems, we really 

19 want to be cautious with providing them with that 

20 eligibility category because it is a significant one and we 

21 want to see how they -- once we get their behaviors under 

22 control if there are any, how they are able to learn and if 

23 they start to take off in their learning potential. 

24 Q Okay. On page 235, what is the GARS, what is its 

25 purpose? 
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1 A From a field of thee familiar objects across five 

2 total objects,  would be directed to show me what where 

3 is and he would need to reach 

4 Q Can you give us an example of how Melissa 

5 implemented this goal with  What was the materials in 

6 front of her, what would she do to work on this goal? 

7 A Well, this goal is one that was implemented 

8 throughout his day in the classroom by both Melissa as well 

9 as his special education teacher, so that as a specific 

10 situation came up, for example if we was doing an art 

11 activity and there was a paintbrush, paint, a cup for the 

12 paint to be poured into, then the teacher would say, you 

13 know, get the cup, get the paint, take data, help establish 

14 that he is matching those semantic labels. It was always 

15 important to have those objects be real to the activities 

16 that were going on in the classroom. 

17 Q And take a lo.ok at goal number two on page 16. 

18 What was the purpose of this goal? 

19 A At the time,  had learned to use picture 

20 symbols to make requests, most often during snack and other 

21 eating activities. Those were preferred activities for him 

22 and so he had learned to make requests using these picture 

23 icons in those settings. The goal was to expand his 

24 understanding of photos beyond just the specific food items 

25 that were preferred so that he would be able to begin to 
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1 make requests of toys, people and actions. 

2 Q And walk us through how this goal would be worked 

3 on with  

4 A Very similarly to the objects where he has given 

5 options of pictures to make choices and make requests of 

6 things to do during his day in the classroom when there was 

7 a time for him to make a choice, so that he could choose 

8 between a puzzle, a book, and let's say a ball for a free 

9 time choice activity, then he could use a picture to make 

10 that choice. 

11 Q Was the purpose of this goal to be independent 

12 with his skill or use prompts? 

13 A The ultimate goal is always for independence. 

14 Q Take a look at page 17. What was the purpose of 

15 this goal? 

16 A The purpose was to start with his baseline where 

17 he was able to handle -- hand a single picture, begin to 

18 think about combining ideas and combining picture symbols 

19 into what foundation we might become a sentence so that he 

20 is putting two pictures together for something. Maybe he is 

21 all done with an activity, he was more of something, so that 

22 he is starting to learn that two ideas can be combined 

23 together symbolically. 

24 Q 

25 A 

And why was this important for  

Taking his baseline of just making a choice for 
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1 Q And turn to Exhibit 55, please. 

2 A Okay. 

3 Q Have you seen this document before? 

4 A Yes. 

5 Q What is it? 

6 A It is my resume. 

7 Q And then did you prepare it? 

8 A I did. 

9 Q Can you tell us about your educational background? 

10 A Sure. So I have a master's of science from 

11 California State, Long Beach, in special education, as well 

12 as my Bachelor of Arts from Long Beach in liberal studies. 

13 I am also a board-certified behavior analyst and have done 

14 the coursework necessary for that. I have a certificate as 

15 well. 

16 Q What is the California II education specialist 

17 instruction credential? 

18 A So that is also a teaching credential in the state 

19 of California especially for special education. 

20 Q Okay. Can you tell us what your current position 

21 is? 

22 A Yes. Currently I'm an autism specialist at 

23 Newport-Mesa. And I've been since 2009. 

24 Q 

25 A 

And what <lo you do as an autism specialist? 

My role is to consult with teachers, 
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1 psychologists, instructional assistants, any staff working 

2 with children with autism and to really provide consultation 

3 and training on ABA methodologies. I also often am a 

4 facilitator in IEPs. I assist with writing IEP goals as 

5 necessary and may also assist with the assessment process of 

6 students with autism. 

7 INTERPRETER: Excuse me, (off mic.) 

8 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Sure --

9 MS. HINTON: Oh sure. Sorry. 

10 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: We're 

11 translating for Mrs. Fulsang. 

12 MS. HINTON: Sure, of course. Yeah, sorry. 

13 MS. MITHAIWALA: Do you need her to repeat any of 

14 that? 

15 INTERPRETER: After reading the goals in the IEP 

16 meeting 

17 MS. HINTON: So I may participate in writing and 

18 developing IEP goals. I also make may participate in 

19 assessments that are done on students with autism throughout 

20 the District. 

21 Q What did you do immediately prior to being an 

22 autism specialist in Newport? 

23 A Before coming here to Newport I worked in Cyprus 

24 School District. I was a classroom teacher for an autism-

25 specific ABA classroom, grades --- around grades two through 
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1 four. 

2 Q Okay. And how long did you do that? 

3 A From 2005 to 2009. 

4 Q Okay. And how about right prior to that? 

5 A Prior to becoming a teacher I worked for the 

6 Greater Anaheim SELPA as an in-home behavior therapist. I 

7 will I worked in the home providing ABA services and I 

8 also provided shadowing or aid services in the schools as 

9 well for students with autism. 

10 Q Okay. At what point in that process did you get 

11 your BCBA? 

12 A I received my BCBA a year ago, last September. So 

13 in my role as an autism specialist I started the coursework 

14 and received it a year ago. 

15 Q Okay. On pages 568 through 572 I see quite a few 

16 trainings. Can you tell us about, you know, why you've had 

17 so many trainings and is that part of your job description 

18 as an autism specialist or yeah. 

19 A Okay. The first section of that -- so I guess 568 

20 through the middle of 571 are the trainings that I've 

21 attended. I've attended them throughout the years of my 

22 career working as -- a person working with students with 

23 autism, not necessarily required by my job, but I've been 

24 given the opportunity through my employment to attend these 

25 trainings. 
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1 And also as a BCBA we're required to keep up with 

2 the latest research and knowledge in the field of autism and 

3 ABA. And so these trainings have allowed me to stay 

4 current. On the following -- pages 571 through 572 are the 

5 trainings I've actually given myself and those were done --

6 most of them were done here in my appointment with Newport-

7 Mesa but also prior to coming to Newport-Mesa I conducted a 

8 few trainings as well for staff on autism, behavior, social 

9 skills, a variety of topics. 

10 Q Okay. I see quite a few of the trainings that 

11 you've been to -- by Autism Partnership. Is there a reason 

12 that so much of the training you've had is through Autism 

13 Partnership? 

14 A Prior to coming to Newport-Mesa I was in -- I did 

15 have a relationship with Autism Partnership through my other 

16 District. We received consultation from their staff in our 

17 classrooms. And so through that consultation I learned of 

18 the opportunity to receive training -- further training from 

19 them. Newport-Mesa has a very strong and long relationship 

20 with Autism Partnership. 

21 And so with the consultant that we work with 

22 directly, he -- it keeps us up-to-date with the trainings 

23 that Autism Partnership is making available so that we can 

24 attend. 

25 Q You mentioned a strong and long partnership with 
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1 Q And what were the components of Dr. DelPizzo's 

2 FBA? 

3 A She first identified target behaviors to -- for 

4 further assessment. She then included some data -- had some 

5 data-collection procedures in place in order to look closely 

6 at those behaviors, when they were occurring, why 

7 potentially they were occurring. Based on that information 

8 she hypothesized functions of those target behaviors and 

9 then made recommendations to address the functions and 

10 alleviate the problem behaviors that were targeted. 

11 Q Are you -- in your training as BCBA or otherwise 

12 in your master's degree and whatnot, are you familiar with 

13 what an FBA should look like as far, as you know, important 

14 components? 

15 A Yes. 

16 Q On page 474, the evaluation format. 

17 A Uh-huh. 

18 Q Can you go through each one of those bullet points 

19 and describe what those are and whether, in your mind, 

20 that's an important component of an FBA? 

21 A Sure. So the first component is the teacher 

22 interview. So that would likely look like a set of 

23 questions to the person who is experiencing the behavior and 

24 seeing the behavior the most often. And likely she would 

25 ask questions about how often it's occurring, under what 
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1 conditions the behavior is occurring. 

2 And then probably also get information about his 

3 current programming if he is using any reinforcement 

4 systems, what he enjoys in terms of reinforcers and what 

5 he's willing to work for, what motivates him. And that 

6 would be considered an indirect assessment tool as part of 

7 the FBA process. 

8 Q What do you mean "indire.ct assessment tool"? 

9 A Meaning that it isn't -- it's secondhand 

10 information. It's not based off of direct observation or 

11 data, but it's information gathered from the people who are 

12 most in contact with the behavior and the student. 

13 Q Okay. What is the next component? 

14 A Descriptive assessment tools -- when I read that I 

15 refer to the data. And Dr. DelPizzo used ABC data recording 

16 for the purpose of this report. And basically what that --

17 Q Can you describe what ABC --

18 A Uh-huh. 

19 Q What is that? 

20 A So ABC data looks at the "A" which is the 

21 antecedent or what occurs right before a behavior occurs, 

22 the "B" which is the behavior itself / and the "C" which is 

23 the consequence or the events that occurred right after the 

24 behavior 

25 Q Okay. 
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1 A -- took place. And so by using that tool Dr. 

2 DelPizzo was able to draw conclusions about patterns of when 

3 and under what conditions the behavior was occurring. 

4 Q Can you show us where in her report that pieces 

5 A It's in a few places. It looks like it starts on 

6 page 476 and 477. And that is in relation to the pushing-

7 palm-to-chin behavior. On page 479 through 480 there's 

8 another data chart and that data is in relation to the 

9 tapping behavior. And then on page 481 through 482 there's 

10 another data chart and that is in relation to the aggression 

11 behavior. 

12 Q Okay. So I just want to make sure I understand. 

13 The descriptive assessment tools is essentially the data 

14 collection? 

15 A Yes. 

16 Q Okay. What is the direct observation piece? 

17 A So direct observation -- you can see listed right 

18 below that are dates in which Dr. DelPizzo herself conducted 

19 observations of  in the school setting. It looks like 

20 she saw him or she mentioned seeing him both in the 

21 classroom as well as out on the playground and she would 

22 take data on the behaviors themselves and what she was 

23 seeing in terms of the conditions under which they were 

24 occurring. 

25 Q Okay. Did Dr. DelPizzo's FBA and your sort of 
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1 after-the-fact look at it, did it include all the necessary 

2 components of an FBA? 

3 A Yes. 

4 Q Is there one piece of her assessment that you 

5 would say is the most important piece or is -- are they all 

6 pretty much equally important? 

7 A I would say that they're all important. However, 

8 the data to me is what is the most validating in terms of 

9 whether or not the recommendations and the conclusions drawn 

10 were appropriate and accurate. 

11 Q And why is that? 

12 A Data related -- the data is what allowed for her 

13 to find patterns and draw conclusions about the functions of 

14 the behavior. A real cornerstone of ABA is that all 

15 behaviors have a function. And in order to target those 

16 behaviors and work on reducing those behaviors you must 

17 address the function. And so without this data she would 

18 not have been able to appropriately address their functions. 

19 Q 

20 please. 

21 A 

22 Q 

23 A 

24 Q 

25 A 

Okay. Take a look at the white binder now, 

Okay. 

And take a look at Tab 42 in that binder as well. 

Okay. 

Okay. Have you seen this document before? 

Yes. 
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1 Q And what is that? 

2 A It is a functional behavior assessment report done 

3 by the Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis. 

4 And did you have an opportunity to review those 

5 when Dr. Williams asked you to look at his recent 

6 assessments? 

7 A Yes. 

8 Q Okay. Looking at it holistically, did you have 

9 any concerns about this report that stood out in your mind? 

10 A I feel what stood out -- there are a few things 

11 that did stand out in terms of concerns or confusion. One 

12 would be the lack of data that's referenced in the report. 

13 There doesn't appear to be any specific data that was 

14 collected for the purpose of the assessment. And if it was 

15 collected it's not referenced clearly in the report. 

16 Secondly, I would say the target behavior that was 

17 selected for an FBA didn't appear to me to be appropriate 

18 for this level of assessment. I also had a difficult time 

19 synthesizing some of the information due to just the lack of 

20 general organizational fluidity. There wasn't a real linear 

21 progression throughout the report, and it was difficult for 

22 me to discern the different components of an FBA and where 

23 they were in the report. 

24 I would say along those same lines I had also had 

25 some difficulty and confusion throughout the report as to 
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1 whether they were referencing the home environment or the 

2 school environment. It seemed to me that both environments 

3 were assessed, but it was unclear in the report when they 

4 were discussing which environment. 

5 Q Okay. I want to talk more about the second one 

6 that you mentioned, the target behavior not being 

7 appropriate. 

8 A Okay. 

9 Q What did you understand the target behavior to be 

10 in this FBA? 

11 A The target behavior in the FBA was titled 

12 "Inconsistent Responding.'' In looking at the description of 

13 that behavior throughout the report my kind of takeaway 

14 message was that they were referring to inattention. 

15 Q Okay. And why is inattention an inappropriate 

16 thing to look at in an FBA? 

17 A Well, inattention is really a common 

18 characteristic of all students with autism. It's definitely 

19 a problem behavior that is worked through in ABA 

20 programming. It's -- typically an FBA is reserved for more 

21 interfering, more uncharacteristic type of behaviors that 

22 require some really intensive assessment and 

23 recommendations. 

24 Inattention, to me, can really be addressed 

25 through the course of general ABA strategies such as 
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1 reinforcement, consequence procedures, and prompting and 

2 also through IEP goals. 

3 Q Okay. I'm trying to get down what you said --

4 inattention can be addressed through ABA what? 

5 A -- methodologies such as reinforcement 

6 strategies, consequence strategies, and also just addressed 

7 through the IEP goals. 

8 Q Okay. Okay. And speaking about the -- your 

9 second or sorry, your fourth point, confusion regarding 

10 home and school environments, why was it necessary, in your 

11 mind, for there to be the distinction? 

12 A I think that when -- in order to really synthesize 

13 the information and understand where these recommendations 

14 were -- should be in place, where some of the concerns come 

15 from, it needed to be made more clear to me as a reader the 

16 specifics of those concerns. And by not including the 

17 environment in which they were observed, I didn't feel it 

18 was specific enough for me to synthesize the information. 

19 Q Okay. Did you review the recommendations portion 

20 of the IABA FBA? 

21 A Yes. Yes. 

22 Q And were there can you describe what those 

23 recommendations were, or to use your words, synthesize what 

24 those recommendations were in -- after reading the report? 

25 What was your -- I think you said takeaway message -- what 
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1 Here, bring a chair. And what we're going to do -- Ms. 

2 White, what we're going to do is Ms. Mithaiwala is going to 

3 ask you some questions on behalf of the District. 

4 An attorney named Kathleen Loyer represents  

5 and his family. If she has questions, she'll ask them of 

6 you at that point. Then I'll ask some questions if there's 

7 anything they haven't covered that I feel need to be 

8 clarified. And then the attorneys have another opportunity 

9 for questioning, okay? 

10 MS. WHITE: Okay. 

11 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: If you don't 

12 understand the question or you can't hear us, just be sure 

13 to let us know. All right? 

14 MS. WHITE: Okay. 

15 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LEPKOWSKY: Okay. Thank 

16 you. Go ahead, Ms. Mithaiwala. 

17 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

18 BY MS. MITHAIWALA: 

19 Q Hi, Tammy. It's Alefia. Thanks for coming or 

20 being willing to do this. 

21 A Sure. 

22 Q Do you recall, Tammy, being present at an IEP 

23 meeting for  Fulsang on January 23, 2013? 

24 A 

25 Q 

Yes, I do. 

Do you recall during that meeting Mr. Fulsang 
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1 saying something to the effect of he didn't believe the 

2 private speech and language therapy that the family had 

3 provided to the Student was effective or had paid off? 

4 A Yes, I recall a conversation about the speech 

5 therapy. 

6 Q Can you explain the context in which that comment 

7 by Mr. Fulsang was made, as you recall it? 

8 A Yeah. Well~ I recall that we had had a lengthy 

9 conversation about really looking toward using the 

10 technology -- the device to provide  a more effective 

11 mode of communication. And within the context of that 

12 conversation there was some discussion about whether the 

13 speech therapy would continue to focus on verbal 

14 communication or just focus on  developing more 

15 confidence using the -- just the assistive technology 

16 device. 

17 And there was a lengthy conversation about that 

18 because I think Mrs. Fulsang was concerned about -- you 

19 know, well, she was having questions about not continuing to 

20 focus on verbal communication. And within the context of 

21 that conversation it was agreed that the focus on verbal 

22 communication had not really paid off for  in the way 

23 that they had hoped. 

24 And that was the context with which Mr. Fulsang 

25 had said that. And that the family was, you know, trying to 
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